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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

1.1. Scheduling theory 

Motivated and stimulated by questions that arise in production plan
ning and computer control, scheduling theory has become an important 
subarea of combinatorial optimization, located at the interface between 
applied mathematics, computer science, and operations research. In its 
broadest sense, 'scheduling is the allocation of resources over time to per
form a collection of tasks' [B74], and 'scheduling is concerned with the 
optimal allocation of scarce resources to activities over time' [LLRS93]. 
Research on scheduling started in the mid-1950's. Since then, the field 
has attracted a lot of attention, and more than 2,000 papers have been 
published. A survey of the most important results is given by E.L. 
Lawler, J.K. Lenstra, A.H.G. Rinnooy Kan, and D.B. Shmoys [LLRS93]. 

In this thesis, we will restrict ourselves to scheduling problems in 
which each task requires at most one resource at a time for its execution. 
This restriction complies with the common idea of jobs that have to be 
scheduled on machines of limited capacity. A job consists of a list of 
operations, each of which requires processing on a given machine during 
a period of a given length; two operations belonging to the same job 
cannot be processed at the same time. Each machine is continuously 
available from time 0 onwards and can process at most one job at a 
time. A schedule specifies for each operation the time interval in which 
it is executed. The objective is to find a schedule that optimizes some 
function of the job completion times. 

Part I of this thesis deals with the two-machine flow shop problem 
with delays. Here, each job has to be processed first on one machine and 
then on a second machine, and its two operations must be separated by 
a time period of a given minimum length. The objective is to minimize 
the length of the schedule, i.e., the completion time of the last job. 

Until recently, one of the standard assumptions in scheduling theory 
was that the time needed to move a job from one machine to another 
was negligible. Although this assumption is often justified, there are 
many situations in which it must he abandoned as being unrealistic. For 
example, in manufacturing there may be a transportation time from one 
production facility to another, and in computer systems the output of a 
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task on one processor may require a communication time so as to become 
the input to a succeeding task on another processor. 

Not only are scheduling models with intermediate delays relevant from 
a practical point of view, they also pose challenging research questions. 
Some of these questions are resolved in Chapters 2 to 6, which form Part 
I of the thesis. Section 1.2 gives an introduction to these chapters. Our 
main results concern the NP-hardness of some very restricted versions of 
the two-machine flow shop problem with delays, and an investigation of 
lower bounds for the problem. 

Part II is independent of Part I. It deals with one of the classical 
models of scheduling theory, namely, the minimization of total tardiness 
on a single machine. Here, each job consists of one operation and has 
a given due date. The objective is to find a one-machine schedule that 
minimizes the sum of the amounts by which the job completion times 
exceed the due dates. 

This problem is at the borderline between easy and hard optimization 
problems: it is NP-hard in the ordinary sense and solvable in pseudo
polynomial time. Much attention has been paid to the development 
of techniques that enhance the efficiency of enumerative optimization 
methods for the problem and also to the design and analysis of effective 
approximation algorithms. We continue these investigations in Chapters 
7 to 9, which form Part II. Section 1.3 gives an introduction to this part. 

Throughout the thesis, all numerical problem data, such as processing 
times, delays and due dates, will be assumed to be integral. Exceptions 
will be mentioned explicitly. 

1.2. Introduction to Part I 

Part I covers topics on complexity, lower bounds and solvable cases of 
the two-machine flow shop scheduling problem with delays. It is denoted 
by F2D, and its standard notation is F2lljiCmax, in accordance with 
[GLLR79] and [LLRS93], where lj indicates the existence of delays (time 
lags). 

The formulation of F2D is as follows. We are given two machines, M1 
and M2 , and n jobs j (j = 1, 2, ... , n). Each machine is available at time 
zero and can process at most one job at a time. Each job j is described 
by its processing time Pii on Mi ( i = 1, 2) and its delay lj, which decrees 
the minimum amount of time between the completion of job jon M1 and 
its start on M2 • The problem is to find a feasible schedule with minimal 
length (makespan), in other words, in which the last job is completed as 
early as possible. 
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Obviously, when aJl delays are zero, F2D turns out to be the classi
cal problem F2IICmax' which can be solved by Johnson's algorithm, see 
[J54] and [LLRS93]. Thus F2D is a natural generalization of the clas
sical two-machine flow shop problem. It occurs in production planning 
situations, where the two operations of each job need an intermediate 
time interval of a given length. For example, when two successive paint
ing operations are executed on the same piece of material, there must 
be at least a certain time in between. Also, delays in F2D can be in
terpreted as transportation times, communication delays, etc. Thus, 
F2D is equivalent to the variant of F3IICmax, where the second machine 
is a non-bottleneck machine and it takes time li for processing job j, see 
[LLRS93]. 

The research on F2D can be traced back to L.G. Mitten [M58] and 
S.M. Johnson [J58]. We recall three observations from these two early 
papers. 

( 1) An optimaJ permutation schedule for F2ll i ICmax is obtained by 
applying Johnson's algorithm to processing times Pii + lj, where a per
mutation schedule is a schedule with the same job sequence on each of 
the machines. 

(2) Non-permutation schedules are not discussed in [M58] and [J58], 
but both papers point out that 'the general problem would sometimes 
involve different job sequences on the two machines and would be quite 
difficult'. 

(3) In the problem formulation of [M58], each job j requires a nonneg
ative delay lj between the start times of its two operations, and between 
the two completion times as well. This model allows for 'production 
overlapping', where the operation of a job on M2 may start after a back
log part of the job is completed on M1 • As indicated in [J58], this model 
can be transformed to F2D by 

lj lj- min (Pij,P2j) (j = 1, 2, ... , n). 
Hence, in this model, lj is allowed to be negative; it is assumed that 
lj = l i + min (Pii, P2j) is nonnegative. 

With respect to observation (3), we remark here that actually only 
the assumption 

lj +P2i ~ 0 (j = 1,2, ... ,n) 
is needed for F2D. It guarantees that the completion of any job on M2 
is no earlier than its completion on M1• When it is satisfied but some 
delays are negative, a time shift on M2 results in an equivalent instance of 
F2D with nonnegative delays. Thus the nonnegative delay assumption 
does not restriCt the scope of applications of F2D. 

As noted in [LLRS93], J.K. Lenstra [191] shows that F2D is NP-hard 
in the strong sense when we no longer restrict ourselves to permutation 
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schedules. This proof is cited by M. Dell' Amico [D93]. 

The strong NP-hardness of the general F2D problem is extended by 
R.J.M. Vaessens and M. Dell'Amico [VD95] to the restricted case in 
which Pii = P2i for j = 1, 2, ... , n, i.e., each job has operations of equal 
length (F2ID ). In Chapters 2 and 3, we further extend the strong NP
hardness of F2D to two much more restricted cases. 

In the restricted version of F2D considered in Chapter 2, each job has 
operations of equal length, and in addition the delays of the jobs assume 
only two values ( F2ID2 ). The proof technique is a modification of the 
'separation and partition' technique used in [191] and [D93]. Also, we 
establish an equivalence between the problem F2D and the one-machine 
problem of scheduling 'job pairs with delays' (MJPD), which can be seen 
as a variant of F2D, in which the operations of all jobs must be processed 
by a single machine. As an application of the result on F2ID2, we obtain 
the strong NP-hardness of a restricted version of M1PD with pairwise 
identical jobs ap.d only two delay values. Furthermore, as another ap
plication of the result on F2ID2, we prove the strong NP-hardness of the 
correspondingly restricted version of the two-machine open shop prob
lem with delays. These results improve the available complexity results 
for these two problems. 

In Chapter 3, we consider another restricted version of F2D, in which 
each job has a unit processing time on both machines ( F2UD ). To prove 
the strong NP-hardness of this problem, we introduce a new technique, 
which might be characterized by 'incomplete separation and job chains'. 
This is the main result of our thesis. It solves an open question posed 
by W. Kern and W.M. Nawijn [KN9l] and J.N.D. Gupta [G94] in the 
context of MJPD, and by J.K. 1enstra [194] in the context of F2D. Also 
in Chapter 3, we show that this result determines the complexity of a 
restricted version of the Numerical 3-Dimensional Matching problem in 
which there are two sets of the form of { 1, 2, ... , n}, and of the cor
respondingly restricted version of the two-machine open shop problem 
with delays (see V.J. Rayward-Smith and D. Rebaine [RR92] and D. 
Rebaine and V.A. Strusevich [RS95]). 

In Chapter 4 we discuss lower bounds for F2D, with an emphasis on 
F2UD. A lower bound for F2UD based on the average delay is obtained 
by J.K. 1enstra [194]. In this chapter, we prove that this bound is tight 
for n ~ 5 but not for n ~ 6. The conclusions follow from an analysis of the 
relationship between F2UD and a restricted version of the NumericQ.l 3-
Dimensional Matching problem and from computational results. We fur
ther obtain two lower bounds for F2UD with any fixed job sub-sequence 
on M1 , which are intended to be used in branch-and-bound algorithms. 
Furthermore, as generalizations of J.K. 1enstra's lower bound for F2UD, 
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we obtain two lower bounds for F2D containing weighted average delays. 

As mentioned above, the problem of finding an optimal permutation 
schedule for F2D is solvable in polynomial time. In Chapter 5, we.obtain 
sufficient conditions to ensure that among the optimal schedules there is 
at least one permutation schedule. These sufficient conditions are 

li:::; lj + ma.x(Pti,P2i) for all i,j E {1, 2, ... , n}, 
which improves the sufficient conditions in [093] and [G94]. 

In Chapter 6, we construct a non-permutation solution for F2UD with 
unit processing time jobs and two delay values. The schedule construc
tion and its optimality proof are based on a theorem of 'decomposition 
into sub-schedules'. Also, we extend the construction to another case 
that allows for jobs other than unit processing time jobs. 

At last, we mention that in recent years there has been a growing 
interest in scheduling problems with delays, due to their application 
background and their theoretical properties. The papers on F2D and 
MJPD have been mentioned above. In addition, [S80] gives a discussion 
of one-machine scheduling of job pairs with exact delays and its applica
tion to radar instruments. Also, [BLV93], [WLN94], and [DH95] discuss 
one-machine scheduling of jobs with delayed precedence constraints of 
general or specified types. For open shops with delays, complexity is
sues are studied in [RR92], [VD95], and [RS95], the optimal solution 
construction for unit processing time jobs with a uniform delay is given 
in [RR92], and some approximation algorithms are proposed in [RS95]. 
For parallel machines, the research on scheduling jobs with interproces
sor communication delays has been very active, and an incomplete list 
of papers is as follows: [CP95], [CUZ95], [HCAL89], [HLV93], [LVV93], 
[PY88], [R87a], [R87b], [VLL90]. 

1.3. Introduction to Part II 

Part II deals with the problem of minimizing total tardiness on a 
single machine. This problem is defined as follows. Given are a single 
machine and n jobs j (j = 1, 2, ... , n ). The. machine is available from 
time zero onwards and can process at most one job at a time. Each job j 
needs an uninterrupted processing time of length Pi on the machine and 
has a due date dj. If job j is completed at time Cj, then its tardiness 
is defined by Tj = max{O, Cj- di }. The problem is to find a schedule 
that minimizes the total tardiness Tt + T2 + · · · + Tw 

The one-machine total tardiness problem is solvable in pseudo-polyno
mial time (see E.L. Lawler [L77]) and is NP-hard in the ordinary sense 
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(see J. Du and J.Y.-T. Leung [DL90]). The work on the problem con
tained in Chapters 7, 8, 9 of this thesis consists of three research papers. 

Chapter 7 is titled 'Augmentations of Consistent Partial Orders for 
the One-Machine Total Tardiness Problem' and is to be published in 
Discrete Applied Mathematics. Here we explore the application of Em
mons' well-known dominance theorem. This theorem gives conditions 
on the data of two jobs j and k under which there exists an optimal 
schedule in which j precedes k. Several applications of the theorem may 
lead to a partial order on the job set. Such an order is called consis
tent if it has a linear extension that is an optimal solution to the entire 
problem. We address the question whether the proper augmentation of 
a consistent partial order always results in a partial order that is also 
consistent. We give an example to show that this is not true in general. 
However, as the main result of the chapter we prove that the question 
has an affirmative answer for the normal procedure, which builds a se
ries of proper augmentations starting from "null". Hence, the chapter 
doses the gap between Emmons' dominance theorem and the normal 
procedure of augmenting partial orders. 

Chapter 8 corresponds to the paper 'On Decomposition of the Total 
Tardiness Problem', co-authored with S. Chang, Q. Lu and G. Tang, and 
published in Operations Research Letters. Here we investigate Lawler's 
decomposition theorem, which is the basis of his famous pseudo-polyno
mial time algorithm for the one-machine total tardiness problem. C.N. 
Potts and L.N. Van Wassenhove [PW82] established some conditions 

·on decomposition positions and used these to make the decomposition 
algorithm more efficient. We prove new and stronger conditions on the 
leftmost decomposition position and report on additional computational 
tests. 

Chapter 9 is a revision of the paper 'Key Position Method For the 
Total Tardiness Problem', published in Chinese in the Chinese Journal 
of Operations Research. In this final chapter we propose a new approx
imation algorithm for the one-machine total tardiness problem. The 
algorithm works as follows. First the jobs. are scheduled in order of non
decreasing due dates. Then the longest job is moved backwards to its 
'key position', which is defined as the earliest position at which the total 
tardiness of the schedule is minimum. Next the algorithm is recursively 
applied to the two subproblems, consisting of the jobs to the left and 
to the right of the key position, respectively. We prove that the result
ing schedule is locally optimal with respect to the adjacent interchange 
neighborhood. We also investigate the performance ratio of the algo
rithm in relation to the optimum and make a computational comparison 
with other approximation algorithms. 
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Part I 

The Two-Machine Flow Shop Problem with Delays 

Part I deals with the two-machine flow shop problem with delays 
( F2D ); an introduction to this part was given in Section 1.2. Part I 
is organized as follows. In Chapters 2 and 3, we extend J .K. Lenstra's 
result in [L91] on the strong NP-hardness of F2D to two much more re
stricted problems. In Chapter 2, we assume that each job has the same 
processing time on both machines and that the delays of the jobs assume 
only two values (F2ID2). This result extends to the one-machine problem 
of scheduling job pairs with delays and to the two-machine open shop 
scheduling problem with delays. In Chapter 3, we assume that each job 
has a unit processing time on each machine; this problem is denoted as 
F2UD. The latter result extends to a restricted version of the Numerical 
3-Dimensional Matching Problem and to the corresponding variant of 
the open shop scheduling problem with delays. In Chapter 4 we prove 
that J .K. Lenstra's lower bound in [L94] for F2UD is tight for n :.:::; 5 but 
not for n 2:: 6 and obtain two lower bounds for F2D containing weighted 
average delays. In Chapter 5, we obtain sufficient conditions to en
sure that among the optimal schedules there is at least one permutation 
schedule. At last, in Chapter 6, we construct a non-permutation solu
tion for F2UD with unit processing time jobs and two delay values and 
for another solvable case that allows for jobs other than unit processing 
time jobs. 

Chapter 2 
Strong NP-Hardness of a Restricted F2D: 
Identical Operations of Each Joh and Two ·Delay Values 

2.1. Introduction 

In this chapter, we determine the complexity of a heavily restricted 
version of the F2D problem. Let Pij be the non-negative processing time 
of job jon machine i (Mi), i.e., the processing time of the operation Oij, 

where i = 1,2 and j = 1,2, ... ,n. Let lj (j = 1,2, ... ,n) denote the 
non-negative delay or time lag of each job j, i.e., the prescribed minimum 
amount of time that has to elapse between the completion of job j on 
M1 and its start on M2. Using the three-field notation scheme for sched
uling problems introduced in [GLLR79], we denote the F2D problem by 
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F2lliiCmax; the restricted problem F2ID2 with equal processing times 
on both machines and two possible delay values is denoted by 

F21Pti= P2h liE {1, O}!Cmax, 
where l j E { l, 0} means that the delays of the jobs in F2ID2 assume only 
two values. Note that we can assume without loss of generality that one 
of the delay values is zero, as an identical problem is obtained by shifting 
the schedule forward on machine 2. 

Strong .NP-hardness for the general case of F2D has been established 
by J.K. Lenstra (191] (see [LLRS93]). Strong .NP-hardness of the re
stricted version of F2D with identical operations on both machines has 
been established by R.J.M. Vaessens and M. Dell'Amico [VD95]. In 
Section 2.2 and 2.3, we show that this problem remains strongly .NP
hard when each delay is either 0 or l. After having established strong 
.NP~hardness of F'2ID2, we show how this result can be applied to prove 
strong .NP-hardness for two related problems: the first one is to minimize 
makespan in a one-machine environment, where each job pair requires 
a delay in between; the second one deals with the same problem in an 
open shop environment. 

The one-machine problem of scheduling job pairs with delays ( MJPD) 
is introduced by W. Kern and W.M. Nawijn [KN91] and J.N.D. Gupta 
(G94]. In Section 2.4, we show the equivalence between the problems 
MiPD and F2D, which implies strong .NP-hardness of MJPD with pair
wise identical jobs and with only two delay values; this improves the 
complexity results in [KN91] and [G94]. 

The two-machine open shop problem with delays ( 02D) is studied 
in V.J. Rayward-Smith and D. Rebaine [RR92], R.J.M. Vaessens and 
M. Dell'Amico [VD95] and D. Rebaine and V.A. Strusevich [RS95]. In 
[RR92], it is shown that the 02D problem is .NP-hard in the ordinary 
sense even if all delays are equal. The 02D problem with identical op
erations on both machines is proved to be strongly .NP-hard in [VD95]. 
As a consequence of the strong .NP-hardness of F2ID2, we show in Sec
tion 2.5 that the 02D problem with identical processing times on both 
machines remains strongly .NP-hard even if only two delay values are 
involved; this improves the complexity results in [VD95]. We further 
show in the Appendix that the 02D problem with identical operations 
on both machines and with equal delay values is .NP-hard in the ordinary 
sense, which improves the complexity results in [RR92]. 

2.2. Preliminaries 

In this section we present some preliminary results. We start with an 
observation concerning the form of an optimal schedule. 
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Observation 1 Consider the problem F2D with processing times Pij 
and delays l j, where i = 1, 2 and j = 1, 2, ... , n; let C* be the minimum 
makespan for this instance. Then there is an optimal schedule with the 
following properties: 

(1) M1 executes the jobs in the interval [O,pn + Pl2 +···+Pin]· 
(2) M2 executes the jobs in the interval [C*-(P21 +P22 +· · +P2n), C*]. 
(3) M2 executes the jobs in the order of arrival times C1(j) + li, 

where cl (j) stands for the completion time of the operation of job j 
(j = 1,2, ... ,n) on M1. 0 

We now derive an expression for the makespan when the sequences 
cr and T in which the jobs are executed by M1 and M2 are given. Let 
C( cr, T) denote the minimal makespan of such a schedule for F2D. 

Lemma 1 Consider the problem F2D with processing times Pii and 
delays li, where i = 1, 2 and j = 1, 2, ... , n. Then 

C(cr,r) max ( 2: P111(j) +h+ 2: P2T(j)), (2.1) 
1$k$;n j:$;11-l(k) i'?:_T- 1(k) 

where cr-1(k) and r-1(k) denote the positions of job k in sequence cr 
and T, respectively. 

Proof. Let C denote the right-hand side of (2.1). It is obvious that Cis 
a lower bound on the makespan of any schedule with given job sequences 
cr and r. We will show that there exists a feasible schedule with makespan 
equal to C. Let M1 process the jobs in order of cr = (cr(1), cr(2), .. . ,cr(n)) 
without any idle time, where the first job starts at time zero. Similarly, 
let M2 process the jobs in order ofT= (r(1), r(2), ... , r(n)) in the inter-

n 
val [ C - 2: P2i, C]. Then, the completion time of job i ( i = 1, 2, ... , n) 

i=l 
on M1 is 

C1 ( i) = 2: Plu(j), 
j:$;a- 1(i) 

and the start time of job i (i = 1, 2, ... , n) on M2 is 
B2( i) = c- 2: P2T(j)· 

i'?:_T- 1( i) 

It is easy to check from (2.1) that B2 ( i)-C1 ( i) ~ li, fori= 1, 2, ... , n. 0 

Lemma 2 Consider the problem F2D with identical processing times Pi 
(j = 1,2, ... ,n) on each of the machines and delays lj (j = 1,2, ... ,n). 
Let S be any schedule for this problem with makespan C[S], and let cr 
be the job sequence on M1. For any job k, let Q k be the set of jobs that 
are executed after job k by M1 but arrive before before job k on M2. 
Then 

n 
C[S] ~ 2: Pi+ lk + Pk- 2: Pi· (2.2) 

i=l iEC)h 
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Proof. Due to Observation 1, we know that the jobs in Q k precede job 
k on M2. Using Lemma 1, we obtain that 

C[S] ~ 2:: Pi+ lk + 2:: Pi· (2.3) 
i~O'-l(k) j?_-r-l(k) 

Obviously, in the right-hand side of (2.3), Pk appears twice, and any 
other Pi (j 1, 2, ... , n) is present except for the jobs j E Q k, which 
succeed job k on M 1 and precede job k on M 2 • D 

2.3. Strong NP-Hardness of F'2ID2 

Theorem 1 The restricted version of the two-machine flow shop prob
lem with identical operations of each job on both machines and with 
only two delay values is strongly NP-hard. 

Proof. Our proof is based on a reduction from the problem 3-_Partitition 
to the problem F2BJ2. The 3--_Partitition problem, which is known to be 
strongly NP-hard ([GJ79]), is defined as follows: 

3:Partitition: Given a positive integer b and a set X= { x 1 , x2, .•• , X 3m} 

of positive integers, which satisfy b f 4 < Xi < b /2 ( i = 1, 2, ... , 3m) and 
3m 
2:: xi = mb, (3.1) 

i=1 
decide if there exists a partition of X into m disjoint 3-element sets 
{Xb X2, ... , Xm} such that 

2:: xi=b (i=1,2, ... ,m). (3.2) 
:c; EX; 

Given any instance of 3·:Partitition, we define the following instance of 
F2BJ2 with two types of jobs: 

(1) 3m Partition jobs, or P-jobs with 
Pi Xj and lj := 0 for j = 1,2, ... ,3m, (3.3) 

(2) m large delay jobs, or L-jobs with 
Pi:= 2b and li := 2b for j =3m+ 1,3m+ 2, ... ,4m. (3.4) 

The threshold y 3mb + 3b, and the corresponding decision problem, 
which we denote by F2ID2 1

, is 

F2ID2 1
: Does there exist a schedule S with makes pan C[ S] not greater 

than y = 3mb+ 3b? 

Assume that the answer to 3-_Partitition is 'Yes'. Let {XI, X2, ... , Xm} 
be a partition satisfying (3.2), where 

Xi= {Xe(i)lX'I1(i),X((i)} (i= 1,2, ... ,m). 
We construct for each i a subschedule consisting of the jobs ~( i), TJ( i), 
(( i) and job 3m+ i as indicated in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Subschedule i of F2ID2 1 

In the subschedule shown in Figure 1, the L-job 3m+i has processing 
time 2b on each of the machines and the processing time of the three 
P-jobs ~( i), 11( i), (( i) amounts to b on both machines. Hence the sub
schedule is feasible with respect to the delays. Putting all these m sub
schedules together, we get a composite feasible schedule with makespan 
equal to 

(PI+ P2 + · · · + Pn) + 3b 3mb+ 3b. 

Conversely, suppose that there exists a feasible schedule S for the 
instance of F2ID2 with makespan C[S] no more than y = 3mb+ 3b. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that schedule S possesses 
the properties in Observation 1. Also, since the £-jobs are identical, we 
assume that M1 (and hence M2 ) processes them in the order of 3m+ 
1, 3m+ 2, ... , 4m. 

Determine for each L-job 3m+ j the set Q3m+j, which contains the 
jobs that are executed after job 3m+ j by M1 but before job 3m+ jon 
M2 ; the sets Q3m+j (j = 1,2, ... ,m) consist of P-jobs only and they are 
disjoint. Hence 

m 

2:: 2:: Pi~ mb. (3.5) 
j:;l iEQ3m+i 

Because of Lemma 2, we must have 
4m 
L Pi+ l3m+j + P3m+j- L Pi~ 3mb+3b, for j = 1, 2, ... , m. 

j==:l iEQ3m+i 

Working this out, we obtain that 

2:: Pi 2::: b, for j = 1,2, .. . ,m. 
iEQ3m+i 

In combination with (3.5), we obtain that 

2:: Pi= b, for j 1,2, ... ,m. 
iEQ3m+i 

Thus we derive a solution to 3-_Partitition by choosing Xj = Q3m+j (j = 
1,2, ... ,m). 0 

2.4. The One-Machine Scheduling of Job Pairs with Delays 

The formulation of the one-machine problem of scheduling job pairs 
with delays ( MJPD) is similar to that of the two-machine fl. ow shop 
problem with delays (F2D), so they may share the same notation for the 
data as follows. 
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MlPD: Given are 2n jobs which form a first group { J 11 ,J12 , ... , J1n} 
and a second group { J21, J22, ... , J2n}, with processing time Pij for each 
job Jij· Also, for each job pair Jlj and J 2j, lj is given as the non
negative delay between the two jobs, i.e., J2j cannot start before lj time 
units have elapsed after the completion of job J1j. As an optimization 
problem, it asks for finding a feasible schedule with minimal makespan. 
As a decision problem, it asks whether there exists a feasible schedule 
with makespan no greater than a given threshold. 

The NP-hardness of MlPD in the ordinary sense is proved by W. 
Kern and W.M. Nawijn [KN91], and the strong NP-hardness of MlPD is 
proved by J.N.D. Gupta [G94] as a direct consequence of the strong NP
hardness result of F2D of J.K. Lenstra [L91] and M. Dell'Amico [D93]. 
Solvable cases and approximation algorithms are discussed in [KN91] 
and [G94]. Moreover, R.D. Shapiro [S80] discusses an interesting variant 
of MlPD, which allows for exact delays only, and describes its application 
in radar instruments. 

In this section, we will show the equivalence between the problems 
MJPD and F2D. By applying Theorem 1, we then obtain the strong 
NP-hardness of MJPD in case of plj = p2J (j = 1, 2, ... , n) and only 
two delay values. These results improve upon the complexity results in 
[KN91] and [G94]. 

We start with an observation concerning the form of an optimal sched
ule. 

Observation 2 There exists an optimal schedule in which first all jobs 
{Jn,Jl2, ... ,J1n} are executed, followed bythejobs {J21,J22, ... , hn} 
in order of arrival times C 1 (j) + l J. D 

We now derive an expression for the makespan when the first group 
jobs and second group jobs are executed according to the sequences q 

and r respectively. Let C1(q, r) denote the minimal makespan of such a 
schedule for MJPD. The following lemma for MJPD is similar to Lemma 
1 for F2D. 

Lemma 3 Consider the problem MJPD with processing times Pij and 
2 n 

delays lj, where i 1, 2 and j = 1, 2, ... , n. Let P = L: L: PiJ· Then 
i=lj=l 

C'(q, r) = max(C( q, r), P), ( 4.1) 

where C(q, r) is the makespan of the corresponding instance of F2D. 

Proof. The proof follows immediately from .Observation 2. D 

The following theorem gives the equivalence between MlPD and F'2D. 

Theorem 2 Let the optimum of MJPD be denoted by C6PT, and let 
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2 n 

P = 2: 2: Pij· Then 
i=lj=l 

C~PT = max(CoPT,P), (4.2) 
where CoPT denotes the optimum of the corresponding instance of F2D. 
Moreover, 

CoPT c~PT- P, 
where c~PT denotes the optimum of the corresponding instance of MJPD 
with the revised data 

Pii Pij, lj=lj+P (i=1,2,j=1,2, ... ,n). 

Proof. The proof of the first statement follows immediately from Lemma 
3. To prove the second statement, let CoPT denote the optimum of the 
instance of F2D corresponding to the revised data. Reducing the delays 
by P in F2D induces a shift of the schedule on Mz with P units. Hence, 
CoPT= CoPT- P. 

On the other hand, since each delay lj is not less than P, it is obvious 
that CoPT is not less than P too. So using ( 4.2) for the relationship 
between c~PT and COPT) we obtain that c~PT = CoPT• 0 

As a consequence of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we obtain 

Theorem 3 The onecmachine problem of scheduling pairwise identical 
jobs with delays which assume only two values is strongly NP-hard. 0 

2.5. The Two-Machine Open Shop Problem with Delays 

To show another application of Theorem 1 for the two-machine flow 
shop problem with delays, we discuss in this section the complexity of 
the two-machine open shop problem with delays ( 02D). R.J.M. Vaessens 
and M. Dell'Amico [VD95] prove that the restricted version of the prob
lem 02D with identical operations on both machines is strongly JVP
hard. In this section, we prove that the 02D problem with identical 
operations on both machines remains strongly NP-hard in case of only 
two distinct delay values. 

In the problem 02D, let Pii denote the processing time of operation 
Oij of job j which is to be executed by Mi, and let lj denote the non
negative delay of job j, where i = 1, 2 and j = 1, 2, ... , n. In this prob
lem, either 0 1j or 0 2j can be processed first. Between the completion 
of the operation processed first and the start of the operation processed 
second, the minimum delay time lj (j = 1, 2, ... , n) has to elapse. We 
are asked to find a feasible schedule with minimal makespan. We denote 
by 021D2 the restricted version of 02D in which both operations 0 1j 

and 0 2 j have equal processing time Pi (j = 1, 2, ... , n) and with only 
two distinct delay values, i.e., 
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02ID2: 02IPti=P2hlJE{l,l1}ICmax· 

We start with an observation concerning the form of an optimal sched
ule. Given a schedule, let OS1 and OS2 denote the set of operations that 
are processed first and second, respectively. A schedule for 02D is called 
a staged schedule if both machines first execute the operations in OS1 and 
then operations in os2. 

Lemma 4 There exists an optimal schedule for 02D that is a staged 
schedule. 

Proof. It suffices to use an adjacent interchange argument. 0 

Lemma 4 is a generalization of a similar result on 02IICmaxi the same 
observation has been made in [RR92]. 

As the reduction problem for 02ID2, we take an equivalent version of 
the decision problem F2ID2 1 (see Section 2.3)), which we name F2ID2". 

F2ID2 ": Given are an even positive integer z and job processing times 
Pi (j = 1, 2, ... , n) and job delays li (j = 1, 2, ... , n) for the problem 
F2ID2, where all Pi and lj E {l, 0} are even integers too. Decide whether 
there exists a scheduleS of the problem F2ID2 with makespan C[S] no 
more than z. 

Remark. For the equivalence of F2ID2 1 and F2ID2 11
, it suffices to make 

a transformation of doubling the data of the problem F2/D2 1• 

Given any instance of F2ID2 ", we construct an instance of 02/D2 with 
n1 jobs, processing times p~i = p~i = pj and delays lj. This construction 
depends on the relation between z and p = PI + P2 + · · · + Pn. We 
distinguish between three cases. 

Case (i) z = 2p. The data of the instance of 02ID2 are: 
n1 = n + 1; pj =Pi and lj = lj, for j = 1, 2, ... , n; 

P~+I = z/2 and l~+I 0; z1 = z. 

Case (ii) z > 2p. The data of the instance of 02ID2 are:. 
n1 = n + 2; pj =Pi and lj = li, for j = 1, 2, ... , n; 

P~+I = z/2 and l~+I = 0; P~+2 = z/2- p and 1~+2 = 0; z' = z. 

Case (iii) z < 2p. The data of the instance of 02ID2 are: 
n' = n + 1; pj =Pi and lj = li + Ll, for j = 1, 2, ... , n; 

p~+I = z/2 and l~+I = .!1; z' = z + Ll; where Ll = p- z/2. 

Remark. Two points are mentioned here for Case (iii). First, the value 
Ll is an integer since z is assumed to be an even integer in F2ID2 1

• Second, 
each lj E {l + Ll, .!1} due to 11 E {l, 0} in F2ID2'. 
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The decision problem 02ID2' corresponding to the above instance of 
02ID2 is: does there exist a schedule S with makespan C[S] no more 
than z'? 

Lemma 5 If the answer to F2ID2 11 is 'Yes', then the answer to 02/D2 1 

is 'Yes' too. 

Proof. Let S be a schedule of F2ID2 11 with makes pan C[ S] ::; z; let cr and 
T be the job sequences of Son M1 and on M2 respectively. Without loss 
of generality, we may assume C[S] = z, since we can shift the operations 
to the right, if necessary. Note that for all cases of 02ID2', the total 
processing time of the operations to be executed by each machine is 
exactly z'. 

In Case (i), we have z = 2p, which implies that the total processing 
time of the operations in both cr and T is exactly z /2. So a feasible sched
ule S' of 02/D2 1 with makespan C[S'] z = z' is easily constructed, as 
shown in Figure 2. Feasibility of the schedule S' with respect to delays 
follows from the feasibility of the corresponding schedule of F2ID2" and 
ln+I = 0. 

cr n+ 1 
n+l T 

Figure 2. Case (i): 02ID2' Schedule S' with Makespan z1 z 

cr n+l 
n+1 T 

Figure 3. Case (ii): 02ID2' Schedule S' with Makespan z1 = z 

M1: I cr n+l M2: r-------n-+~1------~--~------T----------~ 
~----------------~--------------------~ 

Figure 4. Case (iii): 02ID2 1 ScheduleS' with Makespan z1 z + ~ 

Similarly, such a feasible schedule S' can be constructed for Case (ii) 
and Case (iii), as shown in Figures 3 and 4. 0 

Lemma 6 If the answer to 02/D2 1 is 'Yes', then the answer to F2ID2 11 

is 'Yes' too~ 

Proof. Let S' be a schedule for the problem 02ID2' with makespan 
C[S'] no more than z'. Since the total processing time of the operations 
on M b which is z1

, is a lower bound, we must have C[ S'] = z'. Define 
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the job sets N{ and N~ as follows: 
N{ = {j 11 :5 j :5 n1

, Otj precedes 0 2 j in S' }, 

N~ {il1:5j:5n', 02j precedes 01j inS'}. 

We use Figures 2, 3 and 4 as an intuitive help to show that, in all 
cases, a schedule S of F2ID2 11 with makespan C[ S] = z can be obtained 
from the scheduleS' of 02ID2 1 with makespan C[S'] = z1

• 

In Case (i), it holds that z1 = z 2p and Pn+l = p = z/2. So job 
n + 1 has to be processed in the schedule S' of 02ID2 from time zero 
on one machine until time z/2 and from time z/2 until time z on the 
other machine. Without loss of generality, let n + 1 E N~. Because of 
the availability of the machines, no other job can be in N~ (see Figure 
2). Thus, it holds that 

N~ {n+ 1} and N{ = {1,2, ... ,n}. 
So a scheduleS of jobs {1, 2, ... , n} for F2ID2 11 is contained in the sched
ule S' as indicated in Figure 2, and its makespan C[S] is equal to z. 

In Case (ii), we may assume for the same reason as in Case (i) that 
N~ = {n+ 1} and N{ {1,2, ... ,n,n+2}, 

so the same conclusion hohis (see Figure 3). 

At last, in Case (iii), we have 

Pn+I + ln+I + Pn+I = z + .6. z'. 
So job n + 1 has to be processed in the schedule S' of 02ID2 from time 
zero on one machine until time t1 = z/2, and from time t2 = z'- Pn+I = 
z/2 + .6. on the other machine until z1

• Without loss of generality, let 
n + 1 E N~. Since t2 - t1 .6. and each job has a delay at least .6. in the 
problem 02ID2, it is not possible to process two operations of any job 
in S 1 within the time interval (tt, t2 ). Thus, no other job can be in N~; 
therefore it holds too that 

N~ = {n+ 1} and N{ {1,2, ... ,n}. 
Hence, the schedule S' must have the form displayed in Figure 4. When 
we remove jobs n + 1 and n + 2, then we obtain a feasible schedule for 
the instance of F2ID2 11

, where all delay values have been increased by .6.. 
Therefore, shifting back the schedule on M2 with an amount of .6. yields 
a feasible schedule of F2ID2 11 with makespan z. 0 

To conclude this section, combining Lemma 5 and Lemma 6, we obtain 

Theorem 4 The restricted version of the two-machine open shop prob
lem with identical operations of each job on each of the machines. and 
with only two delay values is strongly NP-hard. 0 
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Appendix: The Open Shop Problem with Equal Delays 

We mentioned in Section 2.1 that 02D with equal delays is proved 
to be NP-hard in the ordinary sense by V.J. Rayward-Smith and D. 
Rebaine [RR92]. In addition to our result in Theorem 4 on 02ID2, we 
prove in this appendix that the 02D problem with equal delays remains 
NP-hard in the ordinary sense if we restrict ourself to jobs with identical 
operations on eachofthe machines ( 02/DJ ). We put this in the appendix, 
since the proof technique has no direct relation to the complexity result 
for the two-machine flow shop problem with delays. Besides, a pseudo
polynomial algorithm for 02D with equal delays might be possible. 

To prove the NP-hardness of 02/DJ, we use a reduction from the prob
lem Partitition, which is stated as follows (see [GJ79]): 

Partitition: Given a positive integer b and a set of positive integers 
X= {xt,X2, ... ,xn}, which satisfy 

n 
E Xj = 2b, 
j=l 

decide whether there exists a two-subset partition {N., N2} ofthe index 
set {1, 2, ... , n} such that 

E Xj = E Xj =b. 
jEN1 jEN2 

Given any instance ofthe problem Partitition, we construct an instance 
of 021D1', which is the decision version of 021D1 as follows. The first n 
jobs are Partitition jobs, with 

Pli := P2i :=Pi:= x; and l; := b, for j = 1,2, .. . ,n. 
Moreover, there are two additional jobs n + 1 and n + 2 with 

Pti := P2i :=Pi := 2b and l; := b, for j = n + 1, n + 2. 
The threshold is 6b, and the question is: does there exists a schedule S 
with makespan C[S] no more than 6b. 

Theorem 5 The problem 021D1 is NP-hard in ordinary sense. 

Proof. We start with showing that a 'Yes' of Partitition implies a 'Yes' 
of 021D1 1

• Let { Nt, N2} be the two-subset partition of {1, 2, ... , n} 
which leads to 'Yes'. Put the jobs corresponding to the indices in N1 and 
N2 in any order, and let 0"1 and 0"2 denote the corresponding sequences. 
of N1 and N2 respectively. A feasible schedule for 021D1' with makespan 
6b is easily obtained, as shown in Figure 5. 

n+1 n+2 
n+2 n+1 

Figure 5. A Schedule for 02D 1 with Makespan 6b 
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Conversely, suppose that the answer to 02ID1 1 is 'Yes'. We will show 
that the answer to Partitition is 'Yes' too. 

Let S be a schedule for the instance of 02ID1 1 with makespan C[S], 
which is no more than 6b. Without loss of generality, we may assume 
that S is a staged schedule (see Lemma 4). Define N{ (Nn as the set 
containing the jobs for which the operation on M1 (M2 ) is executed first. 
Let cr~ (cr~) denote the sequence in which the operations of N{ (Nn are 
executed by M1 (M2 ). Since all delays are equal, the operations of N{ 
(Nn are executed on the other machine in the order cri (cr~) as well. As 
the total processing time of all operations amounts to 12b, we know that 
C[S] = 6b. Hence the scheduleS has a form shown in Figure 6: 

Figure 6. Structure of Schedule S for 02ID1 1 

Since the operations in jobs n + 1 and n + 2 that are processed first must 
be completed at time 3b to meet the makespan of value 6b, N{ and N~ 
both contains one of these jobs; since jobs n + 1 and n + 2 are identical, 
we may assume that N{ (Nn contains job n + 1 (job n + 2). Define 

N1 = N{- {n + 1} and N2 N{- {n + 2}. 

Now consider the instance consisting of the jobs inN{ only. When we 
. assume that the jobs must visit M1 first and then M2, then we obtain an 
instance of F2D for which there exists a feasible schedule with makespan 
no more than 6b (see Figure 6). Similarly, we can construct an instance 
of F2D for the jobs in N~ for which there exists a feasible schedule with 
makespan no more than 6b (see Figure 6, where the roles of M1 and 
M2 are interchanged). We apply the lower bound of Lemma 2 to both 
instances of F2D, where the role of job k is played by either job n + 1 
or job n + 2. Obviously, On+l = Qn+2 = 0, hence in order to meet a 
makespan of 6b, we must have 

L Pi 5 b and L Pi 5 b. 
iEN1 iEN2 

Since the summation of the left-hand sides of the above two inequalities 
is obviously 2b, we must have 

E Pi = E Pi = b. 0 
iEN1 iEN2 
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Chapter 3 
Strong .NP-Hardness of a Restricted F2D: 
Unit-Time Operations 

3.1. Introduction 

Both the last chapter and this chapter are concerned with the com
plexity of the two-machine flow shop problem with delays (F2D). In 
the last chapter, we prove the strong NP- hardness for the restricted 
version of the problem F2D with identical operations for each job and 
with only two delay values. In this chapter, we prove the strong NP
hardness of another restricted version of the problem F2D with unit 
processing time jobs, which is denoted by F2UD, and has a standard 
notation: F2IPij= 1, ljiCmax· 

The complexity of F2UD is posed as an open question by J .K. Lenstra 
[194], W. Kern and W.M. Nawijn [KN91] and J.N.D. Gupta [G94]. The 
latter two papers discuss the one-machine scheduling of job pairs with 
delays (MJPD ), which we showed to be equivalent to F2D in Section 
2.4. It is pointed out by [KN91] that 'We think, that it is a particularly 
interesting problem, since it is both natural and (seemingly) difficult'. 
Again, it is said by [G94] that 'it is interesting to investigate this case 
further to see if a polynomial algorithm can be developed for its solution. 
Intuitively it appears to be an easy problem but is listed as an open 
question by Kern and Nawijn (1991).' 

As a main result, we show that the F2D problem remains strongly 
NP-hard if all processing times are equal to one. 

This result will be proved in Sections 3.3-3.6. We define a reduction 
from 3-Partition problem to F2UD (Section 3.3), define the concepts of 
tight schedules and tight sequences (Section 3.2), and investigate several 
properties of tight sequences, including the one-to-one property (Section 
3.4), the separation structure (Section 3.5) and the job chains (Section 
3.6). Furthermore, the exact delay variant of F2UD is proved to be 
strongly NP-hard too. 

In Section 3~7, we obtain the strong NP-hardness of three related prob
lems as direct consequences of our main result. One problem is Numeri
cal 3-Dimensional Matching with two sets equal to the set {1, 2, ... , n }. 
The other two problems are the one-machine problem of scheduling unit 
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processing time job pairs with delays ( Ml UD), and the exact delay ver
sion of MlUD (see R.D. Shapiro [S80]). 

In Section 3.8, we investigate the two-machine open shop problem 
( 02D) with unit processing time jobs and delays, which we denote as 
02UD. The 02D problem with identical operations is proved to be 
strongly NP-hard in [VD95]. In Section 3.8, we prove that 02UD is 
strongly NP-hard too. 

One of the common proof techniques for NP-hardness of scheduling 
problems is 'separation and grouping' or 'separation and partition'. In 
contrast to that, we use in Sections 3.3-3.6 the technique of 'incomplete 
separation and job chains'. To show the advantage of this technique, we 
give a numerical example in the Appendix. 

3.2. The Concept of Tight Schedules 

In this section, we first prove a lower bound on the optimum value 
of F2UD, which is due to J.K. Lenstra [L94]. Secondly, we discuss some 
concepts called tight schedules and tight sequences of F2UD. 

Consider any schedule S; let a and T be the job sequences on M1 
and on M2 , respectively. From now on, we denote such a schedule S by 
S(d,r) (its makespan is minimum when a and Tare fixed). Let C(a,r) 
denote the makespan of S(a, r). For any job k, a- 1 (k) stands for the 
position of job kin a, and r-1 (k) stands for the position of job kin r. 
Since job k has n - r-1 ( k) successors in T, we have that 

C[S] ~ a-1 (k) + lk + (n + 1- r-1 (k)), fork= 1, 2, ... , n. (2.1) 

Definition 1 Let PERn denote the permutation set of N := {1, 2, ... , n}. 

Lemma 1 For any schedule S(a, r) for F2UD, it holds that 
C[S] ~ n + 1 + [, (2.2) 

where 
n 

f = rE lj/nl (2.3) 
j=1 

Proof. In the above observation, we have derived (2.1). If we add up 
all these inequalities in {2.1), then 

n n n 

n · C[S] ~ n(n + 1) + L: li + [2: a-1(j)- L: r-1 (j)]; 
j=l j=l j=l 

Obviously, a-1 , r-1 E PERn and it implies that the value between the 
brackets at the right-hand side is zero. Also, C[S] is integral, as all delay 
values are integral. Thus the lower bound (2.2) is obtained. 0 
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Definition 2 A schedule S( 0', T) for F'2UD is called a tight schedule and 
0' is called a tight sequence, if all inequalities in (2.1) are equalities: 

0'-1(k)-r-1(k)=C[S]-(n+1+lk),fork=1,2, ... ,n, (2.4) 
or in other words, all 0'-1(k)- r-1(k) + ( n+ 1 + lk) have the same value. 

Lemma 2 Consider any instance of F2UD. We make the following 
observations concerning tight schedules: 

(i) Schedule S(O', r) is a tight schedule if and only if 
n 

2: li = 0 (mod n) and C(O',T) = n+ 1 + l. 
j=l 

(ii) The conditions in (2.4) for the existence of a tight schedule can 
be reformulated as . 

0'-1(k)- r-1(k) = [ -lkl fork= 1,2, .. . ,n. 
(iii) Any tight schedule is an optimal schedule. 
(iv) The instance of F'2UD has a tight schedule or a tight sequence if 

and only if the average delay is an integer and 
c OPT = n + 1 + l, 

where CoPT stands for the optimal value of the problem. 

Proof. Observation (i) follows immediately from the proof of Lemma 
1 with the additional restriction (2.4). Observation (ii) follows immedi
ately from (2.4) by substituting C(O', r) = n + 1 + l. Observation (iii) 
follows from the combination of Observation (i) and Lemma 1. Observa
tion (iv) follows from the combination of Observations (i) and (iii). 0 

3.3. A Reduction from 3-Partition 

We prove the strong NP-hardness of F2UD through a reduction from 
the problem 3-Partitition, which is known to be NP-hard in the strong 
sense [GJ79]. Instead of using the original instance of 3-Partitition, we 
multiply the partition elements by 4m, which does not change the out
come. The problem 3-Partitition is then stated as: 

Given a set of positive integers X = { x1, x2, ... , XJm}, and a positive 
integer b with 

3m 

:E Xj =4mb, (3.1) 
j=l 

b <Xi< 2b, Vi= 1,2, ... ,3m, (3.2) 

Xi = 0 (mod m), Vi= 1, 2, ... , 3m and 4b = 0 (mod m), (3.3) 
decide whether there exists a partition of X into m disjoint 3-element 
subsets {Xt,X2, .. . ,Xm} such that 

2: Xj 4b (i = 1,2, ... ,m), (3.4) 
x;EXi 
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where the right-hand side 4b is called the partition value. 

Given any such instance of 3-Partitition, we define the following in
stance of the decision version of F2UD, which we denote by F2UD 1

• The 
instance contains three types of jobs with unit processing times: 

(i) The jobs 1, 2, ... , 3m are Partitition jobs, or P-jobs: 
lj XjE(b,2b),VjEP:={1,2, ... ,3m}. (3.5) 

(ii) The jobs 3m+ 1, 3m+ 2, ... , 4mb are zero delay jobs, or Z-jobs: 
lj O,VjEZ:={3m+1,3m+2, ... ,4mb}. (3.6) 

(iii) The jobs 4mb+ 1, 4mb+ 2, ... , mu, where u = 4{ m + 1 )b, are 
large delay jobs, or £-jobs: 

lj = u + 1, Vj E L :={4mb+ 1, 4mb+ 2, ... , mu}. (3.7) 
The threshold is y = n +4mb+ 2. We are asked to decide whether there 
exists a feasible schedule for the F2UD 1 instance with makespan no more 
than y. 

Note that the delay values have been chosen such that the constraint 
in (i) of Lemma 2 is satisfied and that y is the lower bound n + 1 + l. 
Therefore, any schedule with makespan no more than y is a tight schedule 
with makes pan y. This is summarized in the following lemma. 

Lemma 3 For the F2UD 1 instance, the average delay is 
l 4mb+ 1. 

And F2UD 1 possesses a tight sequence if and only if 
CoPT:::; mu +4mb+ 2, i.e. CoPT= mu +4mb+ 2, 

where u = 4{m + 1)b, and CoPT stands for the optimal value. 

Lemma 4 If the answer to 3-Partitition instance is 'Yes', then the answer 
to F2UD 1 instance is 'Yes', too. 

Proof. Suppose that {Xt,X2, ... ,Xm} is a partition of X such that 
2::: Xj =4b (i= 1,2, ... ,m). 

XjEX; 

Let the three elements in xi be xwb X7J(i) and X((i)l fori = 1, 2, ... ' m. 
Assign all 4mb 3m Z-jobs in any order to job subsequences fh with 
l9kl = Xk - 1, for k = 1, 2, ... , 3m. Such an assignment is feasible since 
(3.1) implies 

(xi 1) + (x2 - 1) + · · · + (x3m ~ 1) 4mb- 3m= IZI. 
Also, assign all 4m2b £-jobs in any order to job subsequences ai with 
lail =4mb, fori= 1,2, ... ,m. 

We construct for each i ( i = 1, 2, ... , m) a subschedule consisting of 
the jobs ~(i), fJ(i), ((i), 9e(i)' 911(i)' 9w> and ai as indicated in Figure 1. 
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Figure. 1. Subschedule corresponding to Xi, 

where e = e( i), 1J 1J( i) and ( = (( i) 

In the subschedule shown in Figure 1, M2 starts to process the jobs in 
the subsequence (4mb+ 2) units after M1 . Note that this is independent 
of i, which implies that all the subschedules can be patched together to 
form a feasible schedule with makespan y. 0 

3.4. The One-to-One Property of Tight Sequences 

Before we are able to prove the converse conclusion of Lemma 4, 
we need to characterize the schedules with makespan no more than y, 
which are tight schedules, as we already have shown. We derive these 
characterization in this section and in next two sections. As we may 
assume without loss of generality that the jobs are executed in order of 
their arrival times on M2 , we use a one-sequence approach for ease of 
exposition. 

In the following lemma, we show that a job sequence is a tight se
quence if and only if the corresponding arrival times of jobs on M2 make 
up an interval without overlaps and gaps. For short, we call it the one
to-one property of tight sequences. 

Lemma 5 For F2UD, a job sequence a on M1 is a tight sequence if and 
only if 

n 
U {j+lu(j)} = {f+ 1)+2, ... ,l+n}, (4.1) 
j=l 

where l = (l1 + lz + · · · + ln)fn. 
Proof. First, we prove the 'only if' part. Let r be the sequence in which 
the jobs arrive on M2 when M1 processes the jobs according to a. As a 
is a tight schedule, according to Lemma 2, it holds that 

a-1(k)+lk=l+r-1 (k), 'ilk= 1,2, ... ,n. (4.2) 
Since { r-1 ( 1 ), r-1(2), ... , . ( n )}={1, 2, ... , n }, all the right-hand side 
values of ( 4.2) make up an integer interval [f + 1, l + n], and so do all the 
left-hand side values of ( 4.2). Also, since a E PERn, it holds that 

n n 
U {a-1(k) + lk} = U {j + lu(j)}, 

k=1 j=1 

thus ( 4.1) is proved. 
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Second, we prove the 'if' part. Since <J satisfies (4.1), the arrival times 
of the jobs in schedule S(<J, r) on M2 are {l + l,l + 1, .. . J + n}. Since· 
r is the sequence in which the jobs arrive on M2 , we have for each job k 
(k = 1,2, ... ,n) that r-1(k), which is the position of job kin ron M2 , 

is equal to its arrival time minus/, that is, r-1 (k) = <J-1(k)+lk-l. The 
second observation in Lemma 2 implies that S(<J,r) is atight schedule, 
and hence <J is a tight sequence. 0 

Applying Lemma 5 to F2UD 1 defined in Section 3.3 we immediately 
obtain the next lemma. 

Lemma 6 (One-to-One Property) For F2UD 1, a job sequence <J on 
Mt is a tight sequence if and only if 

n n 
U{j +luw}= U {<J-1 (k) +lk}= {4mb+2,4mb+3, ... , n+4mb+ 1}. 
j=l k=l 

3.5. The Separation Structure of Tight Sequences 

The schedule used in our proof that a 'Yes' to 3-Partitition implies a 
'Yes' to our instance of F2UD 1 contains some special features as follows. 

(i) L-job subsequences play the role of job separation. 
(ii) All L-jobs are contained in these separation subsequences, and so 

P-jobs are located between L-job subsequences. 
The above two points might be summarized as 'separation and par

tition', which form the basis of one of the common proof techniques for 
complexity analysis in scheduling theory. In the following lemma, we 
generalize the above point (i) to any tight sequence for our instance of 
F2UD 1

, although the point (ii) does not hold for an arbitrary tight se
quence for our instance of F2UD', as shown by a numerical example in 
the Appendix ofthis chapter. Thus we might call this feature (point (i) 
holds with point (ii) not guaranteed) as 'incomplete separation'. This 
separation structure is proved in Lemma 8. We derive a preliminary 
result first, which we need in proof of Lemma 8. 

Definition 3 Assume that <J = ( <J(l ), <J(2), ... , <J( n )) is a job sequence 
and that 1:::; r:::; 8 :5 n. We denote the job subsequence <J(r), <J(r + 1), 
... , <J( 8) by <J[r, 8]. We futher use [r, 8] as a short notation for { r, r + 
1, ... ' 8 }. 

Lemma 7 (L-Job Propagation) Assume that <J is a tight sequence 
for F2UD 1, and that <J[r, 8] C L, where 

2b- 1:::; 8- r :5 u = 4(m + 1)b = nfm. 
Then the following rules hold: 

(i) Forward propagation of £-jobs: if 8 + ( u + 2- 2b) :::; n, then 
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O'[r + ( u + 1 ), s + ( u + 2 - 2b )] C L. 
(ii) Backward propagation of £-jobs: if r ( u + 2- 2b) 2: 1, then 

O'[r- (u+ 2- 2b),s- (u + 1)] C L. 

Proof. Let ak = 0'-1(k)+ lk denote the arrival time (on M2 ) of job 
k, and let a(J) denote {ak IkE J} for any job subset J. Since O'[r,s] 
consists of £-jobs only, which all have delay value equal to u + 1, 

a( 0'[ r, s]) = { r + u + 1, r + u + 2, ... , s + u + 1}. 

We prove rule (i) by contradiction. If it is not true, then M1 processes 
a P-job or Z-job on some position j such that 

jE[r+(u+1),s+(u+2 2b)]. 
Because of the assumption on r and s, the interval [r + ( u + 1 ), s + ( u + 
2- 2b )] has no overlap with [r, s], so position j is outside of [r, s]. Since 
the delay of any P-job or Z-job amounts to less than 2b, the arrival time 
of job O'(j) satisfies 

r + u + 1 ~ aa(j) = j + la(j) ~ s + u + 2 - 2b + 2b 1 = s + u + 1. 
Thus aa(j) coincides with the arrival time of one of the £-jobs in O'[r, s]. 
Hence, 0' does not satisfy the one-to-one property, which contradicts 
the assumption that 0' is a tight sequence. Rule (ii) can be proved 
similarly. 0 

We give an intuitive explanation of Lemma 7. According to rule 
(i), any L-job subsequence propagates forward in any tight sequence of 
F2UD' in the following way: it moves forward at a distance u = nfm 
at first, and each time it is decreased by 1 and by 2b - 2 at the left and 
right part. Rule (ii) can be explained similarly. 

Lemma 8 (Separation Structure) Assume that 0' is a tight sequence 
of F2UD 1• Then 0' must have the form 

0' = (at,{3t,a2,{32,·· .,am,f3m), 
where ai and f3i are such that 

(1) a1.CL, 'v'iE[1,m]; lai.l=4mb-(m-1); 

(2) lf3il = 4b + m, ViE [1, m- 1]; lf3ml = 4b; 

(3) lf3inLI = m and lf3in(PUZ)i = 4b, ViE [1, m-1]; !3m C PUZ. 

Proof. We start by considering the possible positions for £-jobs. Define 
for any integer i ( i = 1, 2, ... , m) a position interval 

h, r~] := (1 + ( i- 1 )( u + 1 ), 4mb+ 2 2b+ ( i- 1 )( u + 2- 2b )]. 
We claim that the job subsequences O'[ri, r~] ( i 1, 2, ... , m) consist of 
L-job only. Suppose that the statement above is not true fori= 1. Then 
there exists a position j such that 

1 ~ j ~ 4mb + 2 - 2b, O'(j) E P U Z, la(j) ~ 2b 1. 
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Thus j + la(j) :::; 4mb+ 1, which contradicts the observation of Lemma 
6 that in a tight sequence the arrival times must be larger than 4mb+ 1 
(Lemma 6). This contradiction proves the validity of the statement for 
i = 1. The correctness of the statement for i = 2, 3, ... , m follows from 
the forward propagation rule of £-jobs in Lemma 7. 

Similarly, we define for any integer i ( i = 1, 2, ... , m) a position in-
terval · 

[s~, Si] := [w- 1 +2b- (m-i)( u+2-2b), w+4mb- (m-i)( u+ 1)], 
where w = ( m - 1 )u. We claim that the job subsequences O'[Si, sH ( i = 
1, 2, ... , m) consist of £-job only. Fori= m, the validity of the statement 
is verified as follows. Due to the one-to-one property, there must be a job 
that arrives at each time k mu + 2b, mu + 2b + 1, ... , mu + 4mb+ 1. 
This cannot be a P-job or Z-job, as their delay values are at most 2b- 1, 
which is too small to cover the gap with the latest possible completion 
time mu. Hence, the jobs arriving there are £-jobs, which must be 
completed at times (m -1)u + 2b, (m 1)u+ 2b+ 1, ... , (m -1)u+4mb. 
The correctness of the statement fori= m -1, m- 2, ... , 1 follows from 
the backward propagation rule of £-jobs in Lemma 7. 

The £-job subsequences O'[ri,r~] and O'[s~,si] can be pasted together, 
since 

r~- s~=2(m- 1)(b + 1) + 3 > 0, r~ < Si, Ti < sL Vi= 1, 2, .. ,, m. 
Now define 

O:i := O'[ri, si], ViE [1, m]; 

/3i := O'[si + 1, Ti+t - 1], 'ViE [1, m- 1]; f3m := O'[sm + 1, n]. 
The separation structure stated in (1) and (2) can be checked easily. 

Only property (3) is left to be proved. According to the one-to-one 
property, all job arrival times on M2 make up exactly the set 

A {4mb+2,4mb+3, ... ,mu+4mb+ 1}. 
Since O:i := O'[ri, si] consists of £-jobs only, the subsets [ri+u+1, si+u+1] 
( i 1, 2, ... , m) of A are occupied by the subsequences O:i (1 :::; i :::; m), 
so only the subsets (of A) 

{4mb+2,4mb+3, ... , r1 +u} and {si-1 +u+2, Bi-1 +u+3, ... , ri+u}, 
fori 2, 3, ... , m, are left for the arrival times of jobs in /3i ( 1 :::; i :::; m ). 
As to the set {4mb+ 2,4mb + 3, ... , r1 + u}, only P-jobs and Z-jobs can 
arrive there since r1 = 1 and each £-job has a delay value u + 1. This 
implies that {31 contains at least 4mb P-jobs and Z-jobs; because of the 
one-to-one property, the other m jobs in {31 must be £-jobs. An iterative 
inspection of the remaining arrival intervals along the same line shows 
the other part of the property (3). D 

Definition 4 Assume that 0' is a tight sequence of F2UD 1
• In relation 
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with Lemma 8, each ai ( i = 1, 2, ... , m) is called a separation subse
quence, and each f3i . ( i = 1, 2, ... , m) is called a grouping subsequence. 

3.6. The Job Chains in Tight Sequences 

In this section we define a new concept called job chains for any tight 
sequences of F2UD 1, which is very important in proving the existence 
of the partition {X1, X2, ••• , Xm} in case of a tight schedule for our 
instance of F2UD 1• 

Definition 5 Assume that cr = ( cr( 1), cr( 2), ... , cr( n)) is a tight sequence 
of F2UD 1

• A job subsequence 11' = (11'(1),11'(2), ... ,11'(q)) is called ajob 
chain, or precisely, an L/P-job chain of cr if it satisfies the following 
conditions (i)-(iii): 

(i) Any job in 1r is an L-job or a P-job, i.e., 
1r = (1r(1),1r(2), ... ,11'(q)) C LUP. (6.1) 

(ii) The position of each job 1r( i + 1) on M1 is the same as the arrival 
time of job 1r( i) on M2, i.e., 

ct-1(11'(i+1)) cr-1 (1r(i))+l1r(i)' ViE [1,q-1], (6.2) 
or equivalently, 1r(i + 1) = cr(cr-1(1r(i)) + l'lr(i)), where job 1r(i + 1) is 
called the chain successor of job 1r( i), and job 1r( i) is called the chain 
predecessor of job 1r( i + 1 ). 

(iii) For the initial job 1r(1) and the terminal job 1r(q), we have 
b(1r) = cr-1(1r(1))::; 4mb+ 1, (6.3) 

and 
e(1r) = cr- 1(1r(q))+ l?r(q) ~ mu + 1, (6.4) 

where b( 1r) is called the initial position of 1r, and e( 1r) is called the ter
minal arrival time of 1r. 

Remark. Obviously, {6.2) and the data properties imply that any two 
consecutive jobs in a job chain 11' must be non-consecutive in cr. 

Lemma 9 (Finding the Chain Successor) Assume that cr is a tight 
sequence for F2UD 1

• Assume that for job j E L U P, its arrival time 
cr-1 (j) + lj ::; n = mu, where u = 4( m + 1)b. Select job k such that 

cr-1(k) = cr-1(j) + lj, i.e., k = cr(cr-1(j) + lj)· (6.5) 
Then job k is an L-job or a P-job. 

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that job k is a Z-job, so lk = 0. Since 
l i > 0 due toj E L U P, ( 6.5) implies k :f j, but the arrival time of 
job k on M2 is cr-1(k), which is equal to the arrival time of job j: a 
contradiction to the one-to-one property of tight sequences. Therefore, 
job k must be an L-job or a P-job. 0 
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Similarly, we have the following lemma. 

Lemma 10 (Finding the Chain Predecessor) Assume that u is a 
tight sequence for F2UD 1

• Assume that for job j E L U P, its position 
u-1 (j) 2: 4mb+ 2. Select job i such that 

(J'-l(i) + li = (J'-l(j). 
Then job i is an L-job or a P-job. 0 

Applying the steps of finding the chain predecessor and finding the 
chain successor in Lemmas 9 and 10, we obtain the following lemma, 
which we state without proof. 

Lemma 11 Assume that u is a tight sequence for F2UD'. For each job 
j E L UP, there exists a unique L/P-job chain 1r (1r(1), 1r(2), ... , 1r(q)) 
that contains job j. 0 

Lemma 12 Assume that u is a tight sequence for F2UD '. We make the 
following two observations concerning L/P-job chains: 

(i) Given k E {1, 2, ... , 4mb+ 1 }, there exists a unique L/P-job chain 
11"k with initial position b( 11"k) k. Consequently, there are exactly 4mb+ 
1 L/P-job chains. 

(ii) Given t E {mu+1,mu+2, ... ,mu+4mb+1}, whereu = 4(m+1)b, 
there exists a unique L/ P -job chain 1r with terminal arrival time e( 1r) = t. 
Proof. For any k E {1,2, . .. ,4mb+ 1}, job u(k) must be an L-job or 
a P-job, as it would arrive before 4mb+ 2 otherwise. Applying Lemma 
11 to job u( k) we obtain the L/ P-job chain 11"k with initial position 
b(ik) k. Similarly, for any t E {mu + 1, mu + 2, ... , mu +4mb+ 1}, 
there exists a unique job u(j) satisfying j + lcr(j) t, where u(j) must be 
either an L-job or a P-job. Applying Lemma 11 to job u(j), we obtain 
the L/P-job chain 1r with terminal arrival time e(1r) = t. 0 

Definition 6 The unique L/P-job chain 11"k with initial position b(1rk) 
k is called the kth job chain. An L/P-job chain is called an L-job chain 
if it contains L-jobs only; it is called a mixed job chain if it does contain 
both L-jobs and P-jobs. 

Remark~ As will follow from the next two lemmas, an L/P-job chain 
cannot consist of P-jobs only. 

A simple computation shows that the separation structure defined in 
Lemma 7 in combination with (6.2) implies the following lemma, which 
we state without proof. 

Lemma 13 (L-Job Chains) Assume that u is a tight sequence for 
F2UD'. Then job chain 11"k, with initial position b(1rk) = k, (k 
1, 2, ... ,4mb- m + 1) must be an L-job chain for which the following 
properties hold: 
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1r k = (a( k ), a( k + u + 1 ), ... , a( k + ( m - 1 )( u + 1))), 

l1rkl=m, 

e( 11"k) = mu + m + k, 

4mb-m+l 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 

U {e(1rk)} = {mu+m+1,mu+m+2, ... ,mu+4mb+1}, (6.9) 
k=l 

(6.10) 

where u = 4(m + 1)b, e(1rk) is the terminal arrival time of 11"k, and each 
O:i is a separation subsequence in Lemma 7. D 

Lemma 14 (Mixed Job Chains) Assume that a is a tight sequence 
for F2UD' and that k EM= {4mb-m+2,4mb-m+3, ... ,4mb+ 1}. 
Then the job chain 11"k with initial position b(7rk) = k must be a mixed 
job chain for which the following properties hold: 

l1rk n Ll = m- 1, 

l1rk n PI= 3, 

e(1rk) = mu + k- (4mb- m + 1), 
I: Xj = 4b, 

jEtrknP 

(6.11) 

(6.12) 

(6.13) 
(6.14) 

where u = 4(m + 1)b and e(1rk) is the terminal arrival time of 11"k· 

Proof. Fork EM= {4mb- m + 2,4mb- m + 3, .. . ,4mb+ 1}, let 
1rk = (7r(1), 11"(2), ... , 7r(q)). (6.15) 

It follows immediately from Lemma 13 that the only arrival times left 
for the terminal arrivals ofthe job chains 11"k (k EM) are {mu+ 1, mu+ 
2, ... ,mu+m}. Hence it holds for 11"k (k EM) that 

e(1rk) = a-1 (1r(q)) + ltr(q) E {mu + 1, mu + 2, ... , mu+ m }. 

Consider the relationship of the jobs 7r(1),7r(2), ... ,7r(q) in the LIP-
job chain 11"k with the separation subsequences o:i, and the grouping 
subsequences f3i defined in Definition 4. Because of (6.10), the L/P-job 
chain 11"k begins at 7r(1) in f3b it proceeds to go over o:2, o:3, ... ,o:m, and 
finally it arrives in { mu + 1, mu + 2, ... , mu + m}, So in an intuitive 
sense, the L/P-job chain 11"k has to jump over each of the m- 1 sepa
ration subsequences. Each jump requires an L-job, and no other L-job 
is possible in 11"k, due to the size of separation subsequences, the size of 
grouping subsequences, and the delay values of jobs. Thus 11"k contains 
exactly m- 1 L-jobs, i.e., (6.11) is proved. 

A straightforward computation shows that the terminal of 11"k is 

e(7rk)=k+(m-1)(u+1)+ I: Xj, (6.16) 
jEtrknP 
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where u 4(m+1)band k EM= {4mb m+2,4mb-m+3, ... ,4mb+ 
1}. As all Xj and 4b are divisible by m (see (3.3)), we obtain that 

e(1rk) = k- 1 (mod m). 

Through this relation, we can determine the terminal arrival time e( 11'k) 

from among them candidates in {mu + 1, mu + 2, ... , mu + m}. This 
implies (6.13). 

Substituting (6.13) into the left-hand side of (6.16), we obtain that 
2: Xj =(mu+k-(4mb-m+1))-(k+(m-1)(u+1))=4b, 

jE1rknD 

which proves (6.14 ). Property (6.12) follows immediately from the prop
erty of ,"J-Partitition instance that b < Xi < 2b, for i = 1, 2, ... , 3m. 0 

Lemma 15 If the answer to F2UD 1 instance is 'Yes', then the answer 
to 3-Partitition instance is 'Yes', too. 

Proof. Using Lemma 3, we know that a 'Yes' answer to F2UD 1 implies 
the existence of a tight sequence for F2UD 1• Let a be such a sequence. 
Then, according to Lemma 14, there exist m mixed job chains 11'k which 
satisfy (6.14). The msubsets {xj liE 11'knP} (k EM) of X are disjoint 
and the xj's in each of them add up to 4b, so they give a 'Yes' answer 
to 3-Partitition. 0 

Combining Lemma 4 and Lemma 15, we obtain 

Theorem 1 Any instance of 3-Partitition satisfying (3.1)-(3.4) is equiv
alent to the scheduling instance of F2UD' defined in Section 3.3. Con
sequently, the scheduling problem F2UD is strongly NP-hard. 0 

Theorem 1 can be applied to show strong NP-hardness of some other 
scheduling problems; this is the subject of the next two sections. An 
immediate corollary of Theorem 1 is the following result. 

Corollary 1 The two-machine flow shop problem of scheduling unit 
processing time jobs with exact delays is strongly NP-hard. 

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 1 and the observation 
that any schedule that yields a 'Yes' to our instance of F2UD' must be 
a tight schedule with exact delays. 0 

3. 7. Some Immediate Applications 

In this section, we establish the strong NP-hardness of the one-machine 
scheduling of job pairs with delays ( MJPD) and a restricted version of 
the Nu.merical 3-Dimensional Matching problem as an immediate conse
quence of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. 
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In Section 2.4, we have shown the equivalence of an arbitrary instance 
of F2D and a corresponding instance of MJPD. The equivalence between 
them possesses a feature that both instances have the same processing 
times and share delays with equal difference. Combining this result from 
Chapter 2 and Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 in this chapter, we obtain 
immediately the following corollary. 

Corollary 2 The one-machine problem of scheduling unit-time job pairs 
with delays ( MJUD) is strongly NP-hard. Moreover, the exact delay 
variant of the problem is strongly NP-hardtoo. 0 

Among the two complexity results in Corollary 2, the strong NP
hardness of MJUD improves the results in W. Kern and W.M. Nawijn 
[KN91] and J.N.D. Gupta (G94], and the strong NP-hardness of the 
exact delay variant of MJUD is a new result about its complexity. The 
one-machine problem of scheduling unit-time job pairs with exact delays 
is studied in R.D. Shapiro (S80] in relation with applications to radar 
instruments, but to the knowledge of the author, no result about the 
complexity for this problem has been reported. 

The second problem that we will establish strong NP-hardness for is a 
restricted problem of Numerical 3-Dimensional Matching ( N3DM). The 
strongly NP-hard problem N3DM is stated as follows (see [GJ79]): 

N3DM: Given the following three integer sets 
lj = { U1 , U2, ••• , Un}, V { Vt , V2, ••• , Vn}, W = { Wt , W2, •.. , Wn}, 

and an integer e such that 
n 
2:: (uj + Vj + wj) ne, 
j=l 

decide whether there exist two permutations ).,p. of {1,2, ... ,n} such 
that 

Uj + v:x(j) + w 11(j) = e, for j = 1, 2, ... , n. 

We consider the restricted version of this problem in which two of 
three integer sets are index sets { 1, 2, ... , n}, and which is denoted by 
RN3DM. It seems simpler than N3DM, but .it is still strongly NP-hard as 
a corollary to Theorem 1. 

RN3DM: Given an integerset U = {u1lu2, ... ,un} and an integer e 
such that 

n 
2:: Uj + n(n + 1) = ne, (7.1) 
j=l 

decide whether there exist two sequences )., Jl E PERn such that 
j + ).(j)+ u 11(j) e, for j = {1,2, ... ,n} (7.2} 
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The following result is proved as a corollary of Theorem 2. 

Corollary 3 The problem RN3DM is strongly NP-hard. 

Proof. In Section 3.3 we have shown that how to construct an instance 
of F2UD 1 , given any instance of 3-Partitition, that was answered affir
matively if and only if the answer to the instance of 3-Partitition was 
'Yes'. Given the special instance of F2UD', we will now show how to 
constructed an instance of RN3DM that is answered affirmatively if and 
only if the answer to the instance of F2UD' is 'Yes'. This implies a 
reduction from F2UD 1 to RN3DM, which shows this corollary. 

Given the instance of F2UD 1 defined in Section 3.3, define the follow
inginstanceof RN3DM. Choose V = {1,2, ... ,n} and W = {1,2, ... ,n}, 
where n = 4m( m + 1 )b, which is the number of jobs in the instance of 
F2UD 1

• Choose u;, = lj, for j {1, 2, ... , n}, and e = n + 4m + 2, which 
is equal to the threshold value in the instance of F2UD 1• 

First, suppose that the answer to the instance of F2UD 1 is 'Yes'. 
Let O" be the tight sequence on M1 that leads to 'Yes'; and let r be 
the job sequence of the the corresponding tight schedule on M2 • As 
shown in Section 3.4, the set of the arrival times on M2 is then equal to 
{e-n, e-n+ 1, ... , e-1 }. Since the arrival time of job j (j = 1, 2, ... , n) 
is equal to 0"-1(j) + lj, where 0"-1(j) denotes the position of job j in O", 

this implies that 
0"-

1 (j) + lj + r 1 (j) e, 

where r1 (j) n + 1 - r-1 (j) denotes the position of job j counted 
reversely in T. Hence, if A and JL are chosen to be 0"-

1 and r 1-
1

, then 
(7.2) holds. Therefore the answer to RN3DM is 'Yes', too. 

Conversely, suppose that the answer to the instance of RN3DM is 
'Yes'. Then we can immediately obtain a tight sequence O" A -l. The 
details are omitted. 0 

According to us, the proof of this result shows that scheduling theory 
not only has applications in practice, but also has applications with 
respect to the research of other mathematical problems. 

3.8. The Two-Machine Open Shop Problem with Delays 

In this section, we prove the strong NP-hardness for the two-machine 
open shop problem with delays ( 02D ); this result is similar to Theorem 1 
for the two-machine flow shop problem with delays. Since the problem is 
restricted to unit processing time jobs, it improves the results in [VD95]. 

In the problem 02D, let Pij denote the processing time of operation 
O;,j of job j which is to be executed by Mi, and let lj denote the non
negative delay of job j, where i = 1, 2 and j = 1, 2, ... , n. In this prob-
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lem, either Otj or 02j can be processed first. Between the completion 
of the operation processed first and the start of the operation processed 
second, the minimum delay time lj (j = 1, 2, ... , n) has to elapse. We 
are asked to find a feasible schedule with minimal tnakespan. We denote 
by 02UD the restricted version of 02D in which both operations 0 1j 

and 02j have unit processing time. The three-field notation for 02UD is 
021 Pij= 1, l j !Cmax• 

We give the following preliminary lemma, which shows a relation be
tween 02UD and F2UD. 

Lemma 16 (Job Set Bisection) Consider an instance of 02UD that 
satisfies the following: 

(i) n is even number; 
(ii) The average delay is (n/2 1), i.e., 

n 
:E lj = (n/2- 1)n; (8.1) 
j=l 

(iii) The problem has a schedule with makespan n. 
Then for the corresponding instance of F2UD there exists a schedule with 
makespan 3nj2. 

Proof. Let S be a schedule of 02UD with its makespan C[S] = n, and 
let the job set N = { 1, 2, ... , n} be partitioned into 

N1 = { j I Otj precedes 02j in S} (8.2) 
and 

N2 = { j I 02j precedes Otj m S }. (8.3) 
Also, let n1 =INti and n2 = IN2!, which satisfy n1 +n2 = n. Obviously, 
the schedule S for the instance of 02UD contains a schedule for F2UD 
with job set N1, so applying Lemma 1 for a lower bound, we obtain that 

or 

n = C[S] ~ ( :E lj)/nt + 1 + nt, 
jEN1 

nt n ~ :E lj + n1 + ni. 
jEN1 

Similarly, we have that 

n2 n ~ :E l i + n2 + n~. 
iEN2 

Adding up (8.4) and (8.5) yields 
n 

ntn + n2n = n2 ~ :E+ni + n~. 
1 

Due to the assumption (8.1), we obtain that 
ni + n~ :5 n2 /2. 

Since n = nt + n2 , this inequality implies that 
n1 = n2 = n/2. 
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Without loss of generality, we may assume that Sis a staged schedule 
for 02UD (see Lemma 4 in Section 2.5), i.e., in schedule S, all jobs in 
N1 are before all jobs in N2 on Mb and all jobs in N2 are before all jobs 
in N1 on M2, where N1 and N2 are defined in (8.2)-(8.3). 

Furthermore, due to (8.6) and C[S] = n, S must have the form de
picted in Figure 2, where cr1 and r 1 are the job sequences of N1 and cr2 
and r2 are the job sequences of N2. 

~~~~-----:-~---~-----;-~-----~ 
Figure 2. 02UD Schedule S with makespan n 

Mt IL_ ___ cr...;;t __ -+ ___ cr_2:;:___~f---------. 
M2 r1 1"2 

Figure 3. F2UD Schedule S' with Makespan 3n/2 

Just as indicated in Figure 3, we construct a feasible schedule S' with 
makespan 3n/2 for the corresponding instance of F2UD from schedule S 
in Figure 2. 0 

We establish strong NP-hardness of 02UD by a reduction from a vari-
. ant of 3-Partitition, where we assume that m is even; we denote this 
variant by 3-P', and we first show that this assumption does not make 
the problem easier. 

Lemma 17 The problem 3-P' is strongly NP-hard. 

Proof. A polynomial reduction from 3-Partitition (with the version in 
Section 3.3) to 3-P' can be made easily as follows. For any 3-Partitition 
instance with even m, take it as the 3-P' instance. For any 3-Partitition 
instance with odd m, let m 1 = m + 1 and let 

X' {xbx2, ... ,X3m}U{2b 2,b+ 1,b+ 1}, 
Since b < xi < 2b, the only triple subset summing up to 4b which contains 
the integer 2b - 2 is { 2b 2, b + 1, b + 1}. The other part of the proof is 
easy and so is omitted. 0 

Let 02UD 1 denote the decision version corresponding to 02UD. The 
reduction from 3-P' to 02UD 1 that we use to establish strong NP-hardness 
of the latter problem is very similar the one used in to establish strong 
NP-hardness of 02UD 1 in Section 3.3. The only difference concerns the 
values. of the delays: all delays are increased by 

Ll = n/2- (4mb+ 2) = 2m(m+ 1)b- (4mb+ 2). 
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The threshold is equal to n = 4m( m + 1 )b, and we are asked to decide 
whether there exists a feasible schedule for the 02UD 1 instance with 
makespan no more than n. 

Lemma 18 If the answer to 3-P1 instance is 'Yes', then the answer to 
02UD 1 instance is 'Yes', too. 

Proof. Let { X1, X 2, ••• , X m} be a partition of X satisfying ( 3.4), and 
let the three elements in Xi be X€(i)' XT/(i) and X((i)' which sum Up to 
4b, where i = 1, 2, ... , m, and m is even. 

Corresponding each Xi ( i 1, 2, ... , m/2), we construct a subsched
ule in a way similar to the schedule in Figure 1 with the jobs shifted 
on M2 by ~ units. As discussed in Section 3.3., the resulting sched
ule is feasible and each job is completed at time n. Therefore, M1 is 
idle from time n/2 onwards, and M2 is idle from time zero to time n/2. 
In these idle time periods we put the subschedules corresponding Xi 

( i · m/2 + 1, m/2 + 2, ... , m). The resulting schedule is feasible and has 
makespan equal to n. 0 

To prove the reverse result, we consider the instance of F2UD 1 that 
corre~ponds to the instance of 02UD 1, but with threshold equal to 3n/2. 

Lemma 19 If the answer to 02UD 1 instance is 'Yes', then the answer 
to 3-P1 instance is 'Yes', too. 

Proof. Let S be a schedule of 02UD 1 with makespan C[S] = n = 
4m( m + 1 )b. A straightforward computation shows that all assumptions 
of Lemma 16 are satisfied. Thus, Lemma 16 applies, and F2D 1 has a 
schedule S1 with makespan 3n/2, so the answer to F2D' is 'yes'. 

If we now reduce the delay values by ~' then we get the instance of 
F'2UD 1 defined in Section 3.3. By shifting back the jobs in schedule S1 

on M2 by~' we obtain a schedule with makespan n- ~'which is equal 
to the threshold value of the instance of F2UD 1 defined in Section 3.3. 
By applying Theorem 1, we see that answer to 3-P1 instance is 'Yes'.· 0 

Combining Lemma 18 and Lemma 19 together, we obtain the follow-
ing conclusion. · 

Theorem 2 The two-machine open shop problem of scheduling unit 
processing time jobs with delays ( 02UD) is strongly NP-hard. 

Appendix: An Example of Job Chains 

We give in this appendix an example of a tight sequence of F'2UD, 
which shows that the mixed job chains of the tight sequence help to 
determine a qualified partition in contrast to the grouping subsequences 
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located between the separation subsequences. Thus it gives a reason for 
using the technique of 'incomplete separation and job chains' for proving 
Lemma 15 instead of the technique of 'separation and partition'. 

Example 1 This numerical example of 3-Partitition and F2UD obtained 
by the reduction has the following properties: 

(i) It is an instance of 3-Partitition with answer 'Yes' with size m = 2 
and b = 7. 

(ii) The instance of F2UD obtained in the reduction possesses a tight 
sequence I:T. 

(iii) The tight sequence I:T has two mixed job chains. In each of them, 
all delays of P-jobs sum up to the partition value 4b. 

(iv) The tight sequence I:T has a separation structure, but in each of 
grouping subsequences, all delays of P-jobs sum up to a value unequal 
to 4b. 

We emphasize that the main purpose of this example is to make (iii) 
as a comparison to (iv). The instance of 3-Partitition is as follows: 

m = 2, X= {xhx2,xa,x4,xs,x6} = {10,8, 10,8,8, 12}, b = 7. 
It satisfies the conditions, as 

Xt + X2 + X3 + X4 + Xs + X6 = 4mb = 56, 

b = 7 <Xi< 14 = 2b, fori= 1,2,3,4,5,6, 

Xi= 0 (mod m), fori= 1, 2,3,4,5,6 and 4b = 0 (mod m). 
Obviously, the answer to this instance of 3-Partitition is 'yes', since there 
exist several qualified partitions of X. 

For this instance of 3-Partitition, we construct the following instance 
of F2UD. There are 3m = 6 P-jobs with 

lj = Xj, fori E P {1,2,3,4,5,6}, 
there are 4mb- 3m= 50 Z-jobs with 

lj = 0, fori= 7,8, ... ,56, 
there are 4mb 3m 50 Z-jobs with 

li = 4(m+ 1)b+ 1 85, fori= 57,58, ... , 168. 

Let all Z-jobs be divided into job subsequences Et, €2, Ea, €4, Es and 
€6 such that 

IEtl = 7, IE2I 6, lEal= 12, !£41 = 10, IEsl 6, !£61 = 9. 
Let all £-jobs be divided into i, j, o:1 and a2 such that 

i E L, j E L, latl lo:2l =4mb- 1 =55. 
And let job subsequence /31 , /32 and job sequence I:T be defined by 

f3t ={1,4,Et,5,i,E2,j,€a), lf3tl =4b+m=30, 

/32 = {E4,2,Es,6,3,€6), l/321 = 4b = 28, 
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cr = (at,/3t,a2,J32), lcrl = 168, 
where a 1 and a2 are separation subsequences, and /31 and /32 are grouping 
subsequences. 

To show that cr is a tight sequence of F2UD, in Table 1 we list the job 
positions u-1(k), the delays lk and the arrival times ak = u-1(k) + lk of 
each job subsequences and individual jobs in cr, where we use [i,j] as a 
short notation for { i, i + 1, ... ,j}. 

job k llt 1 4 €t 5 z 
[67,~ 7; 

€3 
(1 •l(k) [1,55] 56 57 [58,64] 65 66 [74,85] 

lk 85 10 8 0 8 85 0 85 0 
ak [86,140] 66 65 [58,64] 73 151 [67,72] 158 [74,85] 

k (l2 €4 2 €5 6 3 €6 
(1 •l(k) [86,140) [141,150] 151 [152,157) 158 159 [160,168] 

lk 85 0 8 0 12 10 0 
ak [171,255] [141,150.1 159 [152,157J 170 169 [160,168] 

Table 1: An Example of Job Chains 

From Table 1, it can be seen clearly that cr satisfies the one-to-one 
property of tight sequences, i.e., 

n n 
U {ak}= U {u-1(k)+lk}=[4mb+2,n+4mb+1]=[58,225], 

k::::l k=l 

so cr is a tight sequence of F2UD. Moreover, the job sequence in accor
dance with increasing arrival times on M2 is 

T = (£t,4, 1,£2,5,£3,at,€4,i,£s,j,2,£6,3,6,a2)· 
Beginning from the initial positions 56 and 57, following the definition 
of job chains, we find two mixed job chains 1r1 and 1r" as follows: 

1r
1 = (1,i,2,3) and 1r

11 = (4,5,j,6), 

where job i and job j are two L-jobs which are not in a 1 or a 2 • 

According to Lemma 14, 1r1 and 1r
11 satisfy the following two equations: 

2:: Xj = Xt + X2 + X3 = 4b = 28, 
jE1r'nP 

2:: Xj = X4 + X5 + X6 4b = 28, 
jE1r11 nP 

which can be checked easily with the data. Therefore, in accordance 
with the two mixed job chains, {x1,x2,x3} and {x4,x5,x6} make up a 
qualified partition of X, which leads to a 'Yes' answer to the instance of 
3-Partitition. 
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On the other hand, according to cr = (at,.Bt,a2,.82), O!t and a2 are 
separation subsequences of cr, ,81 and ,82 are grouping subsequences of cr. 
But we have the following two equalities: 

2:: Xj Xt+x4+xs=26, 
jEfJ1nP 

2:: Xj = X2 + X6 + X3 = 30. 
jEfJ2nP 

Hence, in accordance with the two grouping subsequences, { x~, x 4 , x5} 
and {x2,x6,x3} do not make up a qualified partition of X. 

Certainly, in case of the tight sequence cr with a complete separation 
structure, the mixed job chains and the grouping subsequences give the 
same results. 
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Chapter 4 

Lower Bounds 

4.1. Introduction 

In this chapter, we discuss lower hounds for the problem 
F2UD: F2IPii= 1, liiCma.x, 

where Pij stands for the processing time of job jon machine Mi ( i = 1, 2, 
j = 1,2, ... ,n), and lj stands for the non-negative delay (time lag) of 
job j (j = 1, 2, ... , n), i.e., the prescribed minimum amount of time 
between the completion of job j on M1 and its start on M2 . 

The following theorem and example are due to J.K. Lenstra and M. 
Coster, respectively [L94]. 

Theorem 1 Let the job delays lt, lz, ... , ln be non-increasing. Then for 
the makespan C[S] of any schedule S of F2UD, it holds that 

C[S] > LB := max LBk, 
- l<k<n 

where - -
LBk := f(lt + lz + ···+ lk)/kl + 1 + k (k = 1,2, . .. ,n). 

Example 1 Let n 6, and let the job delays he given by 
(Ill l2, ... , ls) ( 4, 4, 4, 0, 0, 0). 

Then the lower hound LB = 9, and the minimum makespan is 10. 

We will give proofs of Theorem 1 and of Example 1 in next section. 
Here we will show that the lower hound of Theorem 1 is tight for n = 2. 

Lemma 1 For the problem F2UD with n 2, the lower hound 
LB max (l1 + 2, f(lt + l2)/2l + 3) 

gives the optimal makespan. 

Proof. In case l1 - 1 :::; l2 :::; l1 , we have that LB l 1 + 3. Let S be 
the schedule with the job sequence (1,2) on both machines; then C[S] = 
lt + 3. In case l2 :::; lt - 2, we have that LB = lt + 2. Let S he the schedule 
with the job sequence (1,2) on M1 and job sequence (2,1) on M2 ; then 
C[S] = l1 + 2. D 

Motivated by Theorem 1, Example 1 and Lemma 1, we investigate 
the following three questions about the tightness of the lower hound LB 
for F2UD: 
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(1) Can Lemma 1 be extended to all instances of F2UD with n :::; 5? 
(2) For F2UD with n 2':: 6, in what way can we find more examples· 

with optimal makespan strictly greater than LB? 
(3) Can the computer help us in investigating questions (1) and (2)? 

In Sections 4.2-4.4, affirmative answers to the above three questions 
are obtained through an analysis in relation with a restricted N3DM 
(Numerical 3-Dimensional Matching, see [GJ79]) problem and some rel
evant computational results. 

In Section 4.5, two lower bounds for F2UD schedules with any fixed 
initial job sub-sequence on M1 will be obtained. These lower bounds are 
intended to be used in branch and bound algorithms. 

As an application of Theorem 1, in Section 4.6 we take the viewpoint 
of job splitting arid then obtain a lower bound for the problem 

F2D: F2lliiCm•m 
where the processing times can assume arbitrary non-negative values. 
Also,. using an analysis similar to the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain 
another lower bound for F2D. Each of these two lower bounds contains 
an average delay or a weighted average delay, in contrast to the intuitive 
lower bounds, which contain one delay term only. 

4.2. Relation between F2UD and a Restricted N3DM Problem 

In this section we begin with a concise proof of Theorem 1. Some 
inequalities in the proof will be used later too. Also, we use the notation 
PER(N) for the set of all permutations of any set N, and PERn for the 
set of all permutations of {1,2, ... ,n}. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Consider any scheduleS of F2UD with makespan 
C = C[S]. Let the job sequences on M1 and M2 be 

a= (a(1),a(2), ... ,a(n)) and r = (r(1),r(2), ... ,r(n)), 
respectively. In accordance with the delay constraints, we may assume 
that the jobs are processed on M1 from time zero without idle time, and 
on M2 from time C- n also without idle time. Thus job a( i) ( i E [ 1, n]) 
finishes on M1 at time i, and starts on M2 at time 

C- (n + 1) + r-1 (a(i)) = C- ..\(i), 
where .\(i) = (n + 1)- r-1(a(i)) stands for the position of job a(i)on 

. M2 counting from the end of the schedule. Thus it holds that 
ViE [1, n], C- .\(i) .:._ i 2':: lu(i)• i.e., C 2':: lu(i) + i + .\(i). (2.1) 

Noticing that .\,a E PERm we sum inequalities (2.1) and divide both 
sides by n to obtain 

C 2':: (11 + l2 + · · · + ln)/n + 1 + n 
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and hence 
C 2:: LBn = r(l1 + lz + · .. + ln)/nl + 1 + n. (2.2) 

Since the schedule S obviously contains a feasible schedule of jobs 
1, 2, ... , k (imagine that jobs k + 1, k + 2, ... , n are deleted from S), as 
a consequence of (2.2), we obtain that C 2::. LBk for k E [1, n 1] as 
well. 0 

Theorem 1 gives n lower bounds LB1 , LBz, .. . , LBn for F2UD. To 
simplify the computation, the following lemma can be used. 

Lemma 2 Assume that the job delays h, 12 , ••• , 1n are non-increasing. 
Also, assume that for some k E [1, n], 

(11 + 12 + · · · + lk)/k ~ ln + n. (2.3) 
Then it holds that 

Vj E [k, n], LBJ ~ LBn. (2.4) 

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 1n = 0. Other
wise, it suffices to make a transformation lj = lj - 1n (j = 1, 2, ... , n ). 

Since l1,h, ... ,ln are non-increasing, (2.3) and ln = 0 imply that 
Vj E [k, n], lj := {11 +12 + · · · + 1j)fj ~ n. {2.5) 

It follows from (2.5) that 
Vj E [k,n], ln 2:: lri/n = lj lj·(n- j)fn 2:: lj- (n- j) 

Thus ln + 1 + n 2:: lj + 1 + j, and hence LBn 2:: LBj. 0 

As a special case of Lemma 2, we have the following corollary. 

Corollary 1 Let the job delays 11 , l2, ... , ln be non-increasing. Also 
assume that 11 < ln + n. Then it holds that LB = max LBj LBn. 

- 1~j~n 

Now we set up the relationship between F2UD and N3DM (Numerical 
3-Dimensional Matching) restricted to two integer sets being the same 
index set {1,2, ... ,n}, which can be stated as follows: 

RN3DM: Given an integer vector l = (it, [z, ... , ln) satisfying 

11 + lz + · · · + 1-n = 0 (mod n), (2.6) 

decide if there exist two sequences .A, a E PERn such that 
Vj E [1, n], j + .A(j) + lu(j) = e, (2.7) 

where 
e := (11 + l2 + · · · + ln)/n + 1 + n. (2.8) 

Theorem 2 Given is a non-negative integer vector l = (It, 12 , .•• , ln) 
that satisfies (2.6). Consider the problem F2UD with the delay vector 
1 and the problem N3DM with data l. Then the lower bound LBn = e 
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of F2UD is precisely the optimal makespan if and only if the decision 
problem RN3DM defined by (2.7)·(2.8) is a 'Yes' instance. 

Proof. First, we prove the 'if' part. Since the integer equations (2. 7) 
have two permutations q and >. as solutions, the value set 

{j + lo-(j) lj = 1, 2, ... , n} 
occupies the entire integer interval [e - n, e- 1). So taking q as the job 
sequence on M1 , and processing all jobs on M2 in accordance with their 
exact arrival times, we get a schedule with the lower bound LBn = e 
as its makespan, which is equal to the lower bound LB, and hence is 
optimaL 

Second, we prove the 'only if' part. Assume that LBn = e is the optimal 
makespan. Then e is a feasible makespan. For the same reason as for 
(2.1), it holds that 

\:fj E [1, n), lo-(j) + j + >.(j) ~ e, (2.9) 
where >., q E PERn. We claim that all inequalities in (2.9) must be 
equalities. Otherwise, summing up all inequalities in (2.9) and dividing 
both sides by n, we obtain that 

(l1 + l2 + · .. + ln)/n + 1 + n < e, 
which contradicts (2.8). Thus (2.7) is proved. 0 

As an application of Theorem 2, we give an algebraic proof for 
Example 1 . 

. Proofof Example 1. Since l = (4,4,4,0,0,0), we have that 
LB6 = e = 9 and ( e- llJ e- h, ... , e- 16) = (5, 5, 5, 9, 9, 9). 

Now we rewrite equalities (2. 7) in this case as 
\:fj E [1, 6], ~(j) + 17(j) = e- lj, (2.10) 

where~' 17 E PER6 • Since the right-hand side of (2.10) takes two values 5 
and 9 only, both ~(j) = 2 and ~( k) 6 must correspond to 17(j) = 3 and 
17( k) = 3, which is a contradiction. Therefore, in this case, RN3DM is a 
'No' instance, and LB6 = e 9 is not a feasible makespan according to 
Theorem 2. 0 

4.3. 'Yes' Instances of RN3DM 

First, we rewrite RN3DM defined by (2.6)-(2.8) as follows. 

RN3DM: Given an integer vector z = ( z1, z2, ... , zn) satisfying 

Z1 ~ Z2 ~ • • • ~ Zn 1 (3.1) 
decide if there exist two sequences >., q E PERn such that 

\:fj E [1,n), j + >.(j) = Zo-(j)· (3.2) 
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Definition 1 Let YI(n) denote the set of vectors z satisfying (3.1) and 
(3.2), i.e., the set of all 'Yes' instances of RN3DM. 

Obviously, the assumption (3.1) can be made without lost of gen
erality. Also, the set YI( n) can be obtained by an enumeration pro
cedure as follows. For each A E PERn, compute an integer vector 
Y = (Yl, Yz, ... , Yn) according to 

Vj E [1, n], Yi = j + .X(j). (3.3) 
By sorting Yl, Yz, ... , Yn, a vector z = ( Zt, z2, ... , Zn) is obtained from y. 
And each z which is different from the previous ones is added to YI( n ). 
Certainly the enumeration procedure has an exponential complexity, but 
it still works for n :::; 8 on a personal computer. 

Lemma 3 Assume that lt, lz, ... , ln are non-increasing, and that Zt, Zz, 
... , Zn are non-decreasing. Then for any J1 E PERn, it holds that 

max {li + zi}:::; m~x {li + ztL(i)}· 
l:S~:Sn l:St:Sn 

Proof. It suffices to apply an adjacent interchange technique. D 

Theorem 3 Assume that the job delays It, lz, ... , ln are non-increasing. 
Then the optimal makespan CaPT for F2UD is given by 

CoPT= min max {li + Zi}· 
zEYI(n) l:Si:Sn 

Proof. First, we prove that, for any schedule S for F2UD, it holds that 
C[S] ~ min m~ {li + zi}· (3.4) 

zEYI(n) l:S•:Sn 

From (2.1) we have that 
ViE [1,n], C[S] ~ lu(i) +i+.X(i), (3.5) 

where .X, a E PERn. Arranging {i+.X(i)ji 1,2, ... ,n} in non-decreasing 
order as z = (zt, z2, ... , Zn), we have that 

Vi E [1, n], i +.X( i) = Zr(i)' (3.6) 
where r E PERn, and thus it follows from (3.6) that z E YI(n). So we 
get from (3.5) and (3.6) that 

C[S] ~ m~x {lu(i) + Zr(i)}· (3.7) 
l:S•:Sn 

Applying Lemma 3, we obtain (3.4) from (3.7). 

On the other hand, let z* in YI( n) be such that m~ { li+zi} assumes 
l:S~:Sn 

the minimum of max {li + Zi} 
l<i<n 

in YI( n). We show that there exists a 

schedule S for F2iJD-such that 
C[S] = m~x {li + zi'}. 

l:S•:Sn 
According to Definition 1, there exist .X, a E PERn such that 

Vj E [1,n], j + .X(j) = z;(j)' i.e., 
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'Vj E [1, n], j + lu(j) + >.(j) = lu(j) + z;(j). (3.9) 
To construct a. schedule S for F2UD, let the job sequence on M1 be 0', and 
let each job 17(j) take the ( n + 1 - >.(j))-th position in the job sequence 
on M2. Thus (3.8) is obtained from (3.9). 0 

4.4. Necessary Conditions for 'Yes' Instances of 1lN3DM 

We begin this section with the following lemma.. 

Lemma 4 Any z E Yl(n) must satisfy 
Z1 ::; Z2 ::; • • • ::; Zn, 

\fk E [1,n-1), Z1 + Z2 + · · ·+ Zk 2:: k(k + 1) 
and 

Z1 + Z2 + · · · + Zn = n(n + 1). 

(4.1) 

( 4.2) 

( 4.3) 

Proof. (4.1) is the same as (3.1). Summing (3.2) over j = 0'-1(1), 
0'-1 (2), ... ,17-1(k), where k E [1,n 1], we get a. left-hand side which 
is no less than 2(1 + 2 + · · · + k), and so (4.2) is obtained. Also, (4.3) is 
obvious after summing (3.2) over all j. 0 

Definition 2 Let NC( n) denote the set of all z satisfying ( 4.1 )-( 4.3). 

Thus, Lemma. 4 is equivalent to Yl(n) ~ NC(n). 

Lemma 5 For z E NC( n ), it holds that Zn ::; 2n. 

Proof. It suffices to subtract the (n- 1)-st inequality in (4.2) from 
(4.3). 0 

Lemma 6 Assume that an integer vector y = (Yt. Y2, ... , Yn) satisfies 
Y1 ::; Y2 ::; · · · ::; Yn ( 4.4) 

and 
'Vk E [1, n], Yt + Y2 + · .. + Yk 2:: k(k + 1). (4.5) 

Then there exists a. vector z such that z ::; y and z E NC( n ). 

Proof. When the n-th inequality in ( 4.5) is tight, then just take z = y, 
and we get the conclusion. When it is not tight, then we define an index 
s a.s follows. In case that all inequalities in ( 4.5) are not tight, let s = 1. 
Otherwise, let s be an index ( 2 ::; s ::; n) such that ( s - 1 )-st inequality 
in ( 4.5) is tight and all j-th inequalities ( s ::; j ::; n) in (4.5) are not 
tight. Now, let y1 be obtained from the following transformation ofy: 

Y~ = Ys -1 and 'Vj =/:: s, yj = Yi· (4.6) 

Obviously y1 = (yi, y~, ... , y~) s y andy' satisfies ( 4.5). Also y1 satisfies 
( 4.4) since for s 2:: 2 we have 
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(Yt. Y2, ... , Ys-1) E NC(s- 1), Ys-1 ~ 2(s -1) 
and 

s s-1 
y~ = L; Yi- L; Yj-l>s(s+1)-(s-1)s-1=2s-1 >Ys-1 =y~_1 • 

j=l j=l 
Besides, it follows from ( 4.6) that 

n n 
L; yj- n(n + 1) = L; Yi- n(n + 1)- 1. 
j=l j=l 

Now if the left-hand side of the above equality is zero, then take z y', 
and we get the conclusion. Otherwise, the transformation ( 4.6) can be 
made again, and the procedure obviously terminates in a finite number 
of steps. D 

Lemma 7 Assume that for some n it holds that NC( n) = Yl( n ). Also 
assume that the job delays 11, 12, ... , ln are non-increasing. Then for 
F2UD, the lower bound 

LB= max(f(ll+h+···+lk)/kl+1+k) 
1<k<n 

gives the optimal makespan CoPT· 

Proof. Define · 
'ij E [1, n], Yi = LB -lj. 

It is easy to check that y = (YI.Y2,· .. ,yn) satisfies (4.4) and (4.5). So 
according to Lemma 6 and due to the assumption NC( n) = Yl( n ), there 
exists a vector z such that 

z ~ y and z E Yl(n). 
Now Theorem 3 applies, so 

CoPT< max {li + Zi} < max {li + Yi} = LB. 
- 1<i<n - 1<i<n 

Therefore, the l~wer bound LB must be equal to the optimal makespan 
CoPT· D 

Lemma 8 Assume that for some nit holds that NC(n) ::f. Yl(n), i.e., 
Yl(n) C NC(n). Let z E NC(n) \ Yl(n), and let the job delays l = 
(lt, 12, ... , ln) be defined by 

\;/jE(1,n], lj=Zn-Zj. (4.7) 
Then for F2UD, the lower bound LB is less than the optimal makespan 
CoPT· 
Proof. Applying Theorem 1 for F2UD with job delays ( 4. 7), we obtain 
that the lower bound 

LB= Zn, 
since (4.7) and (4.2) imply 

'ikE [1, n- 1], (l1 + l2 + · · · + lk)/k + 1 + k ~ Zn, 
and (4.7) and (4.3) imply 
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If the conclusion is not true, i.e., if CoPT = Zn, then according to 
Theorem 3, there would exist a vector z* E 11( n) such that 

Zn = m?JC {lj + zj}. (4.9) 
l:$J:$n 

So it follows from {4.9) and (4.7) that 
Vj E [1,n], lj + zj = Zn- Zj + zj :5 Zn, i.e., zj :5 Zj· (4.10) 

On the other hand, z* E 11( n) C NC( n) and z E NC( n) imply that 
zi + z; + · · · + z~ = n(n + 1) = Zt + z2 + · · · + Zn. (4.11) 

Thus we get from (4.10) and (4.11) that z = z* E 11(n), which contra
dicts the assumption that z ~ 11( n ). 0 

Lemma 9 Assume that z = (z11 z2, ... ,zn) E NC(n)\ 11(n). Let 
( n + 1 )-dimensional vectors z' and z" be defined as follows: 

z' = (2, 2+zb 2+z2, ... , 2+zn), z" = (zi, z2, ... , Zn, 2( n+ 1)). ( 4.12) 
Then z', z" E NC( n + 1) \ 11( n + 1 ). 

Proof. We only prove the claim for z"; the proof for z' is similar. It 
is easy to check that z" E NC( n + 1) in accordance with Definition 2. 
Now we prove that z" ~ 11( n + 1 ). Otherwise, according to Definition 
1, there exist .A, 0' E PERn+1 such that 

Vj E [1, n + 1], j + .A(j) = z~(j)· ( 4.13) 
Due to ( 4.12), the equation for a(j) = n+ 1 in ( 4.13) has right-hand side 
z~+I = 2(n+ 1). So corresponding to this equation, j mustbe n+ 1, and 
.A(n+ 1) n+ 1. Thus (4.13) implies that z = (zt,z2, ... ,zn) E 11(n), 
which contradicts the assumption that z ~ 11( n ). 0 

Table 1 gives the cardinalities of 11( n) and NC( n) for n ::; 7. We 
obtained these results by enumeration on a personal computer. 

n 2 3 4 5 6 7 
n! 2 6 16 120 720 5040 

l11(n)l 2 5 16 59 246 1105 
INC(n)i 2 5 16 59 247 1111 

Table 1. I 11{n)l and INC(n)l for n :57 

Table 1 implies that NC( n) = 11( n) for n = 2, 3, 4, 5. Besides, the 
sets NC( n) \ 11( n) ( n = 6, 7) are as follows: 

NC(6)\ 11(6) = {(5,5,5,9,9,9)}, 

NC(7) \ 11(7) = {(2, 7, 7, 7, 11, 11, 11 ), (5, 5, 5, 9, 9, 9, 14), 

(5,5,5,10,10,10,11),(5,5,6,10,10,10,10), 
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(5,6,6,6,11,11,11),(6,6,6,6,10,11,11)}. 

Combining Lemmas 7-9 and our computational results, we finally ob
tain the following theorem and example. 

Theorem 4 For F2UD, let the job delays l1, 12, ... , ln be non-increasing, 
and let 

LB= maxU(l1+12+···+1k)/kl+1+k). 
1::;k::;n 

When n :::;: 5, LB always gives the. optimal makespan Con· For any 
n 2:: 6, there exist examples with LB < Con· 

Example 2 The lower bound LB is less than Con for F2UD when n = 7 
and the delay vector 1 = ( 11, l2, ... , h) is given by one of the following 
vectors: 

(9, 4, 4, 4, 0, 0, 0), (9, 9, 9, 5, 5, 5, 0), (6, 6, 6, 1, 1, 1, 0), 

(5, 5, 4, 0, 0, 0, 0), (6, 5, 5, 5, 0, 0, 0), (5, 5, 5, 5, 1, 0, 0). 

4.5. Lower Bounds for F2UD with a Given Job Sub-Sequence 

In this section we discuss lower bounds for the problem F2UD with 
any given initial job sub-sequence on M1. They are obviously intended 
to be used in branch and bound algorithms. 

First, let LB(N) denote the lower bound for the job set N = {1, 2, ... , 
n} given by Theorem 1, i.e., 

LB(N) = max (f(h + l2 + · · · + 1k)/kl + 1 + k). 
1::;k::;n 

Also, let LB(Nl) be defined similarly for any subset N1 of N. 

From Theorem 1 we have immediately the following corollary. 

Corollary 2 For the problem F2UD, consider the schedules with a job 
sequence a = (a, ,6) on Mt, where the job sub-sequence a is given, and 
,6 is arbitrary in PER(N\a). Then it holds for any such scheduleS that 

C[S]2:: IS( a):= max{LB(N), lal + LB(N\a)}. 0 

Thus IS( a) gives an obvious lower bound for the case mentioned 
above. We now introduce another lower bound for the case. 

Definition 3 Assume that for a schedule for the problem F2UD, its 
initial job sub~sequence on M1 is given by a. Let CA(a) denote the 
minimal makespan of scheduling all jobs in a on M2 in accordance with 
their arrival times j + la(j) (j = 1, 2, ... , jal), and let a( r) be the critical 
job with minimal arrival time r + la(r) in the above schedule. Also let 
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s be the maximal cardinality of a matching between the position set 
[!al + 1, n] and the job subset N \a satisfying 

i+la(j)Sr+la(r) 1 (iE[!al+1,n],jEN\a). (5.1) 
In other words, at most s jobs in N \a can be arranged on M1 after 
the initial sequence a with the arrival times on M2 less than r + la(r)· 
Finally, define 

LA( a):= CA(a) + n -Ia!- s. (5.2) 

Remark. The maximal matching satisfying (5.1) can be found in a 
simple way as follows. For i = Ia! + 1, !al + 2, ... , n successively, find 
according to (5.1) a new job j in N \a with maximallj until getting a 
failure or getting a complete matching. It can easily be proved that, for 
such a matching, there exists no augmenting chain satisfying (5.1). 

Theorem 5 For the problem F2UD, consider the schedules with a job 
sequence cr = (a, f:J) on Mll where the initial job sub-sequence a is given, 
and {:J is arbitrary in PER(N\ a). Then it holds for any such schedule S 
that C[S] ~ LA(a), where LA(a) is defined in Definition 3. 

Proof. For any such schedule S for F2UD, attention is focused on how 
many jobs in (a,{:J) arrive on M1 no earlier than r +la(r)· Obviously we 
have exactly CA(a)- (r +la(r)) such jobs in a, since job r is a critical 
job in scheduling jobs in a on M2• And the number of such jobs in {:J 
is at least n- Ia! - s, since s is the maximal cardinality of a matching 
satisfying (5.1). Thus the conclusion follows. D 

Example 3 Consider F2!Pij=1,lj!Cmax with n = 7 and job delays 
l = (lhl2,· .. ,l7) = (6,5,4,2,2,2,0). 

Corollary 1 applies, and the lower bound is 
LB = f(6 + 5 + 4 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 0)/71 + 7 = 10. 

When a= ( 4,5), then 
LB( {1, 2,3,6, 7}) = 10, IS( a)= 2 + 10 = 12. 

But LA( a) gives no improvement in this case. 
When a= (1,2,3,4), then 

LB({5,6,7})=6, IS(a) max(10,4+6) 10. 
The arrival times of jobs in a are {7, 7, 7,6}, so CA( a) = 10 and job 4 
is the critical job in a with minimal arrival time 6. Obviously, at most 
one job after a on M1 arrives on M2 at time no later than 5, so we have 
s = 1 and another lower bound 

LA( a)= 10 + 7-4- 1 = 12. 
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4.6. Lower Bounds for the General F2D Problem 

In this section, we discuss several lower bounds for F2D, i.e., the two
machine flow shop problem with delays, where the delays lj and the 
processing times Pii of job j (j = 1, 2, ... , n) on machine i ( i = 1, 2) can 
assume arbitrary non-negative values. 

From intuitive observations, it is obvious that the problem F2D has 
the following lower bounds LB1 and LB2: 

n n 

LB1 :=max ( E Pti+ m~n (li+P2i), m!n (Pti+lj)+ E P2i), (6.1) 
j=l 1$J$n 1$J$n j=l 

LB2 := mil-X (Pti + lj + P2i)· (6.2) 
l$J$n 

The lower bound LB2 and a weaker version of LB1, i.e., 
n n 

max ( E Ptj, E P2i) 
j=l j=l 

are given by Dell' Amico [D93]. 

Both LB1 and LB2 contain only one delay term. Here we aim at 
getting lower bounds containing some average delays, as generalizations 
of Theorem 1. 

Theorem 6 Consider the problem F2D with processing times Pii and 
delays lj, where i 1, 2, j = 1, 2, ... , n. Let 

qj=min(Ptj,P2j), Tj=max(Pii,P2i) (j=1,2, ... ,n). (6.3) 
Then it has a lower bound 

n n n 

LB3 == r< E qj(zj + Tj -1))/ E qil + 1 + E qj. (6.4) 
j=l j=l j=l 

Proof. Taking the viewpoint of job splitting, we consider that each job 
j contains qj artificial jobs with unit processing times. More precisely, 
we consider two cases: 

Case (i) Pii :::; P2j 
In this case, qj = Pli and Tj = P2i· Fork 1, 2, ... , qj, to define each 

artificial job Jjk, its operation on Mt is taken as the sub-operation in 
the k-th unit time slot of job jon M1 , and its operation on M2 is taken 
as the sub-operation in the ( r i- qi + k )-th unit time slot of job j on M2• 

These artificial jobs have a common delay 
lj = (qi- k) + lj + (ri- qi + k- 1) = lj + r;- 1. (6.5) 

Case (ii) Pij > P2i 
In this case, q; = P2i and r i ~ P1i. For k = 1, 2, ... , q;, to define 

each artificial job Jjk, its operation on Mt is taken the same as in Case 
1, and its operation on M2 is taken as the sub-operation in the k-th unit 
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time slot of job jon M2 • Now (6.5) holds too, since these artificial jobs 
have a common delay 

lj (rj- k) + lj + (k- 1) = lj + rj- 1. 
Applying Theorem 1 to all these q1 + q2 + · · · + qn artificial unit-time 

jobs with delays (6.5), we obtain (6.4). 0 

Corollary 3 Consider the problem F2D with processing times Pij = Pi 
and delays lj, where i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2, ... , n. Then it has a lower bound 

n n n n 

LB3 := f( 2: Pili+ 2: pJ)f 2: Pi l + 2: Pi· 0 
j=l i=l j=I i=l 

The lower bound LB3 has been obtained by using Theorem 1. Now 
by using a similar way of proving Theorem 1, we obtain another lower 
bound as follows. 

Theorem 7 Consider the problem F2D with processing times Pii and 
delays l;, where i = 1,2, j = 1,2, .. . ,n. Fori= 1,2 and j = 1,2, .. . ,n, 
let p~i denote the sum of the j smallest values in {Pit, Pi2, ... , Pin}. Then 
it has a lower bound 

n n n 

LB4 := f ( 2: li + 2: Pii + 2: P~i)/n l· (6.6) 
j=l j=l i=l 

Proof. Let S be any schedule for F2D. Also let cr and r be the job 
sequences of S on M1 and on M2 respectively. Obviously it holds for the 
makespan C[S] that 

u- 1 (i) n 

C[S]~ 2: Pti+li+ 2: P2i (i=1,2, ... ,n), (6.7) 
j=l j=r-l(i) 

where cr-1(i) stands for the position of job i in cr, and r~1 (i) is similar. 
Also, let a,j3 E PERn such that a(i) = cr-1(i) and j3(i) = n+1-r-1(i) 

for each i E [1, n]. Noticing the meaning up p~i' we have that 
u- 1 (i) n 

2: Pti ~ Pia(i) and 2: P2i ~ P~p(i)' (6.8) 
j=l j=r-l(i) 

where i = 1, 2, ... , n. So summing of all inequalities in ( 6. 7) and using 
(6.8), we obtain that · 

n n n 

n·C[S] ~ ;2: li + ;2: P~a(i) + ;2: P~IJ(i)' 
t=l t=l t=l 

(6.9) 

Obviously it holds that 
n n n n 

.2: P~a(i) = ;2: PL, ;2: P~{J(i) = ;2: P~i· 
t=l t=l t=l t=l 

(6.10) 

Hence (6.6) follows from (6.9) and (6.10). 0 

Example 4 Table 2 gives Pth li and P2i (j = 1, 2, 3), and the other 
values are calculated according to Theorems 6-7. 
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j P1i l . P2i qj r· lj + Tj- 1 I I 
J J P1i P2i 

1 1 9 1 1 1 9 1 1 
2 2 7 2 2 2 8 3 3 
3 3 1 4 3 4 4 6 7 

Table 2. Computing lower bounds for an instance of F2D 

The lower bounds for this instance of F2D are as follows: 

LE1 = max ( 6 + 5, 7 + 4) = 11 

LB2 = max ( 1 + 9 + 1, 2 + 7 + 2, 3 + 1 + 4) = 11 

LE3 = f(1·9 + 2·8 + 3·4)/(1 + 2 + 3)1 + 1 + 6 = 14 

LE4 = r((9 + 7 + 1) + (1 + 3 + 6) + (1 + 3 + 7))/31 = 13. 

Remark. We mention that in the proofofTheorem 1 for F2UD, different 
lower bounds can be obtained by computing LEn for subsets of jobs. 
Also, some of the lower bounds LE1, LE2, ... , LEn-1 for F2UD may in 
certain cases be larger than LEn. Similarly for F2D, the lower bounds 
LB3, LB4 and LE1 can be applied to any job subset to obtain other lower 
bound, which may sometimes be stronger. For example, let us apply 
this idea to the two terms of LE1 in (6.1). Let ~(1),~(2), .. . ,~(n) and 
17(1 ), 17(2), ... , 17( n) be two job sequences suchthat li+P2i and P1i +li are 
non-decreasing for j = 1, 2, ... , n, respectively. For any k ( 1 ~ k ~ n ), 
applying the first term in the right-hand side of the expression (6.1) of 
LE1 to the job subset {~(k), ~(k + 1), ... , ~(n )}, we obtain the following 
lower bound: 

n 
LE1' := 2: P1((i) + l((k) + P2((k) · 

j=k 

Similarly, for any k (1 ~ k ~ n), we have another lower bound 
n 

LE1" := P1 11(k) + l?J(k) + 2: P2 11(j)· 
j=k 

The maximum of all these LE1' and LE111 is stronger than LB2 as in 
(6.2). Also, LB11 and LE1" may be stronger than LB1 too. 

Example 5 In Example 4, the job sequence~= (3, 2, 1) corresponds to 
(l3 + P23,l2 + P22, l1 + P21) = (5, 9, 9) 

which is non-decreasing. Using LE1 for the job subset {2,1}, we get 
LE1' = (P12 + Pn) + (12 + P22) = 12 

which is larger than LEl. 
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Chapter 5 
Polynomial Solvability of F2D Cases: 
Sufficient Conditions for a Permutation Solution 

5.1. Introduction 

The formulation of the two-machine flow shop problem with delays 
( F2D) is as follows. Given the non-negative processing time Pij of job j 
on machine i (M.;,), and given the non-negative delay lj of job j, where 
i 1, 2, j = 1, 2, ... , n, where each delay prescribes a minimum amount 
of time between the completion of each job on M1 and its start on Mz, 
it is required to find a flow shop schedule of minimal makespan. 

The general problem F2D was proved to be strongly NP-hard by J .K. 
Lenstra [191]. In Chapters 2-3, two much more restricted version of 
F2D problem were proved to be strongly NP-hard too. Therefore, solv
able cases and approximation algorithms for F2D merit investigation. 
In this chapter, we discuss the polynomial solvability of F2D in relation 
with permutation schedules. A permutation schedule for F2D is a sched
ule in which the two machines have the same job sequence. Our emphasis 
is put on the following question: under what conditions does the prob
lem F1!D have a permutation solution, i.e., a permutation schedule that 
is optimal among all schedules for F2D. 

When a permutation schedule is optimal among all permutation sched
ules for F2D, it is called an optimal permutation schedule for F2D, which 
is not necessarily a permutation solution. Nevertheless, in the early days, 
finding an optimal permutation schedule for F2D was a favorite topic. 
L.G. Mitten [M58] and S.M. Johnson [J58] prove that an optimal permu
tation schedule for F2D can be obtained by using Johnson's algorithm 
(see [J54]) for F2IICmax with transformed data. The same topic is dis
cussed in modified ways in [CMM67], [R76], [S83], etc.' The above result 
will be restated in Section 5.2 as background material. 

To clarify the further discussion, we give the following definition. 

Definition 1 Given are the data of the problem F2D. A job pair 
(j, k) (j f:. k) is called a potentially nested job pair if 

lj > lk + max(plk,P2k), (1.1) 
and is called an equitable job pair if neither (j, k) nor ( k, j) is a potentially 
nested job pair. 

In Section 5.3, two lemmas on the one-machine problem with arrival 
times are obtained as a preparation for our discussion of F2D. As the 
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main result ofthis chapter, we prove in Section 5.4 that an F2D problem 
instance possesses a permutation solution if it contains equitable job 
pairs only. This result improves upon the sufficient conditions for a per
mutation solution for F2D given by M. Dell'Amico [D93] and J.N.D. 
Gupta [G94]; the latter paper is concerned with the one-machine sched
uling of pairwise jobs with delays, which was shown to be equivalent to 
the problem F2D in Section 2.4. 

We consider the necessity of the sufficient conditions (Section 5.4) for 
a permutation solution in Section 5.5. Finally, in Section 5.6 we discuss 
the solution of the problem F2D with few potentially nested job pairs. 

5.2. On Applying Johnson's Algorithm 

In this section, we restate the result of L.G. Mitten [M58] on applying 
Johnson's algorithm to F2D in a concise way. We also give a simple case 
of F2D which possesses a permutation solution. 

Theorem 1 Consider F2D with job processing times and job delays 
Pij (i 1,2,j=1,2, ... ,n) and lj (j=1,2, ... ,n). (2.1) 

Consider F21!Cma.x with job processing times 
P~j=Pij+lj (i=1,2,j=1,2, ... ,n). (2.2) 

Then a job sequence u gives an optimal permutation schedule for F2D 
with data (2.1) if and only if it is optimal for F2IICma.x with data (2.2). 

Proof. For the problem F2D with data (2.1), let C'(u) denote the 
makespan of the active permutation schedule with the job sequence u 
on each of the machines. Obviously it holds that 

i n 

C'(u) = m~x ( L; Ptu(k) + li + L; P2u(k))· (2.3) 
1 :St:Sn k=l k=i 

Using (2.2), i.e., Pij P~j -lj in (2.3), we obtain that 
i. n n 

C'(u) = 1~ftn (k"fl P~u(k) + E/~u(k))- Ei.l2u(k)· (2.4) 

The last term in (2.4) is just (it+ l2 + · · · + ln), which is a constant, and 
the first term in {2.4) is the makespan corresponding to F211Cmax with 
data {2.2), so the theorem is proved. D 

According to Theorem 1, we can find an optimal permutation s.::hedule 
for F2D in polynomial time, namely by applying Johnson's algorithm 

. (see [J54]) to F211Cma.x with the transformed data. 

As we mentioned before, an optimal permutation schedule for F2D is 
in general not necessarily optimal for F2D. But it can be optimal in some 
cases. One such case is as follows. When the data ( 2.1) satisfy 

'r/j = 1,2, ... ,n, Ptj = 0 or P2i = 0, {2.5) 
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then the problem F2D with (2.1) is guaranteed to have a permutation 
solution, since in this case, the jobs with Plj 0 can be arranged on M1 
in any order at time zero, and the other jobs (p2j = 0) can be arranged on 
M2 in any order at the end of the schedule. Hence any non-permutation 
schedule can be rearranged into a permutation schedule without increas
ing the makespan. The permutation solution is essentially composed of 
a sequence of jobs {j I Plj = 0} on M2 in order of non~decreasing delays 
and a sequence of other jobs (P2j 0) on M1 in order of non-increasing 
delays. The special case. (2.5) of PJD is actually a simple combination 
of one-machine scheduling of jobs with delivery times (on M1 ) and one
machine scheduling of jobs with arrival times (on M2). The case that all 
Plj = 0 is mentioned as a solvable case by W. Kern and W.M. Nawijn 
[KN91], who discuss the one-machine scheduling of pairwise jobs with 
delays. 

5.3. Lemmas on the One-Machine Problem with Arrival Times 

In this section we give two lemmas on the one-machine problem with 
arrival times (release times) as a preparation for the next section. The 
reason for doing so is that this problem can be viewed as a sub-problem 
of F2D where the job sequence on M1 is given, or symmetrically, where 
the job sequence on M1 is given. 

In the one-machine problem with arrival times, each job is available 
to be processed only after its arrival time and the makespan is taken as 
the objective for minimization. Obviously, a job sequence according to 
non-decreasing arrival times gives an optimal schedule for the problem. 
In this section, we give a further property of the problem, which can 
be explained as follows. Considering the makespan as a function of the 
job sequence, we will prove that the makespan will not increase when 
the job sequence is transformed into another job sequence in a partial 
adjustment consistent with the arrival times. 

Lemma 1 Consider the one-machine scheduling problem with job pro
cessing times Pi and job arrival times aj, where j = 1, 2, ... , n. Let C' ( 1r) 
denote the minimal makespan of schedules for job sequence 1r. Then 

C'{q) = max (ak + 2:: P1r(j)), (3.1) 
1$k$n j?;rl(k) 

where 1r-1(k) stands for the position of job kin sequence 1r. 

Proof. Let C stand for the right-hand side of (3.1). For any k, after the 
arrival time ak, job k and the jobs after job k in 1r have to be processed, 
soC is obviously a lower bound on the makespan. On the other hand, 
we can start each job k at time 

C L P1r(j)' 
j?;7r-l(k) 
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which is not less than ai, by the definition of C. Hence, C gives a feasible 
makespan. 0 

Remark. Actually, the one-machine problem with arrival times can be 
viewed as a special case of F'2D, where the processing time of each job 
on M1 is zero. From this point of view, Lemma 1 here is a consequence 
of Lemma 1 in Section 2.2. 

Lemma 2 Consider the one-machine scheduling problem with job 
arrival times ai (j 1,2, ... ,n). Let A= ( ... ,r, ... ,s, ... ) be a job 
sequence with 

(3.2) 

and let J.L = ( ... , s, r, ... , ... ) be the job sequence obtained from A by 
shifting job s to the position immediately in front of job r. Then it holds 
that 

C1(J.L)::; C1(A), (3.3) 
where C'(·) is the makespan function given in (3.1). 

Proof. Define for each job k ( 1 ::; k ::; n) 

Ck(A) = ak + L: P>.(i) and (3.4) 
j~),-l(k) 

Ck(J.L) = ak + 2:: P~L(j)· (3.5) 
j~tL-l(k) 

Obviously it holds that 
'Vk :1 s, Ck(J.L)::; Ck(A). (3.6) 

· Also, the job sequence transform~tion from A to J.L implies that 
{jjj 2: J.L-1 (s)} = {jjj 2: A-1(r)}, (3.7) 

and it follows that from (3.7), (3.2) and (3.4)-(3.5) that 
Cs(J.L) ::; Cr(A). (3.8) 

Combining (3.6) and (3.8), we obtain that 
C'(J.L) = max Ck(J.L) ::; max Ck(A) C'(A). 0 

1~k~n l~k~n · 

5.4. Sufficient Conditions for a Permutation Solution 

The main result of this chapter gives sufficient conditions for an F2D 
instance to have a permutation solution. As the reader will recall from 
Section 5.1, this means a permutation schedule is optimal among all 
schedules. Now we introduce the following concept. 

Definition 2 For the problem F2D, let u and r be given as job sequences 
of scheduleS on M1 and on M2, respectively. A job pair (j,k) (j :1 k) 
is called a nested pair with respect to sequence pair ( u, T) (or in S) if 

u-1(j) < u-1(k), r-1(j) > r-1(k), (4.1) 
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and a job pair (j, k) (j f k) is called a parallel pair w .r. t. (a, r) if neither 
(j,k) nor (k,j) is a nested pair w.r.t. (a,r). 

Theorem 2 Assume that in an F2D instance 
Vj, k E [1, n], lj ::; lk +max (Plk, Pzk), (4.2) 

i.e., all job pairs are equitable. Then the instance has a permutation 
solution. 

Proof. A sequence pair (a, r) of jobs 1, 2, ... , n is called an optimal 
sequence pair, if the corresponding makes pan C( a, r) is optimal for the 
problem F2D, where C(a, r) is the minimum makespan of scheduleS with 
a and r as its job sequences on Mt and Mz respectively (see Section 2.2). 
Let OBS be the collection of all optimal sequence pairs, i.e., 

OBS = {(a, r) I a, T E PERmC(a, r) =CoPT}, 
where CoPT stands for optimal makespan of F2D. We also define a func
tion f on OBS as follows: 

V(a,r) E OBS, 
f( a, r) = 2:: {2,.-

1
(j) I (j, k) is a nested pair w.r.t. (a, r )}, ( 4.3) 

where j f k and j, k E [1, n]. 
Consider a sequence pair (a*, r*) with 

f(a*,r*) =min {f(a, r) I (a, r) E OBS}. (4.4) 
For proving the theorem, it suffices to prove, under assumption ( 4.2), 
that 

f(a*, r*) = 0, ( 4.5) 
which implies that all jobs are in the same order in a* and in r*, i.e., 
a* = T*. 

If ( 4.5) does not hold, i.e., iff( a*, r*) > 0, then there exists an i such 
that 

j=a*(i), k a*(i+l), r;;1(j)>r;;1(k), (4.6) 
in other words, job j and job k are neighboring in a,., but (j, k) is a 
nested pair w.r.t. (a*, r*). Two cases are analyzed below. Each of the 
two cases leads to a contradiction. 

Case (i) lj ::; lk + Ptk· 
In this case, obviously job j arrives on M2 no later than job k. Since 

( 4.6) means that job j is located after job k in .r*, let r 1 be the job 
sequence obtained from T* by shifting job j to the position immediately 
in front of job k. Applying Lemma 2, we obtain that 

C(a*,i't)::; C(a*,r*), and hence (a*,r1) E OBS. 
The situation about the nested pairs w.r.t. (a*, r*) and the nested 

pairs w.r.t. (a*, r1 ) under the transformation is summarized in the fol
lowing three points. 
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(1) (j,k) = (a*(i),a*(i + 1)) is a nested pair w.r.t. (a*,r*), but not 
w.r.t. (a.,rt)· 

{2) The transformation from (a., r*) to (a*, rt) does not produce new 
nested pairs in the form 

(j,a*(s)) with s > i+ 1, (k,a*(s)) with s > i+ 1 and 

(a.(r),k) with r < i. 
(3) The transformation from (a*, r*) to (a*, rt) may produce new 

nested pairs in the form 
(a.(r),j), with r < i, 

since job j is shifted to an earlier position in the transformation from T* 

to r 1 . 

These points imply for the function defined by ( 4.3) that 
f(a., rt) ~ f(a*, r*)- 2i+ (1 + 2 + · · · + 2i-I) = f(a*, r*)- 1, 

which contradicts ( 4.4). 

Case (ii) lj > lk + Pik· 
In this case, the assumption ( 4.2) implies that 

lj ~ lk + P21c· (4.7) 
Let a 1 be the job sequence obtained from a* by interchanging j = a* ( i) 
and k = a*(i + 1). We now look at the schedule for F2D in the reverse 
direction of time, and imagine that jobs are processed on M2 first and 
then arrive on Mt for processing. Under this viewpoint and due to ( 4. 7), 
job j arrives on M 1 'no later' than job k. Lemma 2 now implies that 

C(a.,r*) ~ C(a*,r*), and hence (a.,r*) E OBS. 
The situation about the nested pairs w.r.t. (a*, r*) and the nested pairs 
w.r.t. (a1 ,r*) under the transformation is summarized in the following 
two points: 

(1) (j, k) = (a*( i), a*( i+ 1)) is a nested pair w.r.t. (a*, r*), but (k,j) 
(a1(i),a1(i+ 1)) is not a nested pair w.r.t. (a.,r*). 

(2) The transformation from (a*, r*) to ( a1, r*) does not produce new 
nested pairs, since job j and job k are neighboring both in a* and in a1 • 

These points imply that f(a1,r*) ~ f(a.,r.) 2i, which contradicts 
( 4.4) too. [] 

Theorem 2 is closely related to the result of S.M. Johnson [J58] on 
'mutually optimal sequences'. Our sufficient conditions ( 4.2) for the 
existence of a permutation solution for F2D improve upon the sufficient 
conditions 

Vj,k E [l,n], li ~ lk + min(plk,P2k) 
of M. Dell' Amico [D93], and also upon the sufficient conditions 

Vj, k E [1, n], lj ~ lk + Ptk 
of J .N.D. Gupta [G94}. These stronger conditions are easier to prove. 
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5.5. About the Necessity of the Sufficient Conditions 

In this section we discuss the necessity of the sufficient conditions of 
Theorem 2. First, we show by an example that the sufficient conditions 
are in general not necessary for the existence of a permutation solution 
for F2D. In other words, if there are some potentially nested pairs, it is 
still possible for the F2D instance to have a permutation solution. 

Example 1 Consider the problem F2D with the data 
(Ptj,l;,Pzj) = (1,0,5), (2,3,2), (2,0,1), 

for j = 1, 2, 3 respectively. It is easy to check that job pairs (1,2) and 
{1,3) are equitable, and (2,3) is a potentially nested pair, since 

lz = 3 > 2 = l3 + max(Pt3,P23)· 
Let 0' = {1,2,3). Then for the permutation scheduleS with the job 
sequence 0' on each of the machines, the makespan C[S] is given by 

C[ S] = max ( 1 + 0 + 8, 3 + 3 + 3, 5 + 0 + 1) = 9, 
which is equal to the lower bound (see Section 4.6) 

m!n (Pti + l3) + (Pzt + P22 + Pz3) = 9. 
l~J~n 

So S is a permutation solution. It has been claimed in [G94] that if. 
the sequence 0' gives a permutation solution for F2D, then each job pair 
( 0'( i), 0'( i + 1)) has to satisfy 

'Vi E [1, n- 1], lcr( i) :5 lu( i+l) + max (.Pt ,cr( i+l), P2,cr( i+l) ). 

This example contradicts the claim. 

On the other hand, the sufficient conditions ( 4.2) are necessary in 
some special cases, as will be shown in the following two lemmas. 

Lemma 3 Consider F2D with two jobs. Assume that 
Pn > 0, pzz > 0 and lt > lz + max(p12,Pzz). {5.1) 

Then no permutation schedule is optimal. 

Proof. The lemma is easily proved by enumeration. Consider the job 
sequences o ( 1, 2) and f3 = (2, 1 ). For the values of the corresponding 
schedule makespan, we have 

C(o,o) = Pn + lt + Pzt + pzz, (5.2) 

C(/3,/3) = Ptz + Pn + lt + Pzt, {5.3) 

C(/3, o) = P12 + Pn + lt + Pzt + Pn and (5.4) 

C(o,/3) = max(pn + lt + P2hP11 + Ptz + lz + Pn + pzt). (5.5) 
where (5.1) is used for getting (5.2)-(5.3). Using (5.1) again for compar
ison between the values in (5.2)-(5.5 ), we conclude that C( o, /3) is the 
unique minimum among these values. D 
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Lemma 4 Consider F2D with n > 2. Assume that Pn, lt, P12, P21, l2 
and p22 satisfy (5.1). Then there exists a positive value o such that, 
when the processing times and delays of other jobs are smaller than o, 
no permutation schedule is optimal. 

Proof. It suffices to make a perturbation analysis in relation with the 
quantities involved in the proof of Lemma 3. 0 

5.6. The Case of a Few Potentially Nested Job Pairs 

The concepts of Definitions 1-2 and the conclusions of Theorem 1 and 
Lemma 2 might be used to solve F2D instances with a small number of 
potentially nested job pairs. In this section we give a brief description 
of this idea. 

Suppose that for there is only one potentially nested job pair, namely, 
job pair ( 1,2) which satisfies 

lt > l2 + max(p12,P22), 
while all other job pairs are equitable. To find an optimal schedule, we 
consider two candidates schedules: 

(1) The optimal permutation schedule S1 obtained by Theorem 1. 
(2) The non-permutation schedule S2 that is optimal over all schedules 

in which job pair (1,2) is the unique nested pair. To clarify the structure 
of these schedules, we give the following simple lemma. 

Lemma 5 Assume that job pair (1,2) is the unique nested pair w.r.t . 
. the job sequences u and T. Then u and T must be of the form 

u=( ... ,1,2, ... ) and r=( ... ,2,1, ... ). 

Proof. First, we prove that there is no job between jobs 1 and 2 in u. 
Otherwise, let k be a job in between jobs 1 and 2 in u. Consider the 
position of job kin T. If job k is before job 2 in r, then it is before job 
1 in T too, so the job pair ( 1, k) is another nested pair w .r. t. u and r, 
which is not possible because of the assumption. If job k is after job 2 in 
r, then the job pair (k, 2) is another nested pair w.r.t. u and r, which is 
not possible because of the assumption. Similarly, it can be proved that 
there is no job in between jobs 2 and 1 in the job sequence T. 0 

For the purpose of finding schedule S2 mentioned in point (2), we 
introduce an artificial job n + 1 as a combination of jobs 1 and 2 with 
PI,n+l = Pn +p12, P2,n+l P21 +P22 and ln+l = max(l2, lt- (P12 +P22)), 

Then schedule S2can be obtained as the optimal permutation schedule 
of the problem F2D with jobs 3, 4, ... , n, n + 1 by using Theorem 1. 
Furthermore, we may choose the better one of S1 and S2 as the optimal 
schedule. 
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Chapter 6 
Polynomial Solvability of F2D Cases: 
Constructing a Non-Permutation Solution 

6.1. Introduction 

For the two-machine flow shop problem with delays ( F2D ), a sched
ule in which the job sequences on the two machines are different from 
each other is called a non-permutation schedule, and a non-permutation 
schedule which is optimal is called a non-permutation solution. 

As the main result of this chapter, we construct a non-permutation 
solution for the problem 

F2UD2: F2!Pii= 1, ljE {l, O}ICmax· 
This is a highly restricted version of the two-machine flow shop problem 
with delays, in which each job has a unit processing time on each of the 
machines, and the delays of the jobs can assume only two values. Thus 
F2UD2 combines the restrictions of 

F21Pti=P2i, lj E {l, O}ICmax and F2IPii= 1, li!Cmax· 
Recall that each of these two restricted versions was proved to he strongly 
NP-hard in Chapters 2 and 3. 

Although F2UD2 is almost the simplest case of F2D, it is still nontriv
ial to construct an optimal schedule. 

In order to give a brief description of the results of this chapter, we 
introduce the concept of standard schedules and the notation T( x, y ). 

Definition 1 Consider the problem F2UD2. Let x 2:: 0, y 2:: 0 and 
x + y > 0. Let~ (6, 6, ... ,~x) he a job sub-sequence in which each 
job has a positive delay l, and let rJ = (rJt,'f}2 , .. • ,rJy) he a job sub
sequence in which each job has a delay zero. T( x, y ). is defined as the 
schedule for F2UD2 in which the job sequence on machine 1 (M1) is ( ~, 'fJ) 
and the job sequence on machine 2 (M2 ) is ( 'f}, ~), as shown in Figure 
1. Each T( x, y) is called a standard schedule or a standard sub-schedule, 
with parameters x and y. 

Remark. When x > 0 and y > 0, the standard schedule T( x, y) is 
obviously a non-permutation· schedule. 

Figure 1. Standard Schedule T(x, y) with x + y = l 
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The main results of this chapter are as follows. 

(1) For F2UD2, there exists an optimal schedule S of the form 
S = T(xi,YI)T(x2,Y2) .. . T(xq,Yq), (1.1) 

which means that the job sequence of S on M1 is composed of the job 
sequences (on MI) ofT( xi, YI), T(x2, Y2), ... , T(xq, Yq) successively, and 
the job sequence of S on M2 is analogous. The existence of an optimal 
schedule composed of standard sub-schedules is called the decomposition 
theorem for F2UD2. 

(2) To obtain an optimal scheduleS of the form (1.1), the parameters 
Xi and Yi ( i = 1, 2, ... , q) are determined depending upon the problem 
data. Roughly speaking, the parameters x 1 , x 2 , ••• , Xq should be made 
uniformly as small as possible, and Y1, Y2, ... , Yq should be made uni
formly as big as possible. 

As a preparation for the proof of our results, we give some lemmas 
on the one-machine scheduling problem with unit-time jobs and arrival 
times in Section 6.2, and we prove some lemmas about schedule transfor
mations for F2UD2 in Section 6.3. We prove the decomposition theorem 
in Section 6.4, which is the basis of the discussion about lower bounds in 
Section 6.5, and also of the construction of a non-permutation solution 
in Section 6.6. 

In Section 6.7, we extend the decomposition theorem to another spe
cial case of F2D with only two delay values, which allows for jobs other 
than unit-time jobs. 

As a step for further research, we give in Section 6.8 two examples 
which show that the decomposition theorem fails to hold for the problem 
F2D with unit-time jobs and three delay values, and with two processing 
times and two delay values. 

The lemmas in Section 6.2 are proved in Appendix 1. Finally, in Ap
pendix 2 we give some formulas for computing the makespan of schedules 
composed of sub-schedules, which are used in some sections. 

6.2. One-Machine Unit-Time Job Scheduling with Arrival Times 

In this section, we state some lemmas on the one-machine schedul
ing problem with unit-time jobs and arrival times, which is denoted 
by 1lpj= 1, ajiCmax 1 where aj stands for the arrival time of job j (j = 
1, 2, ... , n). The proof of the lemmas are given in Appendix 1. 

As is well known, a job sequence in order of non-decreasing arrival 
times gives an optimal schedule for the problem. This result is called 
the Earliest Arrival Time Rule. Our main concern in this section is the 
following: How does the optimal makespan of 1lpj= 1, ajiCmax behave 
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as a function of the arrival times a ( a 1 , a2 , • •• , an)? Especially, under 
what conditions does it not increase when one component of a increases? 
Thus, we want to know more than just the obvious property of mono
tonicity. The motivation comes from the fact that 11Pj= 1, ajiCmllx can 
be viewed as a sub-problem of F2UD2, which arises when the job sequence 
on M1 is given. 

Definition 2 Consider 1lpj= 1, ajiCmax with n jobs. C'(a) is defined 
as the optimal makespan according to the Earliest Arrival Time Rule: 

C'(a) = m?-X {aj +!Ail}, (2.1) 
1::;.1::;n 

where 
Aj {k I ak 2:: aj, 1 :::; k:::; n}. (2.2) 

C' (a) is called the minimal makespan w. r.t. arrival times a. 

Definition 3 Consider 1lpj= 1, ajiCmax· Let 8 = (8(1), 0(2), ... , O(s)) 
be a sub-sequence of jobs. 8 is called a consecutive arrival group of jobs 
if 

\;Is E [1, 181- l], ae(s+l) = ae(s) + 1, 
i.e., the arrival times of jobs in 8 occupy an integer interval without 
overlaps or gaps. Also, the first arrival time in the group, ae(t), is called 
the arrival time of group 8, or the group arrival time. 

The following lemma gives a generalization of the Earliest Arrival 
Time Rule. It claims that in order to get an optimal schedule, all jobs can 
be ordered in consecutive arrival time groups according to nondecreasing 
values of group arrival times, instead of being ordered as individual jobs 
according to nondecreasing job arrival times. 

Lemma 1 (Earliest Arrival Group Rule) Consider the problem 
llpi= 1, ajiCmax· Assume that all jobs are divided into q groups 8~, fJ2, 
... , 8q, where each group 8i is a consecutive arrival group. Let the first 
arrival time of (Ji be iii, fori = 1, 2, ... , q. Then 

C'(a)= m~ {iii+ l1tl}= m~ {iii+ ,E{I8illiii 2:: iii, 1:::; j:::; q} }, l:=;t::;q t:=;t::;q j 

where 
Ai = { k IkE O;,iij 2:: iii, 1:::; j:::; q}. 

Also, a job sequence composed of consecutive arrival groups in non
decreasing order of group arrival times gives an optimal schedule. 

· The following three lemmas are about the relationship between the 
optimal makespan and the arrival times. 

Lemma 2 (Shift Rule 1) Consider 1lpj= 1, ajiCmax· Assume that job 
k satisfies 
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ak < max ai. 
t:s;j:s;n 

And assume that b = (bt. b2, ... , bn) is given by following expressions: 
h = ak + 6 < max a·· 

- t:s;j:s;n 3 ' 

if (j :/; k) A (ai > ak), then bj = ai- 1; 

if (j :/; k) A (ai:::; ak), then bj = ai. 
Then C'(b):::; C'(a). 

Lemma 3 (Shift Rule 2) Consider 1lpj= 1, aiiCmax· Assume that job 
k satisfies 

m~n { ai I ai > ak} 2:: ak + 2. 
J 

And assume that b = ( b1, b2, ... , bn) is given by following expressions: 
bk = ak + 1; 
if j :/; k, then bj = aj. 

Then C'(b) = C'(a). 

Lemma 4 (Shift Rule 3} Consider 1lpj= 1, aiiCmax· Assume that job 
k satisfies 

l{j I ai = ak}l 2:: 2. 
And assume that b = (bt, b2 , ••• , bn) is given by following expressions: 

bk = ak + 1; 
if j :/; k, then bj = ai . 

. Then C'(b) = C'(a). 

Remark. The shift rules claim that, in certain situations, the minimal 
makespan with respect to arrival times will not increase when one of 
arrival times increases. The situations corresponding to the three shift 
rules are as follows. In Shift Rule 1, a non-maximal arrival time ak is 
increased but not beyond the maximal value of arrival times, and each 
arrival time larger than ak is decreased by one. In Shift Rule 2, a non
maximal arrival time is increased into a neighboring interval which does 
not contain arrival time values. In Shift Rule 3, an overlapping arrival 
time value is increased by one. 

6.3. Transformations of the Job Sequence on Machine 1 

In this section, we give three lemmas about schedules for the F2UD2 
problem in the case that the job sequence on machine 1 is given. First, 
we introduce the following definition. To simplify the description, we 
call any job with delay zero a Z.job, and any job with delay l a B-job. 

Definition 4 Consider F2UD2. Given is a job sequence e1. A schedule 
S is called a best schedule w.r.t. e1, if the following two properties hold: 
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(1) The job sequence of the schedule on M1 is CJ. 

(2) The makespan C[S] ofthe scheduleS attains the minimum among 
all schedules with the property (1). 

A best schedule w.r.t. a given job sequence can be obtained by apply
ing the Earliest Arrival Time Rule or the Earliest Arrival Group Rule 
(Lemma 1) to the job arrival times on M2 • Using Lemmas 2-4 in Section 
6.2, we present the following Lemmas 5-7 about schedule transformations· 
applied to the job sequence on M1 . 

Lemma 5 Assume that, in a schedule S for F2UD2, CJ (/3, 1) is the 
job sequence on Mt, where f3 is a Z-job sub-sequence. Let CJ

1 = (1,/3), 
i.e., the job sequence obtained from CJ by interchanging f3 and 1, and let 
S' be a best schedule w.r.t. CJ

1
• Then C[S']:;:; C[S]. 

Proof. Let 11' be the job sequence obtained from CJ by moving the first 
job in f3 to the end, and letT be a best schedule w.r.t.11'. ConsiderS, 
without loss of generality, as a best schedule w.r.t. CJ. 

In the transformation from CJ (/3, 1) to 11', the first job in f3 is moved 
to the end, so all arrival times on M2 are decreased by one, except for 
the first job in /3. The conditions of Shift Rule 1 (Lemma 2) can be 
checked easily, hence it applies and we conclude that C[T] :;:; C[S]. By 
successively moving the first job (if it is a Z-job) to the end of the job 
sequence on Mt, we prove the lemma. 0 

Lemma 6 Assume that, in a schedule S for F2UD2, CJ = (a, /3, h, ... ) is 
the job sequence on M1 , where a is a B-job sub-sequence, f3 is a Z-job 
sub-sequence, and job his a B-job. Also, assume that 

Jal + l/31 < l. (3.1) 
Let CJ

1 be (a, h, /3, ... ), i.e., the job sequence obtained from CJ by moving 
job h to be immediately in front of /3, and let S' be a best schedule 
w.r.t. CJ

1
• Then C[S'] :;:; C[S]. 

Proof. Let job k be the last Z-job in /3, and let ai be the arrival time 
of job j (j 1, 2, ... , n) on M2 when the job sequence on M1 is CJ. We 
claim the following properties for a = ( a 1 , az, ... , a.,.): 

't/j E /3, aj :;:; ak. (3.2) 
't/j ¢ /3, aj 2:: ak + 2. (3.3) 

(3.2) is obvious since all jobs in f3 are Z-jobs. To check (3.3) for j E a, 
we use ak = Jal + l/31 and assumption (3.1) to obtain that 

aj 2:: 1 + l = ak + ( l + 1 - JaJ - 1.81) 2:: ak + 2. 
To check (3.3) for j = h, we have that 

ah = Jal + l/31 + 1 + l = ak + 1 + l 2:: ak + 2. 
And (3.3) is obvious for the other jobs after job k in CJ. So (3.2)-(3.3) 
are verified. 
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Let 1r be the job sequence obtained from a = (a, f3, h, . .. ) by inter
changing the last job in f3 (job k) and job h, and let T be a best schedule 
w.r.t. 1r. Also, let e3 be the arrival time of job j (j = 1, 2, ... , n) on M2 
when the job sequence on M1 is 1r. Obviously, we have that 

ek = ak + 1; eh = ah- 1; Vj ::f; k, m, e3 = a3. (3.4) 
Also, let b = ( bt, b2, ... , bn) be defined by 

bk = ak + 1; Vj ::j; k, b3 = a3. (3.5) 
Because of (3.2)-(3.3), ak is a non-maximal value in the set { aili = 
1, 2, ... , n} with ak + 1 not in the set, Shift Rule 2 (Lemma 3) applies 
for a and b, and we have 

C'(b) = C'(a), (3.6) 
Also, it is obvious that 

C'(e) :5 C'(b), (3.7) 
since b can also be obtained from e by only changing eh to bh = eh + 1 
(see (3.4)-(3.5)). Combining (3.6)-(3.7), we obtain that 

C[TJ = C'(e) :5 C'(a) = C[S]. (3.8) 
By successively applying (3.8), the lemma is proved. D 

Lemma 7 Consider F2UD2. Assume that a ( .. . ,a',(3',a,(3,h, .. . ) 
is the job sequence of a schedule S on M1 , where a' and a are B-job 
sub-sequences, (3' and f3 are Z-job sub-sequences, andjob his a B-job. 
Also, assume that 

lal + l/31 < l, (3.9) 
and 

Ia'! + 1!3'1 + lal ~ l. (3.10) 
Let a' be( . .. ,a',(3',a,h,f3, ... ), i.e., the job sequence obtained from a 
by moving job h to be immediately in front of (3, and let S' be a best 
schedule w.r.t. a'. Then C[S'] :5 C[S]. 

Proof. Let a3 be the arrival time of job j (j = 1, 2, ... , n) on M2 when 
the job sequences on M1 is a. 

The proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 6. It suf
fices to prove (3.6), i.e., C'(b) C'(a) for a= (a1,a2, ... ,an) and the 
auxiliary vector b defined by (3.5), where k is the last Z-job in (3. Two 
cases are analyzed as follows. 

Case (i) a8 < ak, where s is the last B-job in a'. 
Due to assumption (3.9) which is similar to (3.1), for the same reason 

as in the proof of Lemma 6, ak + 1 is a missing value in the set { a3 lj = 
1, 2, ... , n}, and is less than the maximum of the set. Thus Shift Rule 2 
(Lemma 3) can be applied to get (3.6). 

Case (ii) as~ ak, where sis the last B-job in a'. 
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Let r be the first job in a 1
• As can easily be checked, assumption 

(3.10) implies that 
ar ::; ak. (3.11) 

The condition as ;:;:: ak and (3.11) imply that ak is inside the interval 
[ar, as], which is composed exactly of the arrival times of the B-jobs in a1

• 

Therefore ak must be an overlapping value in the set { ai li = 1, 2, ... , n}. 
So Shift Rule 3 (Lemma 4) applies to a and b, and (3.6) is obtained. 0 

6A. Decomposition for F2D with Unit-Time Jobs and 
Two Delay Values 

In this section we prove the decomposition theorem (see (1.3)) for the 
problem F2UD2. As mentioned in Section 6.3, we call any job with delay 
zero a Z-job, and any job with delay l a B-job. 

The following lemma gives a key conclusion which is already close to 
the decomposition theorem. 

Lemma 8 The problem F2UD2 has an optimal schedule S with a job 
sequence rr (on Mt) of the form 

rr = (at,/h,a2,/32,. . . ,aq,/3q), (4.1) 
where <Xi and /3i satisfy the following properties: 

(1) each <Xi is a B-job sub-sequence, and lail2:: 1 (i = 1,2, ... ,q); 
(2) each /3i is a Z-job sub-sequence, and l/3il;:;:: 1 (i = 1,2, ... ,q-1); 
(3) Vi E [1, q- 1), jail + l/3il 2:: l. ( 4.2) 

Proof. Let S be an optimal schedule for F2UD2, and let rr be its job 
sequence on M1 . Obviously, rr can be assumed to be of the form 

u = (/3o,at,/3t,a2,/32, .. . ,aq,/3q), 
where all <Xi ( i = 1, 2, ... , q) are B-job sub-sequences with lail ;:;:: 1 
(i = 1,2, . .. ,q), and all /3i (i = 0, 1, .. . ,q) are Z-job sub-sequences with 
l/3il;:;:: 1 (i = 1,2, ... ,q 1). But l/3ol is not necessarily equal to zero. 
When l/3ol > 0, Lemma 5 can be applied to get (4.1) with the properties 
(1) and (2). 

As for ( 4.2), i.e., property (3), it can be proved by using Lemma 6, and 
using Lemma 7inductively in case lail+l/3il < lforsomei E (1,q-1]. 0 

Definition 5 Suppose that S' and S 11 are two disjoint schedules, u 1 and 
rr 11 are the job sequences of S' and S 11 on M1 , respectively, and r 1 and r 11 

are job sequences of S' and S 11 on M2 , respectively. Let S be a schedule 
with rr = (u1,u11

) and r = (r1,r11
) as the job sequences on Mt and M2 , 

respectively. Then the schedule S is called the composite schedule of 
S' and S 11

, and is denoted by S S' S 11
• In addition, S 2 = S S and 

sa= sa-ts for a> 2. 
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Theorem 1 (Decomposition Theorem) The problemBJUD2 has an 
optimal schedule S of the form 

S = T(xt,yt)T(x2,Y2) ... T(xq,Yq), 
where the parameters of each sub-schedule satisfy: 

ViE [1, q], 1::; Xi ::; 1, Yi ;::: 0, 
ViE [1,q-1], Xi+ Yi = l. 

The makespan of the schedule is 
C[S] = n + 1 + max(x1,x2, . .. ,xq,l- Yq)· 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 
(4.5) 

(4.6) 

Proof. We start from Lemma 8, and distinguish the following three 
cases. 

Case (i) Vi E [1, q], lail ::; l- 1, I.Bil 2:: 1, 
where ai and .Bi are as in (4.1). 

(4.7) 

Consider the arrival times of jobs in ai and in .Bi ( i = 1, 2, ... , q) on 
M2. Certainly, each ai is a consecutive arrival group and so is each tJi· 
Also, ( 4. 7) and ( 4.2) imply that the first arrival time of .Bi is earlier than 
the first arrival time of ai, which is earlier than the first arrival time 
.Bi+t (if i + 1 ::; q ). Thus, in accordance with Earliest Arrival Group 
Rule (Lemma 1), the job sequence on M2 is 

T = (,B.,at,.82,a2,· . . ,,Bq,o:q)· (4.8) 

Thus we just assume that for the optimal schedule the job sequence 
on M2 is r. Let 

ViE [1,q], Xi= jail, Yi = I.Bil· (4.9) 
Due to ( 4.1) and ( 4.8), the decomposition form ( 4.3) is obtained. ( 4.4) is 
obviously satisfied due to ( 4.7) and ( 4.9). Also, ( 4.6) for the makespan of 
schedule Sin ( 4.3) can be checked without difficulty by using ( 4.2), ( 4.9) 
and ( 4.1 ). The computation would become easier by using the formulas 
in Appendix 2. 

To obtain ( 4.5), it suffices to transform the parameters in ( 4.3) as 
follows: · 

if i E [1, q 1] A Xi+ Yi = l, then xi =Xi, y~ = Yii 

if i E [1, q 1] A xi + Yi > l, then x~ = Xi, y~ = l- xi; 
q-1 

X~ = Xi, y~ = Yq + E (y~ - Yi)· 
i=l 

The details are omitted. 

Case (ii) There exists an i E [1, q] such that 
!ail ;?;:: l, 

where ai is a B-job sub-sequence in (4.1). 
( 4.10) 

Let job k be the first job in ai. Its arrival time on M1 is obviously 
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i-1 

ak= l:(lo:il+Jo:il)+1+l. (4.11) 
j=l 

(4.10) implies that any job after job kin(]' arrives no earlier than job k. 
Noticing this and (4.11), we get that 

q 

C[S] 2: ak + l:(Jo:il + J,Bjl) = n + 1 + l, (4.12) 
j=i 

On the other hand, n + 1 + l is an obvious upper bound of the optimal 
makespan, so ( 4.12) implies that 

C[S] = n + 1 + l. (4.13) 
Let b be the number of B-jobs, and let z be the number of Z.jobs. Also, 
let q = rbfll and 

ViE[1,q-1], Xi=l,yi=O; Xq=b-(q-1)l,yq=Z. 
With these parameters, the right-hand side of ( 4.3) gives a schedule (also 
named S although it may have changed) with makespan n + 1 + l, and 
so S is an optimal schedule too because of ( 4.13). Besides, ( 4.4 )-( 4.6) 
can be checked easily for S. 

Case (iii) I,Bql = 0. 
where ,Bq is the last Z-job sub-sequence in ( 4.1 ). 

Similar to Case (ii), consider the last job of aq, and we obtain ( 4.13). 
The rest of the proof is the same as in Case (ii). D 

6.5. A Lower Bound for F'2UD2 

The data for any instance of F2UD2 are as follows: 
n: the total number of jobs, 
1: the positive delay of some jobs, 
z: the number of Z.jobs (1 < z < n), i.e., the jobs with delay zero. 

The following parameters depend on n, l and z: 
b: b = n- z, i.e., the number of B-jobs (1 < b < n), 

t: t= rnfll, 
m: m = n- (t- 1)1, (1 ~ m ~ l). 

These parameters satisfy the following lemma. 

Lemma 9 The following two conditional inequalities hold: 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

if z ~ (m + 1)t- 2, then rbf(t 1)1 + lzftJ l; (5.4) 
if z 2: (m- 1)t + 1, the~ rbf(t- 1)1 + lzftJ ~ 1. (5.5) 

Proof. Due to the definition of t and m, we have that 
n = (t 1)1 + m. (5.6) 

Let x lzftJ ~ land let y be the residue when z is divided by t. We 
have that 
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z = xt + y (t- 1)x + x + y. 
From (5.6) and (5.7) it follows that 

b = n- z = (l- x)(t- 1) + m- x- y. 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

Under the assumption that z ::; ( m+ 1 )t- 2, we distinguish two cases: 

Case (i) (x s; m- 1) A (0 s; y s; t- 1). 
So we have 

m-:- x- y;:::: 1- (t- 1) = -(t- 2). (5.9) 
Thus it follows from (5.8) and (5.9) that 

fbl(t- 1)1 2: l- x. (5.10) 
Hence ( 5.4) is proved for this case. 

Case (ii) (x = m) A (0 s; y s; t 2). 
In this case, (5.9) holds too, and hence (5.4) can be obtained. 

The proof of (5.5) is similar and hence omitted. 0 

Remark. The conclusions of Lemma 9 imply that, 
if z E [ ( m - 1 )t + 1, ( m + 1 )t 2], then fbI ( t - 1) 1 + l zIt J = l. 

A lower bound for F2UD2 is given in the following theorem. It is 
shown to be tight in next section. 

Theorem 2 Consider F2IPij= 1, ljE {l, O}ICmax, and suppose there are 
z Z-jobs. Let the parameters b, t and m be given by {5.1)-(5.3). Then 
for any schedule S, we have 

C[S];:::: n + 1 +min (ibl(t -1)1,1- LzltJ). 
Furthermore, the following inequalities (5.12)-(5.13) hold: 

if z s; (m+ 1)t 2, then C[S]2: n+ 1 + fbl(t -1)1; 
ifz;::::(m 1)t+1, then C[S]2:n+1+l-lzltJ. 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 
(5.13) 

Proof. Due to the Decomposition Theorem (Theorem 1 ), it suffices to 
prove that the right-hand side of (5.11) is a lower bound for the function 

f=n+1+max{xt,xz, ... ,xq,l-yq}, (5.14) 
subject to the following constraints: 

1 s; Xis; l, Yi 2:0 (i 1,2, ... ,q), 
Xi+Yi=l(i=1,2, ... ,q 1), 
XI + Xz + • • • + Xq b, 
Yt + Y2 + · · · + Yq = z. 

In other words, we have to prove that . 

(5.15) 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 

max{xt,Xz, . .. ,xq,l- yq} 2: min(fbl(t 1)1,1- LzltJ), (5.19) 
under the constraints ( 5.15)-(5.18) for all integer variables. The following 
two cases are distinguished. 

Case (i) Xq + Yq > l. (5.20) 
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Summing up all equalities in (5.16) and (5.20), and applying (5.17)
(5.18), we get that 

n > ql, (5.21) 
and we obtain from (5.21) and (5.2) that 

q ~ t- 1. (5.22) 
Also, it follows from (5.22) and (5.17) that 

(t- 1)· max x· > q• max x· >b. (5.23) 
1~i~q l - 1~i~q ~ -

Hence we obtain from (5.23) that 

m~X Xi~ rbf(t -1)1, 
1~1~q 

which implies (5.19). 

Case (ii) Xq + Yq ~ l. (5.24) 
Summing up all equalities in (5.16) and (5.24), and applying (5.17)

(5.18), we get that 
n ~ ql. (5.25) 

On the other hand, summing up all equalities in (5.16), and applying 
(5.17)-(5.18), we get that 

n > (q- 1)1. (5.26) 
So we obtain from (5.25)-(5.26) and (5.2) that 

q = t. (5.27) 
Also, it follows from (5.27) and (5.18) that 

t· min Yi < Yt + Y2 + · · · + Yt = z. 
l~i~t -

Hence we obtain that 
min(yt,Y2··· .,yq-bYq) ~ LzftJ, 

or equivalently (due to (5.16)), 
max(xt.X2, ... ,Xq-t.l- Yq) ~ l- LzftJ, 

which implies (5.19) too. 

Thus, (5.19) is proved, and it implies (5.11) due to (4.6). Combining 
(5.11) and Lemma 9, we immediately obtain (5.12)-(5.13). 0 

6.6. A Non-Permutation Solution for F2UD2 

We construct an optimal schedule for F2UD2 in the following two 
theorems, where the notation T(x, y) from Definition 1 and Ta(x, y) 
from Definition 5 are used. 

Theorem 3 Consider F2IPij=1,ljE{l,O}ICma.x with z Z-jobs. Let the 
parameters b, t and m be given by (5.1)-(5.3). Assume that z satisfies 

1~z~min((m+1)t-2,n-1). (6.1) 
Then the problem has an optimal schedule of the form 
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S = Ta(x,y)T(u,v), 
where the parameters in S are defined by: 

y= lzftJ, x=l-y, 
a = rbfx l - 1, 
u = b- ax, v = z- ay, 

The makespan of S is 
C[SJ = n + 1 + l- lzftJ, 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 

(6.6) 

Proof. We show that the scheduleS defined by (6.2) is feasible by prov
ing that the parameters x, y, u and v satisfy the following inequalities: 

0 ~ y ~ [- 1, 1 ~X~[, (6.7) 
0 ~a ~ t- 1, (6.8) 
1 ~ u ~ x; v ~ y, i.e., l- v ~ x, (6.9) 

( 6. 7) can be proved easily: if it is not true, then y ~ l, and it follows 
from (6.3) that z ~ lt ~ n, which contradicts (6.1). 

Similarly, if (6.8) does not hold, then a~ t and it follows from (6.4) 
that · 

rbfx l ~ t + 1, i.e., b ~ xt + 1. (6.10) 
Also, we obtain from (6.10) and z ~ yt (see (6.3)) that 

n = b + z ~ (x + y)t + 1 = lt + 1, 
which contradicts the definition oft (see (5.2)). So (6.8) is proved. 

In (6.9), 1 ~ u ~ xis obvious from (6.4)-(6.5). If v ~ y does not hold, 
i.e., if v < y, then it follows from (6.5) and (6.8) that 

. z=ay+v<(a+1)y~ty, 
which contradicts the definition of y (see (6.3)). So (6.9) is proved too. 

Due to (6.7)-(6.9), the schedule (6.2) is well defined, and its makespan 
is (see Appendix 2) 

C[S] = n + 1 +max(x,u,l- v). 
Using (6.9) and (6.3), we obtain from the above equality that 

C[SJ = n + 1 + x = n + 1 + lzftJ, 
which is a lower bound under assumption (6.1) (see Theorem 2). Hence 
the schedule S given by (6.2) is optimal. 0 

Theorem 4 Consider F2jpij= 1, ljE {l, O}ICmax with z Z-jobs. Let the 
parameters b, t and m be given by (5.1)-(5.3). Assume that z satisfies 

(m-1)t+1~z~n-1. (6.11) 
Then the problem has an optimal schedule of the form 

S = Ta(x,y)T(u,v), 
where the parameters in S are defined by: 

x=rbf(t-1)l,y l-x, 
a= rbfx l - 1, 
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u = b- ax, v = z- ay. 
The makespan of S is 

C[S] = n + 1 + fbj(t- 1)1. 

(6.15) 

(6.16) 

Proof. We show that the scheduleS defined by (6.2) is feasible by prov
ing that the parameters x, y, u and v satisfy the following inequalities: 

1::; X${- 1, 1::; y::; l- 1, (6.17) 
0::; a::; t- 2, (6.18) 
1::; u::; x; v ~ y, i.e., l- v::; x. (6.19) 

If (6.17) does not hold, i.e., x ~ l, then it follows from (6.13) that 
b ~ (l- 1)(t- 1) + 1 = lt- l- t + 2, (6.20) 

so we obtain from (6.20) and n = (t -1)1 + m (see (5.3)) that 
z = n- b ::; m + t - 2, ( 6.21) 

and from (6.21) and (6.11) that 
( m + 1 )t - 1 ::; m + t - 2, i.e., m( t - 1) ~ -1, 

which is not possible because of m ~ 1 (see (5.3)) and t ~ 1 (see (5.2)). 
Thus (6.17) is proved. 

If (6.18) does not hold, then it follows from (6.14) that 
fbfxl ~ t, i.e., b ~ (t -1)x + 1, 

which contradicts the definition of x (see (6.13)). 

In (6.19), 1 ::; u::; xis obvious from (6.14)-(6.15). If v ~ y does not 
hold, i.e., if v < y, then it follows from (6.15), (6.13) and (6.18) that 

n = b + z = al + u + v < (t- 2)1 + x +y = (t- 1)1, 
which contradicts the definition oft (see (5.2)). 

The arguments concerning the makespan C[S] of the schedule S and 
its optimality are the same as in the proof of Theorem 3, and are therefore 
omitted. 0 

6.7. Another Solvable Case of F2D with Two Delay Values 

In this section, we investigate another case of F2D with two delay 
values, which has an optimal schedule of a form similar to the decompo
sition structure of Theorem 1. 

Assume that the job set is divided into two subsets B = { 1, 2, ... , b} 
and Z with z = IZI, and that the problem data are as follows: 

Vj E B, lj = l, PtJ P2i ~ l 1, {7.1) 
Vj E Z, lj 0, Pti P2i = 1, (7.2) 

where l "2: 2. Job j is called a B-job if j E B, and job j is called a Z.job 
if j E Z. 
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In this section we discuss the problem F2D with the data (7.1)-(7.2), 
and give a brief analysis similar to the analysis in Sections 6.4-6.6 for 
the problem F2UD2. 

Lemma 10 The problem F2lljE{l,O}ICma.x with data (7.1)-(7.2) has 
an optimal schedule S with a job sequence C1 on M1 of the form 

C1 (abf3ba2,f32, ... ,ab,f3b), (7.3) 
where ai and f3i ( i = 1, 2, ... , b) satisfy the following properties: 

(1) each ai is a B-job; · 
(2) each f3i is a Z.job sub-sequence with lf3il 2: 0 ( i = 1, 2, ... ,b); 
(3) ViE [1, b- 1], lf3il -s; l- 1. (7.4) 

Proof. Let S be an optimal schedule for F2ll j E { l, 0} ICma.x with data 
(7.1)-(7.2), and let C1 be its job sequence on M1. Obviously, C1 can be 
assumed to be of. the form 

C1 = (f3o,a1,f3I,a2,f32, .. . ,ab,f3b), (7.5) 
where each ai is a B-job, and each f3i is a Z-job sub-sequence which allows 
for lf3il = 0. When lf3ol = 0, (7.5) is the same as (7.4). When lf3ol > 0, 
the Z.jobs in (30 can be shifted to the end of C1 without increasing the 
schedule makespan; the arguments are similar to those used in the proof 
of Lemma 2. Thus the expression (7.3) and the properties (1) and (2) are 
proved. To prove (7.4), when lf3il2: l, the last job of f3i can be shifted to 
the end of C1 without increasing the schedule makespan, the arguments 
are similar to those used in the proof of Lemma 2. 0 

Definition 6 Let the sub-schedule S k( x) be defined as follows: B-job k 
is processed in the first position on M1 but in the last position on M2, 
and x Z-jobs are processed in the last positions on M1 but in the first 
positions (in the same order) on M2 • Also, let the sub-schedule U(x) be 
defined as follows: x Z.jobs are processed on each of the machines in the 
same order. 

Theorem 5 The problem F2lljE{l,O}ICmax with data (7.1)-(7.2) has 
an optimal schedule S of the form 

S = S1(x1)S2(x2) .. . So(xo)U(xb+1), 
where the parameters of all the sub-schedules satisfy: 

ViE [1, b], Xi 2: 0; Xb+I 2: 0 
XI + X2 + · • • + X 0 + Xb+I = Z. 

The makespan C[ S] of schedule S is 
b 

C[S] = 2:: Pi+ z+ max( m~ {pj + 1}, m~ {Pi+ l 
i=1 1~J:5b l~J:5b 

(7.6) 

'(7.7) 
(7.8) 

Xj}). (7.9) 

Proof. Starting from Lemma 10, we define (3~ and f3b+l as follows. 
When lf3bl 2: l, let f3b denote the first l - 1 Z-jobs in f3o, and let (3~+1 
denote the other Z.jobs in f3b; when lf3bl -s; l 1, just let (3~ be f3b, and 
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let f)~+I be empty. Then we rename f]b and f]b+l as !1b and i1b+t· Thus 
the form (7.3) of 0' becomes 

0' (a~,J1t,a2,!12,···,ab,!1b,!1b+t), (7.10) 
with 

IJ1il ~ l- 1 fori E [1, b); l!1bl = l- 1 if i1b+t # 0. {7.11) 

For 0' of the form (7.10), consider the arrival times of jobs in sub
sequences on M2. Due to (7.11) and (7.1), all Z.jobs in J1i arrive earlier 
than the B-job ai, which arrives no later than the jobs in i1Ht, where 
i ·= 1, 2, ... , b. Thus, in accordance with the Earliest Arrival Time Rule, 
the job sequence on M2 is 

T = (f)t,at,f)2,a2,• .. ,f]b,ab,J1b+t), (7.12) 
which can be taken as the job sequence ofthe optimal schedule Son M 2 • 

Let 
ViE [1, q + 1), Xi = IJ1il· (7.13) 

Due to (7.10) and (7.12), applying Definition 6 we obtain that 
S = S(){ 1 (xt)S(){2 (x2) ... S(){6 (xb)U(xb+I)· (7.14) 

Since each job has an equal processing time on each of the machines, 
it is easy to see that the makespan C[S) is independent of the order of 
all sub-schedules (see Appendix 2), so w.l.o.g. we can rewrite (7.14) as 
(7.6). In addition, (7.7)-(7.9) can be easily obtained from (7.13) and 
(7.6). D 

For the problem F2lljE{l,O}ICma.x with data (7.1)-(7.2), we intend 
to find an optimal schedule by using Theorem 5. It suffices to mini
mize the bottleneck-type function {7.9) subject to the linear constraints 
(7.7)-(7.8). To solve the problem explicitly, we assume without loss of 
generality that 

PI 2:: P2 2:: · .. 2:: Pb, (7 .15) 
and define 

r = max{iiPi >PI -l + 1,1 ~ j ~ b}. (7.16) 
Also, let 

Yi =PI +P2 + .. · + Pi-1- (i -!)pi fori E [1,r], 
and 

Yr+I =PI+ P2 + · · · + Pr r(pt + 1-l). 

(7.17) 

(7.18) 

Lemma 11 For Yi (1 ~ i ~ r + 1) defined in (7.17)-(7.18), we have 
0 = YI ~ Y2 ~ Yr < Yr+I· ( 7.19) 

Proof. Fori E [1, r- 1), it follows from (7.17) and (7.15) that 
Yi+l - Yi = i(pi- PHI) 0. 

And it follows from (7.16)-(7.18) that 
Yr+l - Yr = r(pr- Pt + l- 1) > 0. D 
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Theorem 6 Consider the problem F2lljE{l,O}IC~n<~>x with data (7.1)
(7.2). Assume (7.15)-(7.16). Then the problem has an optimal schedule 
S of the form 

S S1(xt)S2(x2) .. . Sb(xb)U(xb+t), (7.20) 
where the parameters and makespan C[S] are determined in accordance 
with the following two cases: 

Case {i) z 2:: Yr+l· 
Vi E [1, r], Xi = l- 1 -(PI -pi), 
Vi E [r + 1, b], Xi = 0; Xb+I = z- (xt + x2 + ... +X b), 
C [ S] = (Pt + P2 + .. · + Pn) + z + Pt + 1. 

Case (ii) Ys $ z < Ys+l for somes E [1, r]. 
ViE [1,s], Xi= (Pi-Ps)+ l(z- Ys)/sJ 
ViE[s+1,b],xi 0; Xb+t=z-(xt+x2+···+xb), 
C[ S] = (Pt + P2 + .. · + Pn) + z + Ps + l - l( z - Ys) / s J. 

(7.21) 
{7.22) 
(7.23) 

(7.24) 
(7.25) 
(7.26) 

Proof. Due to assumptions (7.15)-{7.16), the makespan formula (7.9) 
for the schedule Sin (7.20) (the same as (7.6)) can be rewritten as 

b 
C[S] = 2: Pi+z+max{pt+1,pt+l-Xt,P2+l-x2, ... ,pr+l-xr}, (7.27) 

j=l 

since fori 2:: r + 1, it follows from {7.16) that Pi+ l- Xi $ Pi+ l $ PI+ 1. 

In Case (i), for the scheduleS in (7.20) with parameters (7.21}(7.22), 
(7.23) can be checked easily by substituting the parameters {7.21)-(7.22) 
into (7.27), and the right-hand side of {7.23) is an obvious lower bound, 
so the schedule S in {7.20) gives an optimal schedule. 

In Case (ii), for the scheduleS in (7.20) with parameters (7.24)-(7.25), 
(7.26) can be obtained similarly. We claim that the right-hand side of 
(7.26)is a lower bound for this case. Otherwise, there exists another set 
of parameters xb x2, ... , xb+I such that the right-hand side of (7.27) is 
less than the right-hand side of (7.26). Thus we obtain that 

max {PI +l-xl ,p2+l-x2, ... , Pr+l-xr} < Ps+l-l(z-ys)/ s J, (7.28) 
which implies that . 

ViE (1,s], Xi 2:: Pi-Ps+ 1 + l(z- Ys)/sJ. (7.29) 
. Summing all inequalities in (7.29) and applying (7.7)-(7.8) and (7.17), 

we obtain that 
Z 2:: Xt + X2 + · · · + Xs Ys + s•l(z- Ys)/sJ + s > Ys + Z- Ys = z, 

which is a contradiction. 0 

6.8. Two Examples without Decomposition Structure 

As shown in the previous sections, the decomposition theorem plays 
an important role in getting an optimal schedule for some special cases. 
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In this section we give examples to show that the decomposition theorem 
cannot be extended to the two problems 

F2IPii= 1,ljE{l, l', O}ICmax (8.1) 
·and 

F2l(Pti, lh P2i) E {( 1, l, 1), (1, 0, 1), (p, 0, p)}ICmax (8.2) 

where 11 E (0, 1) and p 2: 2. Obviously, problem (8.1) is the restricted 
version of F2D problem with unit-time jobs and three delay values, and 
the problem (8.2) is the restricted version of the F2D problem with two 
processing times and two delay values. 

If a decomposition theorem would hold, it should at least ensure the 
existence of an optimal schedule of the form 

S = S1S2 ... Sq, (8.3) 

where each schedule Si contains at most one sub-sequence of jobs with 
the largest delay, which is l for (8.1) and (8.2); that is, in the job sequence 
of Si on each of the machines, either there are no jobs with delay l, or 
there is only one sub-sequence of jobs with delay 1. 

Example 1 Consider the problem (8.1) with n = 5 and the delays: 

lt = l2 = 4, h = 14 = 1, ls = 0. 
The problem has a lower bound (see Section 4.2) 

LB = 5 + 1 +(it+ l2 + l3 + l4 + ls)/5 = 6 + 2 = 8. 
Using an intuitive analysis, we reach the following conclusions for this 

instance of problem (8.1): 
(1) The optimal makespan is equal to 8. 
(2) The optimal schedules are the four schedules shown in Figure 2, 

and none of them is of the form ( 8.3), because both (it, 5) and ( i 2 , 5) 
are nested pairs (see Section 5.4), and also because jobs i 1 and i 2 have 
to be separated from each other. 

Figure 2. Four Optimal Schedules for Example 1 

Job Choices: {ibi2} = {1,2}, {i3,i4} = {3,4} 

Example 2 Consider the problem (8.2) with n = 5 and the following 
data: 

Pu = P21 = 1, lt = 5; P12 = P22 = 1, 12 = 5, 

Pt3 = P23 = 2, b = 0; Pt4 = P24 = 2, l4 = 0, 

Pts = P2s = 1, ls = 0. 
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The problem has a lower bound 10, which can be obtained by job 
splitting, see Section 4.6. 

Similar to Example 1, using an intuitive analysis, we reach the fol
lowing conclusions for this instance of problem (8.2): 

( 1) The optimal makespan is equal to 10. 
(2) The optimal schedules are the four schedules shown in Figure 3, 

and none of them is of the form (8.3) for the same reason as in Example 
1. 

Figure 3. Four Optimal Schedules for Example 2 

Job Choices: {it,i2} = {1,2}, {h,i4} = {3,4} 

Appendix 1: Proofs of the Lemmas in Sections 6.2 

In this appendix, we consider 1lpj= 1, aj!Cmruo i.e., the one-machine 
scheduling problem with unit-time jobs and arrival times in the case that 
the job set is composed of consecutive arrival groups (see Definition 3 in 
Section 6.2), in other words, in the case that the set of arrival times is 
an union of integer intervals. 

Proof of Lemma 1. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that there exist 

r,n(1),r,n(2),r,n(3), ... ,T~n(q),r,n(q+ 1) 
such that 

1 = r,n(1) < r,n(2) < r,n(3) < · · · < r,n(q) < r,n(q + 1) = n + 1, (A.1) 
ViE [l,qJ, Vj E fli := [r,n(i),r,n(i+ 1)), 

aj = am{i) + j- r,n(i), (A.2) 
am{l) :5 am(2) :5 · · · :5 am(q)· (A.3) 

Due to (A.1)-(A.3), in accordance with the Earliest Arrival Group Rule, 
we obtain the job sequence 

r = (flt,fl2, ... ,0q) = (1,2, ... ,n), 
which gives a schedule with completion time 

C(r)= m?x{am(j)+n-r,n(j)+l}. (A.4) 
lSJSq 

To prove the correctness of the Earliest Arrival Group Rule, it suffices 
to prove that 

C(r) = C'(a). (A.5) 
where a = ( a1 , a2, ... , an) and C' (a) stands for the minimal makes pan 
with arrival times a (Definition 2). Thus it is trivial that C(r) 2:: C'(a). 
Hence we only need to prove that 
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- ··--------------------------------------------------------------

C'(a) 2:: C(r) = 1~~.? {am(j) + n- m(j) + 1}. (A.6) 
_J_q 

Definition 2 implies that 
C'(a) 2:: am(i) + IAm(i)! (i = 1, 2, ... , q), (A.7) 

where 
Am(i) = {llal 2:: am(i)' 1 ~ l ~ n}. (A.8) 

Due to (A.1), (A.2), (A.3) and (A.8) it is obvious that 
Am(i) 2 [m(i),n], !Am(i)l2:: n- m(i) + 1 (i = 1,2, ... ,q). (A.9) 

So we get from (A.7) and (A.9) that 
C'( a) 2:: am(i) + n- m( i) + 1 ( i = 1, 2, ... , q). 

Therefore we obtain (A.6). 0 

In the following lemmas, a = ( a1, a2 , ••• , an) stands for a set of arrival 
times, and b = ( b1, b2, ... , bn) stands for another set of arrival times, 
which is obtained by a transformation from a = ( a1, a2, ... , an). Similar 
to (2.1)-(2.2) for C'(a), we have for C'(b) that 

C'(b) = m~x {bi + IBJI}, 
1~J~n 

where 
Bi = {llb!2:: bj, 1 ~ l ~ n}. 

Proof of Lemma 2. 
It suffices to prove the lemma for the situation that 

bk = ak + 6 = max ai. 
1~j~n 

We obviously have that 
bk + IBkl = 1~~.?'n ai + 1 ~ C'(a). 

_:1_ 

By analyzing the transformation from arrival times a to arrival times b, 
we get the following equalities for j =f- k: · 

if ai 2:: ak + 2, then bi + !Bi! = (ai- 1) + (IAil + 1) ai +!Ail; 
if aj = ak + 1, then bj + IBil = ak + !Akl; 
if aj ~ ak, then bj + IBil = aj +!Ail· 

Thus it follows that C'(b) ~ C'(a). 0 

Proof of Lemma 3. 
Let job h satisfy 

ah > ak, ah = m~n {ai I ai > ak} 2:: ak + 2. 
J 

By analyzing the transformation from arrival times a to arrival times b, 
we obtain the following inequalities: 

Bk = Ah u {k}, !Bkl = IAhl + 1, 
h + IBkl = (ak + 1) + (IAhl + 1) ~ ah + !Ahl, 
Vj =/- k, bj + IBil = ai +!Ail· 
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Thus it follows that C1(b):::;; C1(a). On the other hand, it is trivial that 
C1(b) ~ C1(a). 0 

Proof of Lemma 4. 
Let the index set ]( be defined by 

]( = {jlai = ak,j :f k}. 
Due to the assumption we have that IKI ~ 1. By analyzing the trans
formation from arrival times a to arrival times b, we obtain the following 
inequalities for job k: 

]( c Ak, Bk = Ak \ ](, IBki = IAkl- IKI :::;; !Akl- 1, 
h + !Bki :::;; (ak + 1) + (!Aki- 1) = ak + IAk!· 

Also, we obtain equalities and inequalities for job j :f k: 
if aj :f ak + 1 = bk, then bj + IBi! = aj +!Ail; 
if ai = ak + 1 = bk, then bi + IBil = bk + IBkl:::;; ak + !Akl· 

Thus it follows that C1(b) :::;; C1
( a). On the other hand, it is trivial that 

C1(b) ~ C1(a). 0 

Appendix 2: Makespan Formulas for Composite Schedules 

Consider the problem F2!Pti=Pzi=P;, lj!Cma.x· Given a schedule or 
sub-schedule S, we define its idle time (on each of the machines) by 

I(S) = C[S]- p(S), 
where C[S] stands for the makespan of S, and p(S) stands for the sum 
of processing times Pi of all jobs in S. 

Given two disjoint sub-schedules S1 and S2, the composite schedule 
for S1 and Sz is denoted by StSz, see Definition 5 in Section 6.4. We now 
define another concept. Let S be the following schedule. On machine 1, 
first the jobs in S1 are processed in the same order as in S1, and then the 
jobs in S2 are processed in the same order as in S2 , and on machine 2, 
first the jobs in s2 are processed in the same order as in s2' and then the 
jobs in S1 are processed in the same order as in S1 • Such a schedule S 
is called a nested schedule of S1 with S2, and is denoted by S = S1 ®S2 • 

In relation with sub-schedules, the following two makespan formulas 
are concise and helpful for simplifying computations. 

(1) The makespan formula for a composite schedule: 
J(StS2) max(J(St),I(Sz)). 

(2) The makespan formula for a nested schedule: 
J(St ® S2) = max(I(S1)- p(S2),I(Sz) + p(St)). 

It is not difficult to prove these formulas, so the proofs are omitted 
here. 
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Part II 
Three Papers on 

the One-Machine Total Tardiness Problem 

Chapter 7 
Augmentations of Consistent Partial Orders 

for the One-Machine Total Tardiness Problem* 

Wend Yu 

Abstract: A partial order on a job set is called consistent, if it has a linear 
extension which is an optimal solution to the total tardiness problem of 
the job set. The concept of proper augmentations of consistent partial 
orders is based on Emmons' well-known dominance theorem. In this 
paper, we address the question whether the proper augmentation of a 
consistent partial order always results in a partial order which is also 
consistent. By giving an example, we show that this need not be true 
in general. However, as the main result of this paper, we prove that the 
answer to this question is affirmative for the normal procedure, i.e., the 
procedure of proper augmentations beginning from "null". Therefore, 
this paper closes the gap between Emmons' dominance theorem and the 
normal procedure of augmentations of partial orders. 

§1. Introduction 

Given n jobs. For job i ( i = 1, 2, · · · , n ), let Pi be its processing time 
(Pi > 0), and di ( -oo < di < oo) be its due date. In case of one-machine 
processing, when a job sequence a= (a(1),a(2), · · · ,a(n)) of the set of 
jobs N = { 1, 2, · · · , n} is prescribed, then the completion time Ci( a) of 
job i EN and its tardiness Ti(a) = max(O,Ci(a)- di) are determined. 
The total tardiness problem of the job set N is as follows: 

ITP(N): minT(a) = 2:: max(O,Ci(a) di)· (1.1) 
u iEN 

A partial order on set N is a binary relation on N, i.e., a subset Q of 
N 2 = { ( i, j) I i, j E N}, which is reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric. 
Thus, ( i, j) E Q ( i =j:. j) is used to denote "job i precedes job j" for 

* Supported by National Natural Science Foundation of China. To be published 
in Discrete Applied Mathematics, 68, 1996. 
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problem ( 1.1 ). Besides, ( i, i) E Q holds always from the reflexivity of 
Q. In this paper we prefer the notation ( i, j) E Q to another often used 
notation i ::::; j since some augmentations of Q are studied. 

Let PO stand for the terminology "partial order", and let PO(N) stand 
for the collection of all partial orders on N. Assume that Q E PO(N) and 
that a= (a(l),a(2),· · · ,a(n)) is a sequence of N. If a-1(i)::; a-1(j) 
holds for any ( i, j) E Q, then a is called a linear extension of Q, in other 
words, a is said to satisfy Q. Also, let LE( Q) denote the collection of all 
linear extensions of Q. 

Definition 1 Given Q E PO(N). For any job i EN, define 

ci-(Q) = L Ps, Ct(Q) = L Ps +Pi· (1.2) 
( s,i)EQ ( i,s)~Q 

ci-(Q) and ct(Q) are called the earliest and the latest completion 
time of job i based on Q' because it is easy to prove that ci- ( Q) and 
ct ( Q) are minimum and maximum of Ci( a) for a E LE( Q) respectively. 
As a part of this conclusion, it holds that 

V a E LE(Q), Ci(Q) :S Ci(a) :S Ct(Q). (1.3) 

Definition 2 Given Q E PO(N). Define subsets of N 2 as follows: 

IC(Q) = {(i,j) I Pi :S Pi, di :S max(dj,Cj(Q))}, (1.4) 

BS(Q) = {(i,j) I dj 2:: min (Ct(Q), max(di, ct(Q)- Pj))}, (1.5) 

DC(Q) = IC(Q) u BS(Q). (1.6) 

where i,j EN and i ::f. j are obviously assumed in (1.4) and (1.5), The 
conditions for a pair (i,j) in IC(Q), in BS(Q) and in DC(Q) are called the 
interchange condition, the backward-shift condition and the dominance 
condition based on Q respectively. 

To make the purpose of this paper clear, we restate the main results 
of Emmons [2] in our notations. Conclusions and proofs of the following 
two lemmas can be found in Emmons [2]. Also some simplified proofs of 
them are given in Appendix of this paper. 

Interchange Lemma (Emmons [2]} Assume a= (a(l),a(2),· · ·,a(n)), 
a-1 (j) < a-1 (i), Pi :S Pi and di :S max(dj,Cj(a)). Let a be the 
job sequence obtained from a by interchanging job i and job j. Then 
T(a) :S T(a). 

Backward-Shift Lemma (Emmons [2]) Assume a (a(l),a(2),···, 
a(n)), a-1 (j) < a-1 (i) and dj 2:: min(Ci(a),max(di,Ci(a)- Pi)). Let 
f3 be the job sequence obtained from a by shifting job j backward to be 
immediately after job i. Then T(/3) :S T(a). 
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Definition 3 A transformation on job sequence u in accordance with 
either one of the above two lemmas is called Emmons' transformation 
on u for job pair ( i, j). 

Due to (1.3) and the above two lemmas, it follows that 

Transformation Theorem (Emmons [2]) Given Q E PO(N), u E 

LE(Q), u-1(j) < u-1(i) and (i,j) E /JC(Q). Let 1r he the job sequence 
o htained from u by taking the Emmons' transformation on u for job pair 
(i,j). Then T(1r)::; T(u). 

Definition 4 Given Q E PO(N). If there exists u E LE(Q) such that 
u is an optimal solution for TTP(N), then Q is called an optimality
consistent PO of TTP(N), in short, Q is called a consistent PO of 
TTP(N). 

The following theorem can he obtained by using the Transformation 
Theorem. 

Dominance Theorem (Emmons [2]) If partial order Q is a consistent 
PO of 1TP(N), and if(i,j) E DC(Q), then TTP(N) possesses an optimal 
solution 1r with 1r-1 (i) < 7r-l(j). 

The Dominance Theorem might suggest PO augmentations by adding · 
the job pair ( i, j) to Q successively so as to make the consistent partial 
orders "stronger" than Q. In this way, the Dominance Theorem "plays a 
major role in the algorithms" for the total tardiness problem as analyzed 
in [1]. Therefore, Emmons [2] is "among the most important" papers 
written for the total tardiness problem as pointed in Lawler [3]. 

When the assumptions of the Dominance Theorem are satisfied and 
( i, j) is added to Q, does this always result in a new consistent PO? This 
remains an important question, which becomes clear when an analysis 
is made in relation to the proof of the Dominance Theorem. Since Q is 
a consistent PO of TTP(N), there is an optimal solution u E LE(Q). In 
case of u-1(j) < u-1(i), due to (i,j) E DC(Q) and the Transformation 
Theorem, it holds that T( 1r) ::; T( u ), where 1r is the sequence obtained 
from u by taking the Emmons' transformation on u for (i,j). Now 
1r-1(i) < 1r-1(j) and 1r is also an optimal solution, thus the conclusion 
is obtained. But 1r may disobey some precedence relations in Q which u 
satisfies. So it is not immediately clear whether ( i, j) can he added to Q 
to get a new consistent PO. 

As described in some papers, it seems that the answer to this question 
is considered commonly to he affirmative for the procedure of PO aug
mentations using the dominance condition and beginning from "null". 
Nevertheless, it was pointed out in Lin [4] that "we conjecture this way 
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is correct, and we are expecting a rigorous proof". To the author's un
derstanding, Lin [4] is the first paper which posed the above question 
clearly. Also to the author's understanding, Emmons [2] mentioned the 
above question already implicitly. According to the exposition in [2], 
consistency of a PO is an optimality property which is "existential" but 
not "universal". It was said in [2] that "existential properties cannot 
generally be accumulated". On the other side, it was said too in [2] 
that "the properties we shall derive can be" accumulated, "by making 
as many interchanges as necessary to obtain an optimal schedule with all 
the properties". In relation to these words, by asking the above question 
we intend to investigate why "as many interchanges as necessary" can 
be made, i.e., why all transformations can be made to obtain an optimal 
schedule with all the properties. 

In this paper, we define the proper augmentation in §2 as the pro
cedure of adding ( i, j) to Q under the assumptions of the Dominance 
Theorem. 

As the main result of this paper, we prove in §5 that any partial 
order obtained by proper augmentations beginning from "null" must be 
a consistent PO. Also we give an example in §2 to show that a partial 
order obtained by the proper augmentation from a consistent PO can be 
non-consistent in general. 

§2 is about the proper augmentations. Some restricted transitivity of 
the dominance condition is proved in §3, and it is applied to get some 

· properties of proper augmentations. The induced partial order on a 
subset is discussed in relation to proper augmentations in §4. §2 to §4 
are preparations for proving the main result ofthis paper, i.e., Theorem 
3 in §5. Finally, §6 contains some concluding remarks. 

§2. Proper Augmentations of Consistent Partial Orders 

Definition 5 Given Q E PO(N). Assume that i and j are incomparable 
in Q, i.e., i,j EN and (i,j),(j,i) (j:_ Q. Define 

Q E9 (i,j) = Q U {(r,s) I (r,i),(j,s) E Q}. 

Thus Q E9 (i,j) is obtained from Q by adding (i,j) and other ordered 
pairs implied by transitivity. Assume that Q E PO(N). An element 
k of N is called maximal w.r.t. Q if there does not exist j E N such 
that j =/: k and ( k, j) E Q. Let max( Q) denote the subset of N which 
is composed of all maximal elements w.r.t. Q. Two simple lemmas are 
stated without proof. 

Lemma 1 Q E9 (i,j) E PO(N). 
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Lemma 2 If k E max(Q) and k f= i, then k E max(Q (f) (i,j)). 

Definition 6 Assume that Q E PO(N), R = Q (f) (i,j) and (i,j) E 

DC( Q). The procedure from Q to R is called a proper augmentation 
from Q, and R is called a proper augmentation PO of Q, denoted by 
R = PAPO(Q). Also, (i,j) is called the primitive arc of the proper 
augmentation from Q to R. 

Definition 7 Q00 = Qoo( N) = {( i, i) I i E N} is called null PO on N, 
or null. 

Example 1 This example shows that when Q is a consistent PO of 
ITP(N), R = PAPO(Q) is not necessarily a consistent PO of ITP(N). 
Let job set N be {1, 2, 3}, and let the job data be as follows: 

(Pb d1) = (20, 10), (p2, d2) = (10, 30), (p3, d3) = (20, 11). 
Let a= (1,2,3) and {3 = (3,2,1). The job data are such that T(a) = 
T(f3) = 49, and T(u) =59 for any u f= a,{3. Now let Q = Qoo U {(3,2)}. 
Q is a consistent PO, since {3 = (3,2, 1) E LE(Q) and {3 is an optimal 
solution of ITP(N). Because (1,3) E /C(Q), let R = Q (f) (1,3) = 
(Qoo $(3, 2))$(1,3). R has only one linear extension 1 = (1, 3, 2) which 
is not an optimal solution, so R is not a consistent PO. 

Definition 8 Given Qo E PO(N) and Q* = {Qo,QI, ... ,Qm}. If 
Qs+l = PAPO(Qs), where s = 0, 1, · · · ,m-1, then Q* is called a proper 
augmentation PO system on N from Q0 , inshort, Q* is called a PAPO 
system. Also, m is called the degree of Q*, and each Q s in Q* is called 
a proper augmentation PO with degrees from Q0 • 

Lemma 3 Assume that Q* = {Q0 ,Q1,· .. ,Qm} is a PAPO system on 
Nand that j E max(Qo) \ max(Qm)· Then there exist a unique t and 
a unique arc (j,k) E Qm such that j E max(Qt) \ max(Qt+I), and that 
(j, k) is the primitive arc of the proper augmentation from Q t to Q t+ 1 . 

Proof. For s 0, 1, · · · , m, max ( Q s) is non-increasing since Q s is in
creasing. Thus j E max ( Qo) \max ( Qm) implies a unique t E [0, m) such 
that j E max(Qt) \ max(Qt+1). Now for the proper augmentation from 
Q t to Q t+ 1, the primitive arc must be an arc from j, otherwise according 
to Lemma 2 we would have that j E max(Qt+1). · D 

Definition 9 Assume that Q* = {Qo,Qb··· ,Qm} is a PAPO system 
from null, i.e., Qo = Qoo(N). For any j f/:. max(Qm), (j,k) in Lemma 
3 is called the earliest primitive arc from j w.r.t. Q*. Therefore, there 
exists a unique path from j to some r E max( Qm), which consists only 
of earliest primitive arcs. This path is called the primitive path from j 
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w.r.t. Q*, and r is called the primitive terminal of j w.r.t. Q*. Finally, 
when j E max(Qm), then the primitive path from j is defined as the 
empty set, and the primitive terminal of j is defined as j itself. In either 
one of the above two cases, the primitive terminal of j is denoted by 
r = terminal(j). 

§3. Restricted Transitivity of the Dominance Condition 

In this section, we prove that under certain restrictions, transitivity 
holds for the dominance condition defined by (1.4)-(1.5). This will be 
used in the further discussion on PAPO systems in §5. Obviously, the 
following lemma holds. 

Lemma 4 Given Q E PO(N). If (j,k) E Q, then 

· Cj(Q):::; c;;(Q)- Pk, ct(Q) :5 ct(Q)- Pk· 

Lemma 5 Given Q,Q' E PO(N) and Q' C Q. For any i EN, it holds 
that 

ci-(Q'):::; c;(Q), ct(Q') 2: ct(Q). (3.1) 
Furthermore, if ( i, k) ~ Q and (j, k) E Q \ Q', then 

Ct(Q) 2: Ci;(Q') +Pi+ Pi· (3.2) 

Proof. (3.1) is obvious. To prove (3.2), we consider the following two 
expressions: 

Ci;(Q')= 2:: Ps, (3.3) 
(s,k)EQ' 

Ct(Q) = 2:: Ps +Pi· . (3.4) 
( i,s)¢Q 

The proof of (3.2) is based on the following three observations: 
(i) Because ( i, k) ~ Q implies ( i, k) ~ Q', Pi is not included in (3.3), 

but Pi is included in (3.4) explicitly. 
(ii) Due to (j, k) ~ Q', Pi is not included in (3.3), but Pi is included 

in (3.4), since (i,j) ~ Q is implied by (j,k) E Q and (i,k) ~ Q. 
(iii) Any Ps in (3.3) must be in (3.4) too, since (i,s) ~ Q is implied 

by (s,k) E Q' C Q and (i,k) ~ Q. 0 

The following lemma concerns the median value med( ·,·,·) of three 
real numbers. 

Lemma 6 Assume a :5 c, then it holds that 
med (a, b, c)= min (max(a,b ), c)= max (a, min (b,c)) (3.5) 

Assume a :5 c, a' :5 c', a :5 a' and c :5 c'. Also assume that either 
b :5 max( a', b') or min( b, c) :5 b' holds. Then 

med(a,b,c) :5 med(a',b',c'). (3.6) 
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Proof. (3.5) can be checked easily for cases: (i) b < a, (ii) a ::; b ::; 
c, (iii) b > c. Now we prove (3.6) in case of b ::; max( a1

, b1
). Also 

a ::; max( a1
, b1

) is implied by a ::; a1
• Thus max( a, b) ::; max( a1

, b1
). 

Combining this inequality with c ::; c1 and using (3.5), we get (3.6). The 
proof of (3.6) in case of min(b, c)::; b1 is similar. D 

Theorem 1 Given Q1
, Q E PO( N) and Q1 C Q. Assume ( i, k) ~ Q, 

(j, k) E Q and j E max(Q'). Then it holds that 
(i,j) E DC(Q), (j, k) E DC(Q1

) =} (i, k) E DC(Q). 

Proof. The following four cases are discussed: 

Case (i) (i,j) E /C(Q) and (j,k) E IC(Q 1
). We have inequalities as 

follows: 
Pi::; Pi, di::; max{di,Cj(Q)}; Pi::; Pk, di::; max{dk,C;(Q1

)} 

Thus it follows that 
Pi::; Pk, di::; max{dk,c;(Q1),Cj(Q)}. (3.7) 

Due to Lemma 5 it holds that c;(Q1
)::; C;(Q). And due to Lemma 

4, it follows from (j, k) E Q that Cj(Q) < C;(Q). From these results 
and (3.7) we obtain that Pi ::; Pk and 

di::; max{dk, Ck"(Q)}, i.e., (i, k) E /C(Q) ~ DC(Q). 

Case (ii) (i,j) E BS(Q) and (j,k) E IC(Q 1
): We have the following 

three inequalities: 
di 2': min(Ci(Q),max(di,Ci(Q)- Pi)) 

Pi ::; Pk 
di::; max(dk,Ck"(Q1

)) 

{3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

Obviously (3.8) implies di 2': Ct(Q)- Pi, and Lemma 5 guarantees 
Ct(Q)- Pi ;?: C;(Q1

) +Pi, so it follows that di > C;(Q 1
). This 

inequality and (3.10) imply di ::; dk. Using dk 2': di, {3.8), (3.9) and 
Lemma 6, we obtain that 

dk 2': min(Ci(Q),max(di,Ci(Q) Pk)) 

= med(Ci(Q)- Pk,di,Ct(Q)) (3.11) 

i.e., (i,k) E BS(Q) ~ DC(Q). 

Case (iii) (i,j) E IC(Q) and (j, k) E BS(Q'). Because of j E max(Q'), 
let 

C = Cj(Q') = I: Ps· 
sEN 

(3.12) 

According to Definition 2 and Lemma 6, we have Pi ::; Pi and the fol
lowing inequalities: 
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di ~ max(d;, Cj(Q)), (3.13) 

dk ~ min(C,max(d;,C- Pk)) = med(C- Pk,d;,C). (3.14) 

Due to (k,j) ¢ Q implied by (j,k) E Q, it holds that Cj(Q) ~ C-Pk• 
Thus from (3.13) it follows that di ~ max( C - Pk, d;). Due to this 
inequality, Ct(Q) ~ C and (3.14), using Lemma 6 we obtain (3.11). 

Case (iv) (i,j) E BS(Q) and (j,k) E BS(Q'). Let C be the same as 
in (3.12). Now we have (3.8) and (3.14). Due to Lemma 6, (3.8) implies 
d; ~ min(di,Ct(Q)). Due to this inequality, Ct(Q) ~ C and (3.14), 
using Lemma 6 we obtain (3.11) too. 0 

Lemma 7 Assume that Q* = {Qo,Qt,· ·· ,Qm} is a PAPO system 
on N from Qo = Qoo(N). Assume that i E max(Qm), (j,i) ¢ Qm 
and (i,j) E DC(Qm)· Also assume that j ¢ max(Qm) and that (j,k) 
is the earliest primitive arc from j w.r.t. Q*. Then (k, i) ¢ Qm and 
(i,k) E DC(Qm)· 

Proof. In accordance with Lemma 3, there is t E [0, m) such that 

j E max(Qt) \ max(Qt+l), (j, k) E DC(Q), (j, k) E Qt+l ~ Qm. 
Applying Theorem 1 for Q = Qm and Q' = Qt C Q, we obtain that 
(i,k) E DC(Qm)· Furthermore, (k,i) fj_ Qm is implied by (j,k) E Qm 
and (j, i) fj_ Qm. 0 

§4. On Induced Partial Orders 

The concept of induced PO is the same as the concept of induced 
subgraph when we represent a PO by a preference graph, see [1]. Given 
Q E PO(N) and N' c N, then Q' = Q n N'2 E PO(N'), and Q' is called 
the induced PO of Q on N'. In this section, the induced PO is discussed in 
relation to the dominance condition and with the proper augmentations. 
The following lemma can be proved easily from Definition 2. 

Lemma 8 Let Q E PO(N), N' c Nand Q' = Q n N 12 • Then 

IC(Q) n N'2 2 IC(Q') (4.1) 
and 

BS(Q) n N'2 ~ BS(Q'). (4.2) 

Lemma 9 Let Q E PO(N), N' c Nand Q' = Q n N 12 • If N \ N' ~ 
max(Q), then 

IC(Q)nN'2 = IC(Q') (4.3) 
and 

DC(Q) n N'2 ~ DC(Q'). (4.4) 
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Proof. We claim that under the assumptions it holds that 
j EN', sEN', (s,j) E Q' ¢::::> j EN', sEN, (s,j) E Q. (4.5) 

The "only if" part of (4.5) (from left side to right side} is obvious, since 
N' C N and Q' C Q. As for the "if" part, when the right side of ( 4.5) 
holds, then (s,j) E Q implies s ~ max(Q), and thus sEN' follows from 
N \N' ~ max(Q). So (s,j) E Q n N'2 = Q'. Therefore (4.5) is proved. 

As a consequence of (4.5), Cj(Q') = Cj(Q) holds for any j EN', so 
(4.3) is proved. Finally, (4.4) follows from (4.3) and (4.2). 0 

The following lemma can be proved easily from Definition 5. 

Lemma 10 Given Q E PO(N) and R = Q ffi (i,j). Assume that r :f. i, 
r E max(Q) and N' = N \ {r}. Let Q' = Q n N'2 and R' R n N'2 • If 
r = j, then R' = Q'. If r :f. j, then R' = Q' ffi (i,j). 

Theorem 2 Assume that Qm is a proper augmentation PO with degree 
m from Q00 (N) and that r E max(Qm)· Let Q~ be the induced PO 
of Qm on N' = N \ {r }. Then Q~ is a proper augmentation PO with 
degree m' from Qoo(N'), where 0:::; m':::; m. 
Proof. Let Q* {Q0 ,Qb · .. ,Qm} be the proper augmentation PO 
system from Q0 Q00(N), and let idz be the primitive arc ofthe proper 
augmentation from Q 1 to Q I +I, where l = 0, 1, · .. , m- 1. r E max ( Q m) 
implies i1 :f. r, so we have that 

Q1+1 Q, ffi izj,, i1 :f. r, idz E DC( Q,), l = 0, 1, ... , m- 1. ( 4.6) 

Using Lemma 10 for Q, and Ql+l in (4.6), we obtain that 

{ 
Q;, if iz = r, 

Q;+I = (4.7) 
Q~ ffi izjz, if iz :f. r, 

where l = 0, 1, · · · , m -1. Applying Lemma 9, we obtain from ( 4.6) that 
id1 E DC( QD, if iz :f. r, l E [0, m ). ( 4.8) 

Thus it follows from (4.7)-(4.8) that Q~ is a proper augmentation PO 
from Qb = Q00(N') with degree m', where m' is the cardinality of the 
set { ll i1 :f. r, 0 :::; l < m }. 0 

§5. The Main Theorem a~d Its Proof 

At :first, we give the following three simple lemmas without proof. 

Lemma 11 Given Q E PO(N), INI =nand kEN, then k E max(Q) 
if and only if there exists u = (a-(1), a-(2), .. ·, u(n)) E LE(Q) such that 
u(n) k. 
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Lemma 12 Given Q E PO(N), r E max(Q), N' = N \ {r} and Q' = 
Q n N'2 • Assume that a = a1r, where a' is a sequence of N'. Then· 
a E LE( Q) if and only if a' E LE( Q'). 

Lemma 13 Suppose that TTP(N) has an optimal solution with job r 
in the last position. Let N' = N \ {r}. Then a= a1r solves TTP(N) 
if and only if a1 solves TTP(N'). 

Lemma 14 Suppose that Q** {Qo,Qb'" ,Qm,Qm+l} is a PAPO 
system from Qo = Qoo(N), and suppose that Qm is a consistent PO of 
TTP(N), then there exists an optimal solution a for TTP(N) such that 
a(n) E max(Qm+t)· 

Proof. Let ( i,j) be the primitive arc of the proper augmentation from 
Qm to Qm+l = Qm EB (i,j). So we have that (i,j) ~ Qm and 

(j,i) ~ Qm, (i,j) E DC(Qm)· (5.1) 
Let 1r E LE(Qm) be an optimal solution for TTP(N). We consider 

two cases as follows: 

Case(i) 1r(n)#i. 
Let r = 1r(n), it follows from 1r E LE(Qm) and Lemma 11 that r = 

1r(n) E max(Qm)· Noticing r = 1r(n) # i and using Lemma 2, we obtain 
that r 1r( n) E max ( Q m+ 1 ). So in this case, just let a = 1r, the result 
is obtained. 

Case (ii) 1r(n) = i. 
Similarly it follows from 1r E LE( Q m) and Lemma 11 that 

i = 1r(n) E max(Qm)· (5.2) 
Let r be terminal(j) w.r.t. Q* = {Qo, Q1, · · ·, Qm} according to Def

inition 9. And when j ~ max(Qm), let (j,k) be the first arc in the 
primitive path from j to r, i.e., the earliest primitive arc from j w.r.t. 
Q*. Because of (5.1)-(5.2), Lemma 7 applies and it holds fork that 

(k,i)~Qm, (i,k)EDC(Qm)· (5.3) 
Since ( 5.3) is in the same form as ( 5.1) with j replaced by k, Lemma 7 
can be applied again if k ~ max(Qm)· Applying Lemma 7 successively 
along the primitive path from j to r, we eventually obtain that 

(r,i) ~ Qm, (i,r) E DC(Qm)· (5A) 
Obviously (5A) implies r # i, so according to Lemma 2 it follows from 
T E max(Qm) and Qm+l = Qm EB (i,j) that 

r E max(Qm+l)· (S.5) 
Due to (5A) and 1r-1(r) < n = 1r-1(i), let a be the sequence obtained 
from taking the Emmons' transformation on 1r for job pair ( i, r) accord
ing to Definition 3. Then a(n) = r satisfies (5.5), and a is also an 
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optimal solution for 1TP( N ), since T( 0') :$ T( 1r) holds according to the 
Transformation Theorem, and since the optimality of 1r is assumed. 0 

Theorem 3 Suppose that Q is a proper augmentation PO on N from 
nulL Then Q must be a consistent PO of 'ITP(N). 

Proof. We consider the theorem as a proposition involving two integer 
parameters, denoted by CPO( IN I, M), where INI is the size of the job 
set N, and M stands for degree of the proper augmentations from null 
to Q. We prove that CPO( IN I, M) is true in the domain D as follows: 

D = {(IN I, M) liN I 2:: 2, 0 :$ M :$ INI(INI- 1)/2}. (5.6) 
where M is restricted with an upper bound, since at most Q includes 
[NI{INI- 1)/2 ordered pairs composed of different elements of N, and 
since at least one ordered pair is added for a proper augmentation. 

By "initial cases" we mean that (IN I, M) is in D0 as follows: 
Do={(INI, M)IINI2:: 2, M=O} U {(INI, M)IINI=2, M= 1} (5.7) 

CPO(INI, M) is certainly true for initial cases (IN I, M) E Do, because 
Q00(N) for case (IN I, M) = (IN I, 0) is a trivially consistent PO, and 
because Emmons' transformation must result in an optimal solution for 
case (IN I, M) = {2, 1). 

We are going to prove CPO(INI, M) by induction on INI and M si
multaneously. As an induction hypothesis, CPO(INI, M) is assumed to 
be true for the following two ca8es: 

INI=n-1, O:$M:$(n-1)(n-2)/2, 

INI = n, M = m (0 :$ m < n(n- 1)/2). 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

Now we claim that under the induction hypothesis, CPO( IN!, M) is 
also true for the case of INI =nand M = m + 1. 

Let Q** = {Qo, Qt, · · ·, Qm, Qm+d be the proper augmentation PO 
system on N from Qo = Qoo(N) with INI n, and let Q = Qm+l· 
According to the induction hypothesis for case (5.9), Qm is a consistent 
PO of 'ITP(N), so Lemma 14 applies and there is an optimal solution 
for 'ITP( N) with some r in the last position satisfying 

r E max(Q). (5.10) 

Let N' = N \ {r} and Q' be the induced PO of Q = Qm+l on N 1
• 

Theorem 2 ensures that Q1 is a proper augmentation PO on N 1 with 
degree m1 from Q00 (N1

), where 0 :$ m 1 s (n- 1)(n...,. 2)/2. Due to the 
induction hypothesis for case (5.8), .Q1 is a consistent PO of 'ITP(N 1

). 

So there exists an optimal solution 0'1 for 'ITP(N1
) such that 

0'
1 E LE(Q1

). (5.11) 
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Noticing (5.10), (5.11) and the optimality of u', and applying Lemma 
12 and Lemma 13, we obtain that u = u'r E LE(Q) = LE(Qm+l) and 
that u u'r is an optimal solution for ITP(N). Hence Q Qm+l 
is a consistent PO of ITP(N). Thus the proposition CPO(n,m+ 1) is 
proved. 

Certainly, beginning from the "initial cases", that is, the cases for 
(INI, M) in Do defined by (5.7), the induction process (from cases (5.8)
(5.9) to case of INI = n and M = m + 1) is able to run over the 
domain D defined by (5.6). Otherwise, let us consider a "minimal'' case 
according to the lexicographical order of (IN!, M) (IN I first, M second) 
among all "negative" cases (i.e., (INI,M) for which CPO(INI,M) does 
not hold), and apply the induction process for the "minimal" case, then 
we would obtain a contradictious result. Hence CPO(INI; M) is true for 
any (IN!, M) ED. D 

§6. Concluding Remarks 

First, we mention that there exist examples which show that tran
sitivity does not hold in general for the dominance condition DC( Q ), 
although the restricted transitivity for DC(Q) is proved in §3. 

Secondly, using a similar proof, the main result Theorem 3 can be 
generalized to the following result: Suppose that Q is a proper augmen
tation PO on N from Q0 , and that any primitive arc (i,j) of the proper 

·augmentations satisfies either j E max ( Q0 ) or i E min (Q0 ), then Q must 
be a consistent PO of ITP(N). Furthermore, this result can be gener
alized to and used for the total tardiness problem with given precedence 
constraints. 

Thirdly, Example 1 in §2 indicates that a proper augmentation PO of 
a consistent PO is not necessarily a consistent PO, so in general the set 
C(N) composed of all consistent partial orders of ITP(N) is not closed 
w.r.t. proper augmentations. On the other hand, let A(N) stand for the 
set of all proper augmentation partial orders from null, and then A(N) 
is obviously closed w.r.t. proper augmentations. Thus our main result 
can be restated as A(N) ~ C(N). In relation to the above discussions, 
it might be possible to define a subset B(N) of C(N) by specifying sorrie 
additional properties so that B(N) is closed w.r.t. proper augmentations 
and B( N) contains null. This remark concerns another idea for proving 
the main result of this paper. 

Finally, the concept of consistent conditions can be defined for any 
optimization problem similarly as for ITP(N), and obviously consis
tent conditions can serve as necessary conditions since usually it suf-
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fices to find one optimal solution only. For example, if some consistent 
conditions for an optimization problem have been verified, then in any 
branching procedure for the problem, all the branches disobeying the 
consistent conditions can be cut away with at least one optimal solution 
in the remaining branches. Thus the concept of consistent conditions has 
been actually used in many research papers. We think that the notion 
of "consistent conditions" can be used more consciously in optimiza-. 
tion, and that the augmentation process discussed in this paper might 
be extended to certain consistent conditions for some different types of 
optimization problems. 

Appendix: Proofs of Two Basic Lemmas in §1 

The Interchange Lemma and the Backward-Shift Lemma in §1 are 
the underlying results which motivated the discussion about consistent 
partial orders and their proper augmentations for the total tardiness 
problem. These two important lemmas were obtained in Emmons [2], 
but were not stated independently. Actually the conclusions of them 
were contained implicitly in the proofs of some theorems in [2]. This is 
one of the reasons for us to give this appendix. The other reason is that 
the proofs here are simplified. 

Lemma Al If C 2': C', then it holds that 
max(O,C- d).....:. max(O,C'- d)= max(O,min(C- d,C- C')). 

Proof. It can be checked easily for cases: (i) d < C', (ii) C' S d S C, 
(iii) d >C. D . 

Proof of the Interchange Lemma (§1) 
It is assumed that a= (a(l),a(2),· · · ,a(n)), a-1 (j) < a-1(i) and 

PiS Ph diS max(di,Ci(a)). (A.l) 
Let p be the total processing time of all the jobs between j and i in job 
sequence a. In relation to a obtained from a by interchanging i and j, 
let C be the value given by 

C = Ci(a) = Ci(a) + p +Pi= Ci(a) + p +Pi Cj{a). 
SoC- Ci(a) = p +Pi· Obviously (A.l) implies that 

P+Pi2':P+Pi, C-di2':min(C-di,P+Pi)· (A.2) 
Using Lemma Al we have that 

Ti(a)- Ti(a) = max(O,min(C- di,P+ Pi)). (A.3) 
and 

Ti(a)- Ti(a) = max(O,min(C- dj,p+ Pi)). (A.4) 
From (A.2)-(A.4) it follows that 

Ti(a)- Ti(a) 2': Tj(a)- Tj(a), 
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and so Ti(a) + Ti(a) :5 Ti(o-) + Ti(o-). Also, fork :f: i,j, Tk(a) :5 Tk(o-) 
holds because of Pi :5 Pi. Making summations of Ts( a) and of T9 ( o-) for · 
sEN, we obtain that T(a) :5 T(o-). 0 

Proof of the Backward-Shift Lemma (§1) 
It is assumed that o- = (o-(1),o-(2),· ·· ,o-(n)), o-- 1(j) < o-- 1(i) and 

that 
di 2:: min( Ci( o-), max( dh Ci( o-) -Pi)). (A.5) 

Let p be the total processing time of all the jobs between j and i in 
job sequence o-. In relation to /3 obtained from o- by shifting j to be 
immediately after i, let C be given by 

C = Ci(o-) = Ci(/3) +Pi = Ci(o-) + p +Pi = Ci(/3). 
Obviously (A.5) implies that 
· C- di :5 max(O,min(C di,Pi)). (A.6) 

Using Lemma A1 we obtain that 
Ti(o-)- Ti(/3) = max(O, min(C di,Pi)) (A.7) 

and 
Ti(/3) Ti( o-) = max(O, min( C- di, p +pi)). (A.8) 

From (A.6)-(A.8) it followsthat 

Ti(/3)- Ti(o-) :5 max(O, C- di) :5 Ti(o-)- Ti(/3). 
The other part of proving T(/3) :5 T( o-) is similar as in the proof of the 
Interchange Lemma. 0 
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Abstract 

As an improvement of the famous Lawler Decomposition Theorem for the one-machine total tardiness problem, some 
conditions on decomposition positions are obtained by Potts and Wassenhove, and are used by them to make the 
decomposition algorithm more efficient. In this paper, more conditions on the leftmost decomposition position are 
proved. Additional computational tests are described. 

Keywords: Scheduling theory; One-machine total tardiness problem; Decomposition theorem; Backward shift 

1. Introduction and the main result 

For any integer i, let p1 be positive and denote the 
processing time of job i, and let d1 denote its due 
date. p1 and d1 are known parameters when job i is 
mentioned. Given a sequence 11-= (11(1),11(2), ... , 
11(n)) of a job set N-= {1,2, ... ,n}, i.e. the set of 
job I, job 2, ... ,job n, with the common ready time 
being zero, the completion time of job i e N 
is· denoted by Ct!O'), and its tardiness 
T;(O') = max{O, C1{11) - d1). The formulation of the 
total tardiness problem is as follows: 

TT(N): 

min{T(11) = I max(O,C1(11)- d1)j11 e Per(N)}, 
oeN 

(1.1) 

""'Supported by National Natural Science Foundation or China. 
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This paper was published in Operati<ms R<olearch 
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where Per(N) stands for the collection of all se
quences (permutations) of N, and it is written as 
Per(l,2, ... ,n) when N {1,2, ... ,n}. For arbi
trary set N of integers, TT(N) can be defined sim
ilarly as in (U). Earliest due data (EDD) order and 
shortest processing time (SPT) order of any job set 
are well defined in Baker [I], and are often used in 
this paper. Also, {1,2, ... ,j}- k stands for 
{1,2, ... ,j} \ {k},11[/,m) stands for the subsequence 
(11(1), 11(/ + 1), ... ,11(m)), and other simplified nota
tions such as 11(/,m] and 11[/,m) are to be used in 
case of no ambiguity. Besides, we mentioned that 
problem TT(N) has been proved to be NP-hard, 
see [2]. 

Decomposition Theorem (Lawler [4]). Suppose 
that c = (I, 2, ... , n) is an EDD sequence of job set 
N and that job k is the longest job in N, i.e. 
k = max{il p1 = max 1 ~j,;nP;. j eN}. Then there 
exists an optimal solution 11 for TT(N) in decomposi-
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cion form as follows: a[l,J) E Per(e[l,j] k), 
a(J) = k(j:;!! k), a(j,n] E Per(e(j,n]). 

Definition I. If e, k, j, a and N are assumed the 
same as in Decomposition Theorem, then 
j .,. - 1 (k) is called a decomposition position of 
TT(N). Furthermore, if the optimal solution 
a makes Ck(a) to be minimal (so is j .,.- 1(k)), then 
j .,.- 1 (k) is called the leftmost decomposition 
position of TT(N). Also, the rightmost decomposi
tion position is defined similarly. 

Decomposition Position Theorem (Potts and Van 
Wassenhove [5]). e, n, k and N are assumed the 
same as in Decomposition Theorem. The rightmost 
decomposition position j for TT(N) must satisfy the 
following inequalities: 

I Pl:;l>d1 whenje(k,n], 
l ~i<j 

I p, < dJ+ 1 when j E (k,n]. 
1 !f; i l!;j 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

Definition 2. Notation 1/>(k,m) for sequence trans
formations. Suppose that a =(a(l),a(2), ... ,a(n)) 
is a job sequence. Then a' 1/>(k, m)a is defined to 
be the job sequence obtained from a by moving job 
k to position m, moving the jobs in between position 
a- 1 (k) and position m to their neighboring posi
tions correspondingly and keeping the positions of 
other jobs unchanged. When m > a- 1 (k), 1/>(k, m) is 
called a backward shift on a. 

The main result of this paper is the following. 

Theorem 1. e, n, k and N are assumed the same as in 
Decomposition Theorem. The leftmost decomposi
tion position j for TT(N) must satisfy the following 
inequalities: 

'iii E [k,j), T(4>(k,i)e) > T((f>(k,j)e) when j > k. 

(1.4) 

T(4>(k,j + l)e):;!! T((f>(k,j)e) when j < n. (1.5) 

Certainly, (1.4)-(1.5) include more inequalities 
than (1.2)-(1.3) in most cases (when j > k + 1), and 
thus the main result of this paper is a further im-
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provement to the research results of Lawler [ 4] and 
of Potts and Van Wassenhove [5]. 

In Section 2, the leftmost decomposition optimal 
solution (LDO) of TT(N) is defined and its con
struction is described. Some results about back
ward shifts are stated in Section 3 with their proof 
in Appendix A of this paper. In Section 4, a new 
concept BSO (backward-shift obstruction) is de
fined and the some properties are discussed. 
Theorem I is proved in Section 5. Finally, com
putational tests are described in Section 6. 

2. Leftmost decomposition optimal (LDO) solution 

Definition 3. TT(r, N) stands for the total tardiness 
problem with respect to job set N and with a com
mon ready time r. 

Certainly, TT(O, N) is the same as TT(N). In 
view of finding optimal solutions, TT(r, N) is 
equivalent to TT(N) with due dates to be 
di d1 r (i E N) where d1 (i E N) are original due 
dates. As a generalization of TT(N), the notation 
TT(r, N) is used mainly to describe the subprob
lems of a total tardiness problem as in the following 
definition about the LDO solution, which stands 
for the leftmost decomposition optimal solution 
and is based on the Lawler Decomposition The
orem. 

Definition 4. LDO solution of TT(r,N). When 
INI = l, the LDO solution of TT(r,N) is the job 
itself. When INI > I, assume that e = (e(l),e(2), ... , 
e(n)) is an EDD sequence of job set N and that k is 
the longest job in N. Then a= (a( I), a(2), ... , a(n)) 
is called the LDO solution of TT(r, N) if the follow
ing conditions are satisfied: 

(i) j = a- 1 (k) is the leftmost decomposition 
position of TT(r, N); 

(ii) a [I, j) is the LDO solution of the subprob
lem TT(r,e[l,j] k); 

(iii) a(j, n] is the LDO solution of the subprob
lem TT(r + 2: 1 .;uuPo~sl>e(j,n]). 

Also, based on the Lawler Decomposition 
Theorem and Definition 4, the formal construction 
procedure of the LDO solution for TT(r, N) and 
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a sequence of its subproblems are described in the 
following definition. 

Definition 5. Assume that e (1, 2, ... , n) is an 
EDD sequence of job set N and that n = (n(l), 
n(2), ... , n(n)) is the reverse SPT sequence (i.e. LPT 
order, which stands for the longest processing time 
order) of N. Also, q(i) (I ,;; i < n), u;, l;,m;,r1 and N, 
(I ,;; i ,;; n} are defined by induction on i in the 
following procedure. 

At first, u 1 = E,/1 = l,m 1 n,r1 O,N 1 = N. 
For each i e [2,n], let q(i- I) be the leftmost 

decomposition position of the (i I )th subproblem 
TT(r1 -~oN1 _ J), where q(i I) is counted in the 
whole sequence of N, and it is possible since the job 
subset preceding N1_ 1 has been fixed. In case of 
i 2 and in some other cases, no job precedes 
N, N. Then u.,l~>m~>r.,N1 and the auxiliary sets 
L, and M, are given as follows: 

u1 <P(n(i- l),q(i- l))u,_" 

L, {jlq(J) < u~- 1 (n(i)), I ,;;j < i}, 

M1 = Ul q(j) > u,- 1 (n(i)), I ,;;j <i}, 

l, {
I when L1 = 0, 
max{q(j)ljeL1}+I when L1 #0, 

ri = L Pa;(S)' 
1 :E;s~l. -1 

when M, =0, 
when M1 #0, 

where the subsequence N 1 is also taken as a subset 
of N, and jobs ui(I),ui(2), ... ,u,(/1 - l) are the jobs 
preceding N,. 

It can be shown easily by induction on n that the 
result u. of the above procedure is the LDO solu
tion of TT(N). Also, we emphasize that this is 
a formal construction procedure only because the 
leftmost decomposition positions q(i) (I ,;; i < n) 
are not practically determined in the procedure, 
although each q(i) is well defined by its meaning. 
Nevertheless, the procedure is useful for theoretical 
analysis in Section 5. 
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3. Backward shifts with nondecreasing total-tardi
ness 

Definition 6. Let 8 e EDD denote that 8 = (8(1), 
6(2), ... , 6(s)) is the EDD sequence of a job set. 
If e E EDD and if furthermore PYOJ = 
max1 <;iuPoiiJ• then 8 is called a special EDD Se
quence, denoted by 6 e SEDD. 

The following Lemmas 1-4 are important prep
arations for the proof of Theorem I, and will be 
proved in the Appendix A of this paper. 

Lemma I. Assume that job sequence u = (u(l), 
u(2), ... ,u(n)), I <l<m,;;n and u- 1(k),u- 1(i)e 
(1, 1]. Also assume that 

Pi ,;; Ph d, ,;; max (dk, L Paw), 
1 ~j.:;l 

T(<P(k, l)u),;; T(<P(k, m)u). 

Then it holds for job i too that 

T(<P(i, l)u),;; T(<P(i, m)u). 

Lemma 2. Assume that job sequence u = (u(l), 
u(2), ... ,_u(n)), I <I< m,;; n, k # i and u- 1 (k), 
u- 1(i)e (I, I]. Also assume that 

(i,u(l,m]) e SEDD, T(<P(i,l)u),;; T(tP(i,m)u). 

Then it holds for job sequence r u - k too thai 

T(<P(i, I l)r},;; T(<P(i,m l)r). 

Lemma 3. Assume that job sequence u = (u(l), 
u(2), ... ,u(n}), 1,;; I< m,;; q,;; n, u-'(k)e [I,/] 
and s u- 1(r) e [/. + I, m]. Also assume that 

Pk ~ p.,u[s,m] e SEDD, 

T( 4>(k, l)u) ,;; T(<P(k, s l)u), 

T(<P(k,/)u),;; T(<P(k,m)u). 

Then it holds for r = <P(r,q)u too that 

T(<P(k,l)r),;; T(<P(k,m l)r). 

Lemma 4. Assume that job sequence u = (u(l), 
u(2), ... ,u(n)), I ,;I< q ,;;m,;; n, u- 1(k)e [1,/],s 

u- 1 (r) E [i + 1, q] and r <P(r, q)u. Also assume 
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tlwt 

rr[s.q] e SEDD. 

T(u- k) > T(r - k), 

T(<l>(k,l)u) ~ T(<l>(k,m)u). 

Then it holds for r too that 

T(<l>(k.l)r) ~ T(<l>(k,m)r). 

4. Some properties of backward-shift obstruction 
(BSO) 

Let u = cdJ or u (rx, 8) denote that sequence u is 
composed by sequence rx and sequence 0 from left 
to right, and ct and 8 are called the sub-sequences of 
cr. Let lctl denote the number of elements in se
quence ct. 

Definition 7. Assume that job sequence u = (cr( I), 
u(2), ... ,u(n))=a8,ct=cr[l,l], 8 u(l,n] and 
k e ct. If it holds that 

'v'm e (/,n], T(<l>(k,l)cr) ~ T(<l>(k,m)u) (4.1) 

then 8 is called a BSO of job k in ct, denoted by 
8 E BSO[k, ct]. 

If 8 e BSO [ k, !X] and if it holds furthermore that 

'v'j e [I,/], d.w ~ max (d., L p,) ,., 
(4.2) 

then 8 is called a special BSO of job k in ;x, denoted 
by 8 E SBSO[k,IX]. 

In the above definition, the order of ;x does not 
play an essential role, but it does matter when (} is 
extended to the left as in the following lemma. 

Lemma 5. Suppose that u = a8, ;x e EDD, 8 e BSO 
[k,!X] and 8¢SBSO[k,;x]. Let !X' ;x- crl.lrxl) and 
8' (u(jal),8). Then 8' e BSO[k,;x']. 

Proof. Let I lrxl. It holds that max,., d, d.u1 > 
max(d.,I:.., p,) since ;x e EDD and that (4.2) is 
false. Therefore/> u' 1(k)andd.(l) > Lt ,.,,. 1P.<sJ· 
Thus it is obvious that 

T(<l>(k, I- l)cr) ~ T(<l>(k, l)cr}. 

From this inequality and (4.1), it follows that 
'v'm E [l,n], T(<l>(k,l- l)u) ~ T(<l>(k,m)O'). 0 

Definition 8. Assume that for job set N,e e[l,n] e 
EDD, and job k is the longest job. The key position 
h of TT(N) is defined by the following two equalities: 

T' min{T(<I>(k,i}e}le- 1(k) ~ i ~ n}, (4.3) 

h min{sl T(<l>(k,s)s) = T', e- 1(k) ~ s ~ n}. (4.4) 

Lemma 6. e[l,n],k and hare assumed as in Defini
tion 8. If h < n, then 

e(h, n] e SBSO[k,e[l,h]]. 

Proof. For I= h, (4.3) and (4.4) ensure that (4.1) is 
satisfied for 0' e. Since (4.4) ensures that it is not 
possible to extend 8 = e(h,n] to the left and simul
taneously to keep as a BSO, so (4.2) must be satis
fied according to Lemma 5. 0 

Now, based on Lemmas 1-4 and Definition 7, 
some useful properties about BSO are given in the 
following Theorems 2-4. 

Theorem 2. Suppose that 11 = ;x8, k e rx and i e 
IX k. If 8 e SBSO[k,a] and p1 ~ p., then 
Be BSO[i,!X]. 

Proof. Let I= lrxl and n lui. From the assump
tions and Definition 7 it holds that p1 ~ P• and 
d, ~ max(d.,I:..,p,). Alsosince8e SBSO[k,;x],for 
any me [I + I, n] it holds that T(<t>(k, l)u) ~ 
T(<l>(k, m)u). Thus, for any me [I+ I, n], using 
Lemma I it is obtained that T(<l>(i,/)11) ~ 
T(<l>(i, m)11). 0 

Theorem 3. Suppose that u = a8, k e a and i e 
!X- k. If 8 E SBSO[k, a], p, ~ P• and (i, 8) e 
SEDD, then 8 e BSO[i,tx- k]. 

Proof. Let I lal and n juj. By applying 
Theorem 2 it follows that T(<l>(i,l)u) ~ T(<l>(i,m)cr) 
for any me [I + 1, n]. It is assumed that 
(i,u(l,n]) (i,8)eSEDD. So using Lemma 2, it 
holds for r 11 - k = (a k, 8) that 

T(<l>(i,l 1)r) ~ T(<l>(i,m- l)r) 

(m 1 e [l,n- 1]). 0 
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Theorem 4. Suppose that a= :xO,r e 0, I= lod < 
a- 1 (r) = s < q ,;; 11 = lo-1 and r <P(r, q)a C<IJ'. 
~f' 0 e SBSO[k, :x], a[s, q] e SEDD, P•;, p, and 
Tta k) > T(r k), then 0' e SBSO[k,:x]. 

Proof. Since 0 e SBSO[k, :x], it holds for any me 
[I+ l,n] that 

T(<l>(k,l)a),;; T(<l>(k,m)a). (4.5) 

Also, (4.2) holds for a :x9 and k. Noticing that 
(4.2) for r = :x()' and k keeps the same as for a = :xiJ 
and k, so to ensure()' e SBSO[k,:x], we need to 
prove that for any me[/+ I,n] the following in
equality holds: 

T(<P(k,l}r),;; T(<l>(k,m)r). (4.6) 

Three cases in relation to position m are dis
cussed as follows: 

Case (i): I< m < s a- 1 (r). Since a[l,m] 
r[l, m], the differences between two sides of (4.5) 
and (4.6) are the same, and (4.6) is obtained immedi
ately from (4.5). 

Case (ii): s = a- 1 (r) ,;; m < q. As assumed, we 
have that P•;, p, a[s,m + I] e SEDD, and that 
(4.5) form replaced by s - I and m + I are satisfied, 
so using Lemma 3 we obtain (4.6). 

Case (iii): q ,;; m ,;; n. Because of (4.5) and be
cause a[s, q] e SEDD and T(a- k) > T(r - k) are 
assumed, (4.6) is obtained according to Lemma 
4. 0 

S. Proof of the main result 

As the main result of this paper, Theorem I claims 
both inequalities (1.4) and inequality (1.5). The main 
part of this section is put on the proof of (1.4). 

Proof of (1.5): Suppose that (1.5) is not true, i.e. 
for the case j < n, it holds that 

T(<P(k,j + l)e) < T(<P(k,j)e). (5.1) 

Also it holds that P• > PJ+ 1 and d0 < d1+ 1 since 
e (1,2, ... ,n)eEDDandjobkisthelongestjob. 
For TT(N), let a be the LDO solution with 
a- 1(k) =j and a- 1(j +I) ;;.j +I. By means of an 
analysis (details omitted) as in [3, 5], we can prove 

that (5.1) implies 

d)+ I< I PI· 
l1>,l ~) 

(5.2) 

Furthermore, let r be the job sequence obtained 
from .a by interchanging k and j + I; and it can be 
proved similarly that (5.2) implies T(r) < T(a). But 
the last inequality contradicts the optimality of a. 
So ( 1.5) is proved. 0 

Proof of (1.4): When n 2, the conclusion (1.4) 
is only for the case k =I and j = 2. T((1,2)) > 
T((2, I)) is obvious since j 2 is assumed to be 
leftmost. The proof by induction on n is given by 
Lemmas 7 and 8 about propositions Qdn) and 
Q2(n). 0 

For clarity of description, two propositions Q 1 (n) 
and Q2 (n) are introduced to emphasize their rela
tionship with job number n. Actually, Q1 (n) is the 
same as the conclusion (1.4) of Theorem I. 

Proposition Qt(n). Assume that for job set N,e 
e[l,n] e EDD, job k is the longest job, and that j is 
the leftmost decomposition position of TT(N). Then 
it holds for the case j > k that 

'ViE (e- 1 (k), j), T(<l>(k, i}e) > T(<l>(k, j)e). (5.3) 

Proposition Q2 (n). Assume e = (e(l),e(2), ... ,s(n + 
I)) is an EDD sequence of job set N. and that job 
k is the longest job in N •. Assume that I ,;; I 
,;; n, k e :x = s[l, /], () e[l + I, n + I] and () E 

SBSO [k, ex]. Then the LDO solution a. of 
TT(N. - k) possesses the following properties: 

a.= :x.o., :x. e Per(:x- k), o. e Per({}), (5.4) 

o. E SBSO[k, :x. + k]. (5.5) 

Lemma 7. It holds for n ;, 2 that Q 1 (2), 
QJ13), ... , Qt (n) => Q2(n). 

Proof. The notations of Q2 (n) are kept in use since 
we are proving Q2(n) under some additional as
sumptions. Let 

N1 = N* - k, a 1 = s- k, 
(5.6) 
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Also let 1t (n(l), n(2), ... ,n(n)) be the reverse SPT 
sequence of N., TT(r1, N1) be ith subproblem of 
TT(N 1) with n(i) e N1(i = I, 2, ... , n), and let q(i) be 
the leftmost decomposition position of TT(r;, N1) 

which is counted in the whole sequence of N 1• As 
described in Definition 5 in Section 2, the LDO 
solution u* u. of TT(Nt) can be obtained form
ally by taking a series of backward shifts on 
u 1 = e k as follows: 

u1+1 IP(n(i),q(i))u1 (i 1,2, ... ,n- l). (5.7) 

To get the properties (5.4) and (5.5) in Q3(n) for 
u* = u., we prove the following conditions (5.8) 
and (5.9) for i 1, 2, ... , n by induction on i: 

u1 a.10t. a.1 e Per(rx - k), 01 e Per(O), (5.8) 

01 e SBSO[k,rx1 + k]. (5.9) 

When i = I; (5.8) and (5.9) are obvious from (5.6) 
and the assumptions of Q1 (n). Now, assume that 
(5.8) and (5.9) are true for u1(1 ~ i < n), then we 
prove (5.8) and (5.9) for u1 + 1 in the following four 
cases: 

Case (i): n(i) e a1, N1 s a1• Obviously 01+ 1 = 01, 

so (5.8) and (5.9) hold for u1+ 1 too. 
Case (ii): n(i) eat. 01f'IN1 P1 #- 0. Since p, e 

SBSO[k,a1 + k] (from induction hypothesis), 
P• ;;?; p,< 11 (job k is the longest job in N * ::> N1) and 
(n(i), P1J e SEDD (property of subproblem TT(r, 
N1)), we obtain that p, = 01f'IN1e BSO[n(i),a1] by 
using Theorem 3. Applying Q1 (m) (m = IN;! :,;; n) to 
TT(r, N1), the position q(i) has to be on the left of 
p, 01 f'l N., otherwise the corresponding inequali
ties (5.3) would contradict the inequalities in Defini
tion 7 about BSO. Thus 01+ 1 = 01 holds too as in 
case (i), and so does (5.8) and (5.9) for u1+ 1• 

Case (iii): n(i) e 01, u1+ 1 = u1, i.e. q(i) = 
ai 1(n(i)). The induction process is trivial. 

Case (iv): n(i) e 01, a1+ 1 #-a., i.e. q(i) >a,· 1 

(n(i)). Condition (5.8) is obvious for u1+t since 
a.,+ 1 a,. Applying Qt!m) (m = IN11:,;; n) to 
TT(r,N,), we obtain that 

T(u1) > T(IP(n(i),q(i))a1) T(a1+ 1), i.e. 
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Since the above inequality, P• ;;?; p,u1, 01 e SBSO 
[k,a1 + k] and a1[a1-

1(n(i)),q(i)] e SEDD (prop
erty of subproblem TT(r1,N1)), we obtain from 
Theorem 4 that 01+ 1 eSBSO [k,a.1+ 1 +k] holds 
for a1+ 1 IP(n(i),q(i))a1• 

Therefore, a* = a. satisfies (5.8) and (5.9) for case 
n, in other words, a* satisfies (5.4) and (5.5) 0 

Lemma 8. It holds for n;;?; 2 that Q2(2), 
Qz(3), ... ,Q2 (n) =>Q 1(n + l). 

Proof. LeH (I, 2, ... , n + l), job k be the longest 
job and j be the leftmost decomposition position of 
TT(e[l,n + 1]). If Q 1(n + I) does not hold, i.e. 
(5.3) does not hold for some TT(N) and some 
i e [k, j), then according to Definition 8 and 
Lemma6, the key position h of TT(e[l, jJ) satisfies 
k:,;; h <j and 

e[h + l,j] e SBSO[k,e[l,h]J. (5.10) 

Naturally job k is also the longest job in job set 
e[l,j], and j is also the leftmost decomposition 
position of TT(e[l, jJ). When j = 2 (k h I in 
this case), (5.10) becomes T((l, 2)):,;; T((2, 1)) and it 
contradicts that j 2 is leftmost. Now we consider 
the case j;;?; 3. Noticing (5.10) and using the as
sumed Q2(J 1) to the job sequence s[l, j] = 
(e(l),e(2), ... ,e(j)), we obtain that the LDO solu
tion a • for TT(e[l, jJ - k) with the following 
properties: 

a. =(a., O.), (X• e Per(e[l,h]- k), 

o. e Per(e[h + l,jJ), 

0• e SBSO[k,a• + k]. 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

Thus a= (a., o.,k) is the LDO solution for 
TT(e[ I, jJ) with a- 1 (k) = j. 

According to Definition 8, (5.12) implies that 
T((X.,k,li*J:,;; T(a.,O.,kl = T(a). Because of this 
inequality and (5.11), r = (a..,k,ll*) is also an opti
mal solution of TT(e[l, jJ) in decomposition fo(m 
with r· 1 (k) h <a- 1 (k) =j, and it contradicts 
that j is the leftmost decomposition position for 
TT(e[l, j]), as well as for TT(e[l,n + I]). 0 
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6. Discussions 

Applying Theorems 1, 2 and Lemma 6, a condi
tional decomposition theorem can be obtained as 
follows. The proof is omitted. 

TheoremS. Suppose that e = (1, 2, ... , n) is an EDD 
sequence of job set N, and that his the key position 
of TT(N). If h < n, then the LDO solution u* of 
TT(N) is in the form u• = cx*O*, where ex* E 
Per(!, 2, ... ,h), 8* E Per(h + l, h + 2, ... ,n). 

Before concluding this paper, a comparison be
tween our necessary conditions (1.4) and (1.5) on 
the leftmost decomposition position and necessary 
conditions (1.2) and (1.3) on the rightmost de
composition position (Potts and Van Wassenhove 
(5]) is presented briefly. It is not difficult to prove 
that ( 1.4) fori = j I and (1.5) are equivalent to the 
following inequalities respectively: 

I Pt > d1 when j E (k,n], 
114l<j 

I p,,;;; d1+ 1 when jE [k,n). 
1 ~I<; j 

These two inequalities are similar to (1.2),(1.3), but 
(1.4),(1.5) includes another j- k - I conditions 
when j > k + l. So as a whole (1.4),(1.5) is an 
improvement of (1.2), (1.3). 

In what follows we describe the results of com
putational tests. Given n, take Pt>P2• ... ,p. to be 
random integers uniformly distributed on [0, 100], 
and then take d,d2 , ••• ,d. to be random integers 
uniformly distributed on [0, 2::1 ., 1.,. Ptl In this 
way, a number of total tardiness problems, in short, 
s problems with random data are produced. Then 
the number of decomposition position candidates 
for each problem is calculated. The average value of 
the candidate number corresponding to (1.2),(1.3) 
and (1.4},(1.5) are denoted by c, and c1 respectively 
and are obtained for suitably large s 100. The 
reduction from c, to c1 can be seen from the follow
ing table of the computational results. 

n 40 
c, = 1.96 
c, ~ 1.28 

60 
2.38 
1.35 

80 
2.49 
1.47 

100 
2.7·1 
l.SS 

101 

Appendix A. Proofs of Lemmas 1-4 

A.I. Definition of total-tardiness variation and some 
lemmas 

All Lemmas 1-4 in Section 3 concern with how 
total tardiness change when a backward shift is 
made on a job sequence. To treat this kind of 
change in a unified manner, we introduce the fol
lowing. 

Definition A.l. Let 8 (8(1),8(2), ... ,B(s)) denote 
a job sequence and t be the ready time. The total
tardiness variation with respect to t and 8 is defined 
as 

V(t,8) T(t,8) T(t,8'), 

where 0' (0(2), ... ,8(s),O(I)). T(t,O) and T(t,O') 
are total tardiness. 

Some simple .lemmas are given without proofs. 

Lemma A.l. If q ~ 0, then max(O, t) max(O, t 
q) med(O,q, t), where med( ·, ·, ·) stands for the 
medium of three real members. 

Lemma A.:Z. li holds for ready time t and job se-
quence 0 (0(1), 0(2), ... , O(s)) that · · 

Lemma A.3. Assume that u = (u(l),o-(2), ... , o-(n)), 
I,;;; I< m,;;; n and .,.- 1 (k)E [!,I]. Let 0 (k. 
o-(l,m]) and t Lt~J<ilPaw-P•· Then it holds 
that 

T(4>(k,l)u)- T(4>(k,m)u) V(t,O). 

Lemma A.4. Let a,;;; b. Then med(a, b,c) max(a, 
min(b,c}) = min(max(a,c), b). Also, med(O,b- a, 
t - a) equals zero when t ,;;; a, equals t a when 
t E (a, b), and equals b - a when t ;;,. b. Besides. 
(d/dt)med(O, b- a,t a) equals zero when tif[a,b]. 
equals one when t E (a, b). 
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A.2. Proofs qf Lemma 2 and Lemma 4 

Theorem A. I. If job sequence 8 E SEDD and t < t', 
then 

max(O, V(t,O)) ~ max(O, V(t',O)). 

Proof. Let 0=(1,2, ... ,s), pj z:,~i~tpj(l ~ 
i~s). a 1 d 1 p~. b1 =d1 -p1 • a1 =d1 -pj, 
b1 =a,+ p 1(2 ~ i ~ s) and number set H 
{a1,b1 II ~ i ~ s}. Noticing 8 e SEDD (i.e. p1 ;;?: p1 

and d1 ;;?: d1_ 1 for 2 ~ i ~ s), it holds that 

b2 ;;?: b~o b1 ;;?: a;~ 1 ViE [3, s]. 

Also, using Lemma A.2, we have that 

V(t,O) ~ L med(O,p,t ~a;) 
2 :$; i tti; s 

med(O,p~- Pt.f a,) 

L med(O,b1 a;,t- a1) 

2 ~ i ~ s 

Now we are to prove that 

t¢ H, V(t,O) > 0 => f, V(t,O);;?: 0 

(A. I) 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

If (A.3) is not true, then there is t satisfying 
t¢H, V(t,O) > 0, and f. V(t,O) < 0. According to 
(A.2) and Lemma A.4, t ¢ H and f. V (t, 0) < 0 imply 
that 

a 1 < t < bt. t < a1 v t > b, (2 ~ i ~ s). (A.4) 

By the same reason. V(t,O) > 0 implies that 
t > a1 for some I e [2,s]. If I= 2, then from I> a2, 

(A.4) and (A. I), it follows that t > b2 ;;?: b" which 
contradicts t < b 1 in (A.4). If I > 2, then from 
t >a., (A.4) and (A. I) it holds that t > b1 ;;?: a,_ 1• 

Hence by induction we get t > a2 which has been 
shown to be not possible. Thus (A.3) is proved. 
Noticing H in (A.3) is a finite set, it can be shown 
easily that (A.3) implies V(t,O)~ V(t',O) for the 
case V(t,O) > 0 and t < t'. 0 

Proof of Lemma 2. Let 0 (i,u(l,m]),t' z:, .;j ~, 
Paw Pt and t = t' - P•· Using Lemma A.3 and 
assumptions of Lemma 2 we obtain that 
V(t',O) = T(4>(i,l)u) T(4>(i,m)u) ~ 0 and Oe 

SEDD. So it follows from Theorem A. I that 

T(4>(i,/ l)r)- T(4>(i,m l)r) 

V(t,O) ~ max(O, V(t',O)) ~ 0. 0 

Proof of Lemma 4. Let 0 = u[s,q], t' 
L 1 ., i ,._,- 1 Paw and t = t' - p1 • Using Lemma A.3 
we obtain the following equalitites about u and 
r = 4>(r,q)u 4>(u(s),q)u: 

V(t', 8) = T(u)- T(r) 

= T(<P(k,l)u) T(<P(k,l)r), (A.5) 

V(t, 0) = T(u - k) T(r - k) 

= T(4>(k,m)u)- T(4>(k,m)r). (A.6) 

Since 0 e SEDD and V(t,O) = T(u k) 
T(r- k) > 0 are assumed in Lemma 4. It follows 
from Theorem A. I that V(t,O) ~ V(t',O~ Using this 
inequality, (A.S), (A.6) and the assumptions of 
Lemma 4, we obtain that 

T(<P(k,l)r) T(4>(k,m)r) ~ T(4>(k,l)u) 

- T(4>(k,m)u) ~ 0. 0 

A.3. Proof of Lemma I 

Theorem A.2. Assume that A. = (A.( 1), ..!.(2), ... , A.(s)). 
0 (i, ..i) and 0' = (k, A.). If P; ~ P• and 
d1 ~ max(d.,t), then V(t- p1,0) ~ V(t- P•,O'). 

Proof. Let A. (1,2, ... ,s) and Pi= z:, ., •• uP• 
(I ~I~ s). Using Lemma A.2 we obtain that 

V(t p~.O)= L med(O,p,,t+pi-dt) 
1 "l ~ s 

- med(O,p~,t + p~ d1), (A.7) 

med(O, p., t + pj d,) 

- med(O,p;,r + p~- d1 ). (A.8) 

Obviously d1 ~ max( d., t) implies t + p~ d1 ;;?: 

min(p;, t + p~ - d.). so it holds that med(O, 
p;, t + p; d1) ;;?: med(O, p;, t + p; - d.). Also, p, 
~P• implies med(·.p1,·)~med(·,p,,•). Using 

the above results and (A.7) and ('A.8) the conclusion 
is proved. 0 
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Proof of Lemma I. Let 0 (i.a(l,m]), 0' 
(k.a(l,m]). and t [ 1 ~j~tPow· Using Lemma 
A.3 we have the following inequalities: 

T(4>(i,/)al- T(4>(i,m)a) V(t- p"O), 

T(4>(k,/)a) T(4>(k,m)a) V(t- p.,O'). 

So V(t- p1,0)..,:; V(t- p •• O') "0 follows from the 
assumptions of Lemma 1 and from using Theorem 
A.2. D 

A.4. Proof of Lemma 3 

Theorem A.3. Let s ~ 3, 0 "' (0( 1), 0(2), ... , O(s)) 
and q "'8 0(2). Assume that 8 - 0(1) E SEDD 
and P11n; ~ P11m· Then max(O, V(t, q))" max(O, 
V(t. 0)). . 

Proof. Let 0"" (1,2, ... ,s) and pi L:1 «j.;tPj 
(I" i "s). We need to prove V(t,8)~ V(t,q) for 
the case V(t, q) > 0 only. According to Lemma A.2, 
there exists an 1(3 " I " s) such that I+ p; -
P2 > dl> and it follows that 

(A.9) 

Since 0- 0(1) e SEDD, i.e. P2 ~ p, and d;-1 "d, 
(3 "i..,:; s), it can be checked easily that t + p;_ 1 

d, .. 1 ~ t + pi d, P2- So it holds that 

L .med(O,pt.l + p; d1) 
2 ~i ~ A-1 

~ L med(O,p.,t+pi P2-d,). (A.lO) 
3~i~r 

Also, the following inequalities obviously hold: 

L med(O,p., t + p; d1) 

l<i" s 

~ L med(O,pht + p;- P2- d,), (A.ll) 
l<i {!);S 

med(O,p~ P~>t + p;- d1) 

"P2 + med(O,p~- Pt - P2,t + p;- P2- dJ) . . 

(A.I2) 

Summing up (A.9)-(A.II) subtracting by (A.l2) 
and applying Lemma A.2 again, the conclusion is 
obtained. D 
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Proof. of Lemma 3. Let a (1,2, ... ,n), t = 

4>(s,q)a(J ..,:; k "I< s" m "q" n). 0 = (k, s, s +I, 
... ,m), q=O-s and I LI<;j·«Pj P•· 
Since 0 - k e SEDD and P• ~ p, are assumed, us
ing Theorem A.3 we have that V(t,q)"' 
max(O, V(t,O)), i.e. 

T(4>(k,s l)t)- T(4>(k,m- l)t) 

"max(O, T(4>(k,s- l)a) T(4>(k,m)a)). 

Adding this to the obvious equality 

T(4>(k,/)t)- T(4>(k,s- l)r) 

T(4>(k, /)a) T(4>(k,s- l)a), 

at last we get that T(4>(k,l)t)- T(4>(k,m l)r) is 
not greater than the maximum of 

T(4>(k,l)a) T(4>(k,s- l)a) and 

T( 4>(k,l)a) T(4>(k, m)a). 

According to the assumptions of Lemma 3, two 
terms in the above expression are nonpositive, so is 
T(4>(k,l)t)- T(4>(k, m- l)r). D 
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Chapter 9 
Key Position Algorithm for the Total Tardiness Problem* 

Abstract: While making backward-shifts of the longest job in the job 
sequence of nondecreasing due dates, its earliest position such that the 
corresponding total tardiness is minimum over all positions is called the 
key position oft he total tardiness problem. In this paper, a new approx
imation method called key position algorithm is presented as follows: 
initially take the job sequence of nondecreasing due dates, then move 
the longest job to the key position and fix it at the position, get the 
two sub-problems for the jobs b~fore and after the key position respec
tively, and take the same steps for the sub-problems until all jobs have 
been arranged. We show that this approximation algorithm, which runs 
in 0( n2 ) time, has worst-case performance ratio n- 1, where n is the 
number of jobs, and that the job sequence produced by the key position 
algorithm is a locally optimal solution with respect to the neighborhood 
composed of adjacent interchanges. We further report on computational 
tests of the algorithm in relation with other approximation algorithms. 

§1. Introduction and the Algorithm 

For any integer i, let Pi be positive and denote the processing time 
of job i, and let di denote its due date. We assume that all jobs are 
available at time r. Pi and di are known parameters when job i is 
mentioned. Given a sequence u = ( u( 1 ), u(2), · · · , u( n)) of a job set N = 
{1, 2, · · ·, n} with the common ready timer, the completion time of job 
i EN is denoted by Ci(u) + r, where Ci(u) = L:{Pj I u-1(j) ~ u-1(i)}, 
so its tardiness Ti(r,u) = max(O,Ci(u) + r- di)· The formulation of 
the total tardiness problem is as follows: 

1T(r,N): min{T(r,u)= I: max(O,Ci(u)+r-di)luE PER(N)} 
iEN 

where PER( N) stands for the collection of all sequences (permutations) 
of N. For any subset N of N, 1T(r,N) can be defined similarly. We 
define the earliest due date ( EDD) order as the sequence in which the jobs 
are in order of non decreasing due date, where in case of a tie, the shorter 
job goes first (see K.R. Baker [:1.]). We define the largest processing time 

• An earlier version of this paper was published in Chinese in the Chinese Journal 
of Operations Research, 14, 1995, co-authored by Wenci Yu and Mingjing Yu, who 
contributed to the computational tests (Section 4). Also, an appendix is added to 
this version. 
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(LYI') order as the sequence in which jobs are in order of nonincreasing 
processing time, where in case of a tie, the job with larger due date goes 
first (see [1]). We renumber the jobs according to the EDD order. 

Given u, we define u(l, m) as the subsequence ( u(l + 1 ), u( l + 2), · · ·, 
u(m-1)), and u[l,m] is defined as (u(l),u(l+ 1), ... ,u(m)). 

Definition 1 (Notation <P(k, m) for sequence transformations) 
Given a job sequence 

u = (u(1),u(2), ... ,u(n)), 
we define u' = <P( k, m )u as the job sequence obtained from u by moving 
job k to the position m, moving the jobs in between position u-1(k) 
and position m one position towards position u-1 (k), while keeping the 
positions of other jobs unchanged. When m > u-1 (k), <P(k, m) is called 
a backward-shift of k in u. 

Definition 2 (Key Position of TT( r, N)) For the problem TT( r, N) 
of job set N, let f = (€(1),£(2), ... ,f(n)) be the EDD sequence of job 
set N, and job k be the longest job (the first element of LYI' order., 
precisely). The key position h of IT(r, N) is defined by the following 
two equalities: 

T' min {T(r, <P(k, i)f) I c 1(k) s; is; n}, 

h =min {s I T(r, <P(~,s)€) = T', (k) s; s s; n}. 

The key position of the problem IT(r, N) of any subset N of N is defined 
similarly. 

InS. Chang, Q. Lu, G. Tang and W. Yu [2], the concept of key position 
is discussed in relation with the conditions satisfied by the position for 
decomposition of the total tardiness problem. 

In this paper, we present our key position algorithm for the total 
tardiness problem, and give an analysis for the algorithm. The algorithm 
is based on the idea of iteratively applying backward-shifts. We start 
with the EDD sequence and TT(O, N) as first subproblem. In iteration 
k, we move the kth longest job to the key position of thekth subproblem, 
in which the kth longest job is contained, and obtain two new smaller 
subproblems. 

Key Position Algorithm: 

Given are the processing time Pi and due date d;. of job i ( i = 
1,2, ... ,n) as the data of IT(O,N). 

Step (i) i := 1, r1 := 0. Let c1 = (1, 2, .. ·, n) be the EDD sequence 
of job set Nand 1r = (7r(1),7r(2), ... ,1r(n)) the LPTsequence of N. 
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Step (ii) For the ith longest job 1r( i), which is at the position c:;1 
( 1r( i) ), 

determine the leftmost position li and the rightmost position mi in C:i 
such that 11'( i) is in the job subsequence C:i [li, mi] and each of the previ
ously moved jobs 11'(1),11'(2), .. . ,1r(i -1) is not in the job subsequence. 

I; 

Also, let ri := L: Pe;(s). Then TT( ri, C:i[li, mi)) is taken as the ith sub-
s= I 

problem. 

Step (iii) Find the key position v( i) of the ith sub-problem, and take 
a backward-shift of 1r( i) in C:i and get C:i+t := ~( 1r( i), v( i) )c:i· If i = n, 
go to Step (iv). If i < n, let i := i+ 1, and go back to Step (ii). 

Step (iv) Take l1KP = C:n+l as the result of the algorithm, and termi
nate. 

Remark. Obviously, C:n = C:n+l, so the algorithm may terminate when 
Step (ii) has been executed for i = n 1, instead of i = n. Also, li in 
Step (iii) can be simplified to li := c:;-1 

( 1r( i)) without any influence on the 
result, since only the backward-shifts 1r( i) in C:i are under consideration. 
Besides, mi can be determined by 

mi :=min {n + 1, {v(k) 11::; k < i, v(k) > c::;1 (1r(i))}} 1. 

In Section 2, it is proved that the job sequence produced by the al
gorithm is a locally optimal solution with respect to the neighborhood 
composed of adjacent interchanges. The complexity and the performance 
ratio of the algorithm are determined in Section 3. Computational tests 
of the algorithm in relation with other approximation algorithms are re
ported in Section 4. In Section 5, we present some concluding remarks 
and some directions for future research. In the appendix, we briefly 
describe and analyze two other approximation algorithms. 

§2. Properties of Adjacent Interchanges 

Given a schedule a, we defined Ck(a) = 2::: Pk, where Qk is the 
kEQ~o 

index set corresponding to all predecessors of job k and job k itself. In a 
similar fashion, we define C( a) as the total processing time of all jobs in 
a. We further define Tk(a) max(O,dk-'-Ck(a)) and Te(a) L: Tk(a), 

kE9 

where (} is the a subset of the jobs in a. When (} is the entire set of jobs 
in a, then we simply write T(a). 

Lemma 1 Let a= (fJ,k,s) and f3 (8,s,k) be two job sequences, 
where 8 is a sub-sequence. Assume that Pk > Ps and dk ::; d8 • Then 
T(a)::; T(/3) if and only if d8 2: Ck(a). 
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Proof. Let C = C(9) + Pk + Ps = Cs(a) = Ck(P) = Ck(a) + Ps· Obvi
ously it holds that 

T(/3)- T(a) = (Tk(P)- Tk(a))- (Ts(a)- Ts(/3)) 
= min(p8 ,max(O,C- dk))- min(pk,max(O,C- ds)). (2.1) 

If ds ~ Ck(a) = C- p8 , then max(O, C- ds) S Ps· Also, dk S d8 

implies max(O,C ds) S max(O,C- dk)· Thus the right-hand side of 
(2.1) is non-negative, and so T(/3) T( a) ~ 0. 

If ds < Ck( a) C p8 , then Ps < C - ds = max(O, C - ds)· Also, 
Ps < Pk is assumed. Thus the right-hand side of (2.1) is negative, and 
so the reverse conclusion is proved. 0 

Lemma 2 Let a= (9,i,s), f3 (9,s,i), 1 = (9,i,l) and 8 = (9,l,i) 
be four job sequences. Assume that Pi > Ps, di S ds and T( a) S T(/3). 
Also assume that ds S d1. Then T( 1) S T( 8). 

Proof. Using Lemma 1, we get from the assumptions that ds ~ C(9) + 
Pi· Sod, ~ C(9)+Pi· In case Pi > p,, using Lemma 1 again, T( 1) s T(8) 
is obtained. In case Pi S Ph the conclusion T( 1) s T( 8) is obvious since 
di S ds S d1 is assumed. 0 

Lemma 3 Let a = (9, i, s, k), f3 = (9, s, i, k) and 1 = (9, s, k, i) be 
three job sequences. Assume that Ps < Pi < Pk, ds 2: di 2: dk and 
T( a) > T(/3). Then T( 1) > T(/3). 

Proof. Using Lemma 1, we get from the assumptions that ds < C(9) + 
Pi· Hence diS ds < C(9) +Pi < C(9) + Ps + Pk· Using Lemma 1 again, 
the conclusion is obtained. 0 

Theorem 1 The job sequence (JKP produced by the key position algo
rithm for TI'(O, N) is a locally optimal solution of TI'(O, N) with respect 
to the neighborhood composed of adjacent interchanges. 

Proof. We use the notation from the description of the key position 
algorithm. Take any pair of neighboring jobs 1r( i) and 1r( k) in a KP; let 
O'Kp=(9, 1r(i), 1r(k), r). We prove that 

T(aKP) = T((9, 1r( i), 1r(k), r)) S T((9, 1r(k), 1r(i), r)). (2.2) 

Since (2.2) is obviously satisfied if P1r{i) = P1r(k) and d1r(i) = d1r(k), we 
may assume that jobs 1r( i) and 1r( k) are not identical. Recall that the 
relative order of the jobs remains the same until one of them is shifted. 
We distinguish between the following four cases. 

Case (i) i < k. 
According to the steps of the key position algorithm, position v( i) + 

1 = v(k) is eligible as key position, as a job 1r(h) with h < i would have 
remained on this position. Let s = Ei( v( i) + 1). Because v( i) is the 
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key position of the ith sub-problem, it holds that fHl = (Oi, 1r( i), s, Ti) 
satisfies 

T(!i+I) = T((Oi,1r(i),s,ri)) :5 T((Oi,s,?r(i),ri)). (2.3) 
Since P-zr(i) > Ps and job 1r( i) precedes job s in the EDD sequence, 

ds :5 d-zr(k). Due to this and (2.3), it follows from Lemma 2 that 
T(Oi, 1r(i), 1r(k)) :5 T(Oi, 1r(k), 1r(i)). (2.4) 

Also, the sub-problem structure of the algorithm ensures that 0 in 
0' KP=( 0, 1r( i), 1r( k ),r) is a permutation of (Ji in fi+I = ( Oil1r( i), s, Ti)· So 
(2.2) obviously follows from (2.4). 

Case (ii) i > k and 1r(i) < 1r(k). 
In this case, it holds that P-zr(i) :5 P-zr(k), because 1r is the LPI' sequence, 

and it holds that d-zr(i) :5 d-zr(k)' because e = (1,2,·· · ,n) is the EDD 
sequence. Thus (2.2) is obvious. 

Case (iii) i > k,1r(i) > 1r(k) and 1r(i) is not shifted backward, i.e. 
ci1 (1r(i)) = v(i) = v(k)- 1. 

Let Ek+I = (Ok,1r(i),1r(k),rk) = (J)(?r(k,v(k))Ek. Since v(k) is the key 
position of kth sub-problem, it holds that 

T(Ok, ?r(i), 1r(k), Tk) < T(Ok, 1r(k), ?r(i), Tk)). (2.5) 
Due to the same reason as in Case (i), (2.2) follows from (2.5). 

Case (iv) i > k, 1r(i) > 1r(k) and ei1(1r(i)) < v(i) = v(k)- 1. 
Let 8 = Ei( v( i)) and Ci+l = ( oi, s, 1r( i), 1r( k ), Ti)· Since 1r( i) passes job 

s, we have P-zr(i) > Ps· Moreover, job 1r( i) precedes job s in the EDD 
sequence, so d8 > d-zr(i)· As i > k, P-zr(i) :5 P-zr(k)· Since 1r(i) > 1r(k), 
d-zr(i) 2: d-zr(k)· Since at least one of these inequalities is strict and due to 
the way ties are settled in the EDD and LPT sequence, P-zr(i) < P-zr(k) and 
d-zr(i) > d-zr(k)· Hence, d-zr(k) < d-zr(i) < ds and P-zr(k) > P-zr(i) > Ps· Since 
v( i) is the key position of the ith sub-problem, it holds that 

T(8i,s,1r(i),1r(k),ri) < T(Oi,1r(i),s,1r(k),ri)· 
So using Lemma 3 we obtain that 

T((Oi, s, ?r(i), 1r(k), Ti)) < T((Oi, s, 1r(k), ?r(i), Ti)). (2.6) 
Due to the same reason as in Case (i), (2.2) follows from (2.6). 0 

§3. Complexity and Performance Ratio 

Theorem 2 The running time of the key position algorithm is O(n2), 

where n is the number of jobs. 

Proof. It suffices to show that for each i ( i = 1, 2, ... , n), the key po
sition v(i) of the ith subproblem can be found in time O(n). For that 
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purpose, we compute T(ei) in time 0( n), and computeT({{)( 1r( i), s+ l)ei) 
from T({{)(11"(i),s)ei) in time 0(1) by using the formula (2.1). 0 

As a known result, the EDD sequence of job set N solves the problem 
Ill Tma.x 1 see [l]. With the help of this result, it is easy to prove the 
following lemma. 

Lemma 4 Assume that € is the EDD sequence of the job set N, and 
that 0'* is an optimal sequence of IT(r, N). Then T(e):::; nT(O'*), where 
n = INI and € and 0'* are supposed to start at timer. 

Theorem 3 The worst-case performance ratio of the key position algo
rithm for IT(O, N) is n- 1, and this bound is tight. 

Proof. Let O'KP be the sequence produced by the key position algorithm 
for IT(O, N) and let 0'* be an optimal sequence of IT(O, N). First, we 
prove that the following estimate 

T(O'KP):::; (n- l)·T(O'*) (3.1) 
holds for any instance of IT(O, N). 

Let e1 = (1, 2, .. · , n) be the EDD sequence of the job set N, and let 
k = 1r(l) be the longest job in N. According to Lawler's decomposi
tion theorem (see E.L. Lawler [4]), there exists a position j 2:: k and 
an optimal sequence 0'* = (a, k, /3) with k = O'*(j) and the following 
properties: 

0'* = (a,k,/3), a E PER(&), f3 E PER(17), (3.2) 

(} = (1,2,···,k-l,k+l, ... ,j), 1J= (j+l,j+2, ... ,n). (3.3) 
We discuss the case 1 < j < n only, because the other cases j = 1 and 
j = n are similar and simpler. It follows from (3.2) that 

T(O'*) = T(a) + Tk(ak) + T13(akf3). (3.4) 
Obviously, both(} and 1J in (3.3) are EDD sequences. Using Lemma 4 for 
the two sub-problems IT(O,&) and 7T(Cj(et),1J), we obtain from (3.4) 
that 

T(O'*) 2:: (j -1)-1T(&) + Tk(&k) + (n- j)-1T'!J(&k1J), (3.5) 
which implies that 

T(O'*) 2:: (n -l)-1·T(&k1J) = (n- 1)-1 ·T({{)(k,j)e1). (3.6) 
Since h = v(l) is the key position of IT(O, N), it holds for any j that 

T({{)(k,j)et) 2:: T({{)(k,h)e1 ). 

Also, e2 = {{)(k,h)e1 = {{)(11"(1),v(l))e1 is obtained as the result of the 
first backward-shift in the algorithm. So it follows from (3.6) that 

T(O'*) ~ (n- 1)-1T(e2 ). (3.7) 
Besides, the descent property of the algorithm is obvious, that is, 
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T(t:I) 2:: T(t:2) 2:: • • • 2:: T(t:n+I) T(t:Kp). 
So (3.1) follows from (3.7). 

Now we prove that the ration- 1 in (3.1) is tight for any n. This 
conclusion is trivial for n = 2, so we consider the cases of n ;::= 3. Consider 
jobs with processing times Pi and due dates di ( i = 1, 2, · · · , n) as follows: 

PI= n,. P2 = n-1, Pi= h (i = 3,4,· ·· ,n), 
d1 =n, d2=2n-2-h, di=2n-2+(i-3)h (i=3,4,···,n), 

where his some small positive value. Thus, t:1 = (1, 2, · · ·, n) is the EDD 
sequence of these jobs, and job 1 is the longest· job. After some simple 
computations, we obtain 

T(t:t) n-1+(n-1)t:, 

T((p(1, i)t:I) = 2n- i- 1 + (n- 2)t: (i = 2,3, · · ·, n). 
So v(1) = n is the first key position. According to Step (ii) of the 
algorithm, we obtain that 

t:2 (p(I,n)t:t=(2,3,··· ,n,1). 

Noticing that T( o:) = 0 for any sequence o: of jobs 2, 3, · · · , n, we have 
t:2 = e3 = · · · =t:n+l = t:KP! and 

T(t:KP) = T(t:2) = T(2,3, · · ·, n, 1) = n- 1 + (n- 2)h. (3.8) 

Let 'Y = (1, 3, 4, · · · , n, 2). Then its total tardiness is 
T("f)=1+(n-1)h. · (3.9) 

Thus from (3.8) and (3.9) we obtain 
T(t:KP)/T(q*) 2:: T(t:KP)/T('Y) > (n- 1 + (n- 2)h)/(1- (n -l)h), 

where the right-hand side can be made arbitrarily close to n - 1 by 
choosing h small enough. D 

§4. Computational Tests 

In this section, we report on the computational experiments that we 
performed to compare our algorithm to two other algorithms for this 
problem that appeared in the literature. These are the the time forward 
algorithm (see L.J. Wilkerson and J.D. Irwin [7] andY. Lin [5]) and the 
time backward algorithm (see W. Yu [8]). These algorithms are explained 
briefly in the appendix. The computational tests were performed as 
follows: 

(1) Taken 40, 60, 80. 
(2) Take Xi and Yi to be random values uniformly distributed in the 

interval (0,1), where i = 1, 2, ... , n. 
(3) Let the processing time Pi be flOOxi l, where i = 1, 2, ... , n. 
( 4) For parameter () = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, let the due date 
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n 
di =Pi+ LOYi 2: PiJ, where i = 1, 2, ... , n. 

i=I 
(5) For each choice of nand 0, generate 8 instances of the one-machine 

total tardiness problem. The number 8 should be so large that the 
performance index (see (6)) of the algorithm tends to be stable. 

(6) For each test instance, we compute the performance ratio rKP 
T(aKP)/T(aoPr), where aKP denotes the job sequence obtained by the 
key position algorithm, and a oPr denotes the optimal sequence. For each 
choice of n and 0, we take the average performance ratio aKP over 8 
instances as the performance index of the algorithm. 

(7) Also for each choice of n and 0, we compute for the same 8 in
stances the average performance ratios aTB and aTF, which correspond to 
the time forward algorithm and the time backward algorithm, respec
tively. 

Table 1 shows some representative results for the average performance 
ratios aTB, aTF and aKP· From the table, we see that with respect to the 
average performance ratios, the key position algorithm is better than 
the time forward algorithm, which is better than the time backward 
algorithm. Other aspects of the three algorithms will be compared in 
the appendix. 

n 0 8 aTF aTB aKP 
40 0.4 180 0.01202 0.02118 0.00596 

60 0.4 100 0.00663 0.02256 0.00540 

80 0.4 60 0.00601 0.01757 0.00526 

Table 1. Average Performance Ratios 

§5. Discussion 

First, the job sequence obtained by the key position algorithm does 
not have to be a locally optimal sequence with respect to the neighbor
hood composed of backward-shifts of jobs. Here is an example. Let the 
data of three jobs be 

(Pb dt) = (9, 9), (p2, d2) (8, 12), (p3, d3) = (1, 13). 

Then aKP = (2, 3.1) and T(aKP) = 9 are obtained from the key position 
algorithm. But T(a) = 7 < T(aKP) holds for a= (3, 1, 2), which can be 
obtained from aKP by moving job 2 to the end. 

Second, we make some remarks about further research. It would 
be of interest to design a polynomial algorithm for the total tardiness 
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problem that not only produces a locally optimal solution but also has 
a performance ratio that is independent of n. In addition, little work 
has been done on approximation algorithms for the weighted tardiness 
problem. 

Appendix: Other Approximation Algorithms 

In this appendix, we first give a description of the other approxima
tion algorithms for the total tardiness problem that are involved in the 
computational tests in Section 4. After that, we will briefly describe our 
theoretical results on these approximation algorithms. 

We call the approximation algorithm proposed by L.J. Wilkerson and 
J.D. Irwin [7] the time forward algorithm, since the jobs are arranged one 
after another from time zero onwards in accordance with the adjacent 
interchange property. _The time forward algorithm is reviewed as a good 
heuristic in C.N. Potts and L.N. Van Wassenhove [6] and C. Koulamas 
[3]. To the knowledge ofthe author, several versions of the algorithm are 
described in the literature; they differ on points of details. We choose 
one concise version of the time forward algorithm. 

Time Forward Algorithm (see Y. Lin [5]): 

Step (i) i := 1, t := 0 and S := N = {1,2, ... ,n}. 

Step (ii) Take job u( i) such that 
max(Pa(i)' da(i)- t) = TJ~ max{pj, dj- t). 

Step (iii) If i = n, go to Step (iv). If i < n, let 
i := i + 1, t := t + Pa(i) and S := S \ {u(i)}. Go to Step (ii). 

Step (iv) Take uTF = (u(1),u(2),··· ,u(n)) as the result of the algo
rithm, and terminate. 

We call the algorithm proposed by the author [8] the time backward 
algorithm, since the jobs are arranged one by one in the reverse order of 
time in accordance with the adjacent interchange property. 

Time Backward Algorithm (see W. Yu [8]): 

Step (i) i := n, t := Pt + P2 + .. · + p"!- and S := N {1,2, ... ,n}. 

Step (ii) Let H := {j E S I dj + Pj 2: t}, and choose u( i) as follows: 
if H ::f 0, let u( i) be the job in H with largest due date; 

if H = 0, let u( i) be the longest job in S. 

Step (iii) If i = 1, go to Step (iv). If i > 1, let 
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i := i- 1, t := t- Pu(i) and S := S \ {a(i)}. Go to Step (ii). 

Step (iv) Take O'TB = (a(1),a(2),·· · ,a(n)) as the result of the algo
rithm, and terminate. 

It is pointed out by C.N. Potts and L.N. Van Wassenhove [6] that 
'It is therefore surprising that so far very little work has been done on 
the development and analysis of single machine tardiness heuristics'. In 
response to these words, we summarize our theoretical results about the 
approximation algorithms in Table 2. 

approximation performance local optimality w.r.t. relevant 
algorithm ratio which neighborhood reference 

time forward n/2 forward shifts of any job [9] 
time backward 2n ·:.! backward shifts of any job [8] 

key position n-1 adjacent interchanges Sections 2-3 

Table 2. Theoretical Properties of Three Algorithms 

We make some remarks about Table 2. The time complexity of each of 
the three approximation algorithms is O(n2). An emphasis has been put 
on the local optimality in relation with each approximation algorithm. 
To our understanding, the local optimality may explain why the aver
age performance ratios of the three approximation algorithms are very 
good, although the worst-case performance ratios are not so good. In 
our opinion, local optimality may be an interesting issue in designing ap
proximation algorithms for other scheduling problems as well. It might 
help us to understand why local search heuristics for some scheduling 
problems are mored widely used than fully polynomial approximation 
schemes, although the latter have theoretical merits. 

We now describe the relationship between the decomposition heuris
tics proposed by C.N. Potts and L.N. Van Wassenhove [6] and the key 
position algorithm. Actually, a useful framework of the decomposition 
heuristics combined with another approximation algorithm A is pre
sented in [6]. The decomposition heuristics is not an independent al
gorithm. For convenience of discussion, it is stated below. Let it be de
noted by DH/A. The algorithm DH/A consists of at most n approximate 
decompositions. The first approximate decomposition is determined as 
follows: 

Step (i) Let c:1 = (1, 2, · · ·, n) be the EDD sequence for the job set 
N, and let job k be the longest job. 

Step (ii) Let CSDP be the candidate set of decomposition positions 
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(see Chapter 8), which is a subset of {k, k + 1, ... , n }. 

Step (iii) For ea.ch h E C5DP, use the approximation algorithm A 
for the total tardiness problem on the job set {1, 2, ... , h} \ {k }, and 
determine the minimum value T~. Also, use the approximation algorithm 
A for the total tardiness problem on the job set { h + 1, h + 2, ... , n} with 

h 

a common ready time 2::: Pi, and let the minimum value be Tf. Then 
i=1 

let 
h 

Th T~ + max(O, 2::: Pi- dk) + Tf, 
j=l 

and choose h in C5DP such that Th is minimaL 

Step (iv) Take a backward shift of job kin e-1 to get e-2 :::::; ~(k,h)e-1. 
Then we get two sub-problems, and finish the first approximate decom
position. 

After the first approximate decomposition, he algorithm DH/A is con
tinued by a second approximate decomposition, a third one, and so on, 
until each job gets its position. Each of these approximate decomposi
tions applies to the sub-problems resulting from previous approximate 
decompositions, and consists of steps similar to the steps in the first 
approximate decomposition. 

We make the following two observations: 
(1) Looking at the structure of the algorithm DHjA, the key position 

algorithm can be put in this framework and can be taken as the algorithm 
DH/EDD, where EDD just takes the EDD sequence ofthejob set. From 
this point of view, the key position algorithm is not totally new, but its 
theoretical analysis is new. 

(2) When we perform additional computational tests in which we 
combine the decomposition heuristics with the key position algorithm, 
i.e., we let algorithm DHjEDD play the role of algorithm A, then the 
average performance ratio is further improved. 

At last, Finally, in order to obtain the optimal values of the total tar
diness problems involved in the computational tests of the key position 
algorithm, we applied a branch and bound algorithm, in which branching 
is based on C5DP (the candidate set of decomposition positions). Due 
to the results of E.L. Lawler, of C.N. Potts and L.N. Van Wassenhove, 
and of ours in Chapter 8, C5DP is often a small set. According to our 
computational experiments, the total tardiness problem with 80 jobs can 
be solved by the above mentioned algorithm within a few minutes on a 
personal computer IBM-486. 
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Summary 
Imagine the following situation, which occurs every day in a hospital. 

A number of patients have to undergo surgery, for which they need to be 
anesthesized. After the anesthetics have been administered, one has to 
wait a certain amount of time before the surgeon can start. The objective 
is to leave the operating room unoccupied for a minimum amout of time. 
This means that the last operation has to be completed as early as 
possible. · 

The above situation is an example of a machine scheduling problem. 
In general, such a problem has n jobs that have to be performed by 
m machines. In our example, the jobs correspond to the patients, and 
there are two machines: the anesthetist and the surgeon. A job can 
consist of several tasks. For each task it is known by which machine it 
has to be performed and how long it takes. Each machine can process at 
most one task at a time, and tasks that belong to the same job cannot be 
executed simultaneously. The problem is to find a schedule that specifies 
for each task when it will be performed, such that the above constraints 
are satisfied and a given objective function is minimized. In our example 
the objective is the point in time at which the last patient has undergone 
surgery. One complication of the example has not yet been incorporated 
into the model: surgery can only start when the anesthesia is effective. 
Hence, we introduce a delay for each job, which specifies a minimum 
waiting time between the first and the second task of a job. 

· The case in which each job passes through the machines in the same 
order is called a flow shop problem. Our example is a two-machine 
flow shop. One of the earliest results in the area of machine schedul
ing concerns the minimization of the maximum job completion time in 
a two-machine flow shop without delays. In 1954 Selmer M. Johnson 
showed that one only needs to look at permutation schedules, i.e., sched
ules in which each machine processes the tasks in the same order, and 
that an optimal permutation schedule can be found in 0( n log n) time. 
Delays make the problem much more difficult. A variant of Johnson's 
algorithm still yields an optimal permutation schedule, but the restric
tion to permutation schedules is no longer valid: in an optimal schedule 
one job may pass another. The problem is NP-hard in the strong sense, 
which means that it is unlikely to be solvable in polynomial time. 

The two-machine flow shop with delays is the subject of Part I of this 
thesis. In Chapters 2 and 3 we consider some special cases of the problem. 
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Two highly restricted cases turn out to be strongly NP-hard: the case 
that for each job its two processing times are equal and the delays can 
assume only two values, and the case that all processing times are equal 
to 1. These results resolve open questions from the literature. In Chapter 
4 we derive lower bounds, which can be used in enumerative algorithms. 
In Chapter 5 we present sufficient conditions under which the restic~ion 
to permutation schedules is justified; as mentioned above, the problem 
can then be solved in polynomial time. Our conditions dominate the 
ones given in the literature. In Chapter 6 we present a polynomial-time 
algorithm for the case that all processing are equal to 1 and the delays 
can assume only two values. 

The three papers that form Part II of the thesis deal with a different 
machine scheduling problem. There are n jobs, each of which consists 
of a single task that has to be performed by a single machine. Each job 
has a given due date. The problem is to find a schedule that minimizes 
the total tardiness, i.e., the sum of the amounts by which the jobs exceed 
their due dates. 

This problem has received a lot of attention. In 1969 Hamilton Em
mons published a dominance rule, which has the purpose of identifying 
precedence constraints between the jobs that are satisfied in at least one 
optimal schedule. In 1977 Eugene L. Lawler gave an algorithm that 
solves the problem in pseudopolynomial time. His method is based on 
the determination of decomposition positions, i.e., positions at which a 
problem instance can be decomposed into two smaller instances that can 
be solved separately. In 1989 it was proved that the problem is NP-hard 
in the ordinary sense. 

In Chapter 7 we indicate how one can combine the precedence con
straints found by Emmons' rule, without running the risk of excluding all 
optimal schedules. In Chapter 8 we derive new conditions that the left
most decomposition position in Lawler's algorithm has to satisfy; these 
conditions dominate those known from the literature. In Chapter 9 we 
present a polynomial-time approximation algorithm, which produces a 
schedule that is locally optimal with respect to adjacent job interchanges, 
and we compare its performance to that of previously proposed approx
imative methods. 
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Samenvatting 
Stelt u zich de volgende situatie eens voor die zich dagelijks in bet 

ziekenhuis voordoet. Een aantal patienten moet worden geopereerd, 
waarbij verdoving noodzakelijk is. N ad at de verdoving is toegediend, 
gaat er een bepaalde tijd overheen voordat de verdoving begint te werken, 
waarna bet operatieteam aan de slag kan. Het doel is om de ope
ratiekamer gedurende een zo kort mogelijke tijd onbezet te Iaten. Dit 
komt erop neer dat de laatste van de serie operaties zo vroeg mogelijk 
klaar moet zijn. 

Het bovenstaande is een voorbeeld van een machinevolgordeprobleem. 
In zijn algemeenheid zijn er bij een dergelijk probleem n taken gegeven, 
die moeten worden uitgevoerd door m machines. In ons voorbeeld komen 
de taken overeen met de patienten en zijn er twee machines: de anes
thesist en bet operatieteam. Een taak kan uit verscheidene bewerkingen 
bestaan. Van elke bewerking is gegeven door welke machine zij moet 
worden uitgevoerd en hoe lang zij duurt. Iedere machine kan slechts 
een bewerking tegelijkertijd uitvoeren, en bewerkingen die tot dezelfde 
taak behoren kunnen niet tegelijk worden uitgevoerd. Gevraagd wordt 
een schema op te stellen dat aangeeft wanneer iedere bewerking wordt 
uitgevoerd, waarbij aan bovenstaande voorwaarden wordt voldaan en 
bovendien een gegeven doelstellingsfunctie wordt geminimaliseerd. In 
ons voorbeeld is die functie bet tijdstip waarop de laatste patient is 
geopereerd. Een complicatie van ons voorbeeld is nog niet in bet model 
verwerkt: de operatie kan pas beginnen wanneer de verdoving werkt. 
Om dit te modelleren wordt voor iedere taak een tussentijd gedefinieerd 
die aangeeft hoe lang er minimaal gewacht moet worden tussen de eerste 
en de tweede bewerking van de taak. 

Als iedere taak de machines in dezelfde volgorde doorloopt, dan 
spreekt men van een flow shop probleem. Ons voorbeeld is een twee
machine flow shop. Een van de eerste resultaten op bet gebied van 
de machinevolgordeproblemen betreft bet minimaliseren van de voltooi
ingstijd van de laatste bewerking in een twee-machine flow shop zonder 
tussentijden. Selmer M. Johnson liet in 1954 zien dat men zich in dat 
geval mag beperken tot permutatieschema's, d.w.z. schema's waarbij 
iedere machine de taken in dezelfde volgorde verwerkt, en dat een opti
maal permutatieschema in 0{ n log n) tijd kan worden bepaald. De aan
wezigheid van tussentijden maakt bet probleem echter vee! moeilijker. 
Een variant van Johnson's algoritme Ievert nog steeds een optimaal per
mutatieschema, maar de beperking tot permutatieschema's geldt niet 
Ianger: in een optimaal schema kan de ene taak de andere inhalen. Het 
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probleem is NP-lastig in de sterke zin, en dat betekent dat het in zijn 
algemeenheid waarschijnlijk niet in polynomiale tijd is op te lossen. 

De twee-machine flow shop met tussentijden is het onderwerp van 
deel I van dit proefschrift. In de hoofdstukken 2 en 3 beschouwen we een 
aantal speciale gevallen van het probleem. Van twee gevallen tonen we 
aan dat ze sterk NP-lastig zijn: het geval dat de beide bewerkingstijden 
van een taak gelijk zijn en de tussentijden slechts twee waarden kun
nen aannemen, en het geval dat alle bewerkingstijden gelijk zijn aan 1. 
Hiermee zijn enkele open vragen uit de literatuur beantwoord. In hoofd
stuk 4 leiden we ondergrenzen af die in een aftellingsalgoritme kunnen 
worden gebruikt. In hoofdstuk 5 presenteren we voldoende voorwaar
den waaronder men zich mag beperken tot permutatieschema's; zoals 
hierboven vermeld kan het probleem dan in polynomiale tijd worden 
opgelost. Onze voorwaarden domineren de voorwaarden die in de lite
ratuur worden gegeven. In hoofdstuk 6 presenteren we een polynomiale 
algoritme voor het geval dat alle bewerkingstijden gelijk zijn aan 1 en 
de tussentijden slechts twee waarden kunnen aannemen. · 

De drie artikelen die deel II van het proefschrift vormen gaan over een 
ander machinevolgordeprobleem. Er zijn n taken, die ieder slechts een 
bewerking behoeven te ondergaan en moeten worden bewerkt door een 
machine. Voor iedere taak is een afteveringstijdstip of due date gegeven. 
Het doel is een schema te bepalen waarvoor de som van de overschrijdin
gen van de due dates minimaal is. 

Dit is een veelbestudeerd probleem. In 1969 publiceerde Hamilton 
Emmons een dominantieregel, die tot doel heeft precedentierelaties tus 
sen de taken te bepalen waaraan in ten minste een optimaal schedule is 
voldaan. In 1977 gaf Eugene L. Lawler een algoritme die het probleem in 
pseudopolynomiale tijd oplost. Zijn methode is gebaseerd op het bepalen 
van decompositieplaatsen, d.w.z. plaatsen waar de probleeminstantie 
kan worden gesplitst in twee kleinere instanties die afzonderlijk kunnen 
worden opgelost. In 1989 werd bewezen dat het probleem NP-Iastig is in 
de gewone zin. 

In hoofdstuk 7 geven we aan hoe men de met de regel van Emmons 
afgeleide precedentierelaties kan combineren zonder het risico te lopen 
aile optimale oplossingen uit te sluiten. In hoofdstuk 8 leiden we nieuwe 
voorwaarden af waaraan de eerste decompositieplaats in Lawler's algo
ritme moet voldoen; deze voorwaarden domineren de uit de literatuur 
bekende voorwaarden. In hoofdstuk 9 geven we een polynomiale be
naderingsalgoritme, die een schema oplevert dat niet kan worden ver
beterd door twee opeenvolgende taken te verwisselen, en we vergelijken 
deze algoritme met eerder gepubliceerde benaderingsmethoden. 
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Propositions 
( 1) Inequalities for the Circular Circumference Ratio 

Let 8n denote the area of a regular polygon with n edges inscribed 
in a unit circle. An ancient mathematical result (LIU Hui, circa 263) 
states ·that 

82n < 1r < 282n 8n. {1.1) 
To improve upon this result, in the spirit of the extrapolation method 
in numerical analysis, we present the following inequalities. 

Define 8n,o = 8n, and fork= 1, 2, ... , define 
8n,k = {1 + a~c)82n,k-1- a~c8n,k-b where a~c = ( 4k -1)-1, 

Tn,k = {1 + /3~c)82n,k-1- /3~c8n,k-1> where /3k = (22
/c-

1
- 1)-1

• 

Then it holds that 
8n,k < 1r < Tn,k· {1.2) 

A brief numerical comparison between {1.1) and {1.2) is as follows. 
{1.1) For n = 48: 

3.13935020 < 896 < 1r < 2896-848 < 3.14607180. 

{1.1) For n = 12288: 
3.14159262 < 824575 < 1r < 2824576-812288 < 3.14159272. 

{1.2) For n = 6 and k = 4: 
3.14159262 < 1r < 3.14159272, 

which is obtained from 
{1048576896- 348160848 + 22848896- 3408t2 + 86)/722925 < 1r 

and 
1r < (524288896- 176128848 + 12096896- 212812 + 86)/260045. 

The motivation of this work is to see how accurate the ancient Chinese 
circle-cutting technique is from the viewpoint of modern numerical anal
ysis. It is known that ZU Chongzhi (circa 460) obtained 3.1415926 < 
1r < 3.1415927, but his way of calculation was lost. 

W. Yu, K. Chen, New viewpoints on the circle-cutting technique (in 
Chinese), Journal of Nature, 8, 1985, 146-148. 
W. Yu, K. Chen, A sequence of new inequalities on the circle-cutting 
technique (in Chinese), Journal of Qufu Normal University, 1985 (11), 
41-45. 

{2) Two Rectangles Moving Along a Circle 
The following problem arises in a manufacturing situation. Two iden

tical rectangles move along a circular part· of an assembly line. Each 
rectangle is positioned such that its center is located on a circle of 
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radius r and one center line remains tangential to the circle. The circular 
distance between the centers of the rectangles remains constant. Which 
are the values of r for which the rectangles will not overlap? 

For many instances, these values of r form an interval [r1 , oo], where 
r1 > 0. Contrary to one's intuition, there also exist instances for which 
the values of r that avoid overlap form two intervals [ra, r2J and [rt, oo], 
where r1 > r2 > ra > 0. ·Thus for these instances collision 1will occur in 
(0, ra) and (r2, rt)· 

W. Yu, Y. Tan, Geometric device of an assembly line (in Chinese), Jour
nal of Mathematics for Technology, Special Issue, 1994, 182-186. 

(3) The Rear Wheel Curve of a Bicycle 
It is an empirical fact that the rear wheel curve of a bicycle is smoother 

than the front wheel curve. Some theoretical properties of the rear wheel 
curve of a bicycle are as follows. First, the length of the rear wheel curve 
is never more than the length of the front wheel curve. Second, the rear 
wheel· curve is convex if the front wheel curve is convex, and even if the 
front wheel curve is non-convex in a suitably small interval. 

W. Yu, X. Hua, Properties of rear wheel curves (in Chinese), Mathemat
ics in Practice and Theory, 1982 (3), 37-46. 

(4) Finite Element Equations with Coefficients as Geometric 
Quantities 

We obtain finite element equations of the Laplace equation Llu = 0 
in two variables with its coefficients expressed by geometric quantities. 
Assume that with respect to a planar triangulation, in the local structure 
centered at node V0 , the neighboring nodes are V1 , V2, ... , V m, and each 
edge Vo Vi has two opposing angles Cl!i and {3; (i = 1, 2, ... , m). Then the 
finite element equation of Llu = 0 at node V0 is as follows: 

m m 

I: ( ctga; + ctg{J; )uo I: ( ctgai + ctg{J; )ui, 
i=l i=l 

where Ui stands for the approximate value of the unknown solution at 
node \ti. 

This result can be used for teaching the finite element method, and 
for small-scale computations as well. The algebraic treatment of finite 
element equations is more general and faster for computations, but it 
obscures the meaning of the equation coefficients. 

In addition, this result can be extended to the 3-dimensional problem 
and to elastic mechanics problems. 

W. Yu, Y. Tan, Geometrical quantity representation of finite element 
equations (in Chinese), Mathematics in Practice and Theory, 1985 (1), 
54-64. 
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( 5) About Minimal Spanning Tree Algorithms 
We give an. algorithmic model for the minimal spanning tree. Let G . 

be a weighted graph, Si (i = 1, 2, ... , n- 1) be cuts of G, and ei (i = 
1, 2, ... , n- 1) be a minimal edge in S1.. Also, lets, (i = 1, 2, ... , n -1) 
be arranged such that 

ej !f. sk,\:lj < k,k = 1,2, ... ,n-1. 
Then { e1, ez, ... , en-d forms a minimal spanning tree of G. 

This result gives a unified approach to the algorithms of Prim, Kruskal, 
and others. 

W. Yu, G. Wei, Minimal spanning tree and cut-sets (in Chinese), Journal 
of Fudan University, 1979 (3), 45-51. 

(6) Convergence of Quasi-Newton Algorithms 
As the most efficient algorithms in unconstrained nonlinear optimiza

tion, quasi-Newton algorithms have been studied extensively, which led 
to many theoretical results, including global convergence and superlinear 
local convergence. But these results commonly need an assumption that 
the objective function f(x) is convex. Without this assumption, global 
convergence was proved only for the variable dimension n = 2 in 1971. 
Without the convexity assumption and for an arbitrary dimension, we 
prove the global convergence of quasi-Newton algorithms in the following 
sense: if the sequence of iteration points { Xk} converges, then it must 
converge to a critical point. This result partly solves a conjecture stated 
by M.J.D. Powell. To ourknowledge, it remains open whether or not 

lim inf !IV f(xk)ll = 0 or lim sup ll\7 f(xk)ll = 0 
holds for any iteration points {xk} produced by the quasi-Newton algo
rithm, in case the objective function is non-convex. 

D. Pu, W. Yu, On the convergence property of the DFP algorithm, 
Annals of Operations Research (edited by M. Yue), 24, Baltzer, The 
Netherlands, 1990, 175-184. 

(7) The Regular Simplex Evolutionary Algorithm 
To solve an unconstrained optimization problem min{/( z) I z E Rn}, 

the regular simplex evolutionary algorithm is reliable when the deriva
tives of f( x) are not available. This algorithm begins with any initial 
simplex composed of n + 1 vertices, and then continues with simplex 
iterations. In each iteration, the next simplex is obtained from a trans
formation of the previous one. The transformation is a reflection of the 
previous simplex from the worst vertex (the vertex with the largest value 
of f(x)), if the reflection point shows an improvement of the objective 
function. Otherwise, the transformation is a contraction of the previ
ous simplex towards the best vertex. To give a theoretical analysis of 
the algorithm, we prove the global convergence of the algorithm with a 
reflection threshold or with some other reflection conditions. 
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W. Yu, The convergence properties of the simplex evolutionary technique 
(in Chinese), Sci entia Sinica, Special Issue on Mathematics, 1979 (1 ), 
69-77. 

(8) Quasilinear Hyperbolic Equations 
Consider a one-dimensional hydrodynamic problem with given dis

continous initial functions. The solution usually contains shock waves, 
rarefaction waves, etc., so it may have a complicated struc:ture. In case 
each of the initial functions is piecewise constant, the sollition up to a 
certain time period can be constructed by classical techniques. Moti
vated by the work of C. Gu, we prove the existence and uniqueness of a 
local discontinuous solution for the problem, in case each of the initial 
functions is piecewise smooth. This result is an application of our work 
on boundary value problems, including free boundary problems, for the 
quasilinear hyperbolic equations in two variables. 
D. Li, W. Yu, Some existence theorems for quasilinear hyperbolic sys
tems of partial differential equations in two independent variables. (1) 
Typical boundary value problems, Sci entia Sinica, 1964 ( 4), 529-550. 
(2) Typical boundary value problems of functional form and typical 
free boundary problems, Scientia Sinica, 1964 (4), 551-562. (3) General 
boundary value problems and general free boundary problems, Scientia 
Sinica, 1965 (7), 1065-1067. 
D. Li, W. Yu, Boundary value problems for the first order quasilinear 
hyperbolic systems and their applications, Journal of Differential Equa
tions, 4, 1981, 1-26. 
D. Li, W. Yu, Boundary value problems for quasilinear hyperbolic sys
tems, Duke University Mathematics Series, USA, 1985. 

( 9) Quasilinear Hyperbolic Equations 
For the quasilinear hyperbolic equations in two variables, consider a 

sufficiently smooth solution (C00 solution) of a typical boundary value 
problem on an angular region. We aim at getting conditions for local 
solvability of the problem, which means the following: if these conditions 
are satisfied, the problem has a unique local coo solution; otherwise, 
either the problem has more than one local coo solution, or it does 
not have such a solution. As qualified conditions, we obtain a group 
of algebraic inequalities, which are equivalent to the condition that for 
the unknown functions the derivatives of any order at the vertex of the 
angular region can be calculated uniquely~ 
D. Li, W. Yu, On the necessity of the solvability conditions of the typical 
boundary value problems for quasilinear hyperbolic systems, Communi
cations in Partial Differential Equations, 6(11), 1981, 1225-1234. 
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